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foreword
"The earliest fane of science built
beneath the Western sky." These famil-
iar words of the school anthem, barken-
ing back through the period of Califor-
nia's adolescence and infancy, back to
her gold-mad days before the Civil War,
envision for us the humble inception of
this university, destined to exert so salu-
tary an influence in mollifying and
molding the grim pioneer elements of
the State.
Steadily and systematically, under a
kindly Western sky, Santa Clara has
developed to its present gratifying pro-
portions, and to this development, to
this GREATER SANTA CLARA we,
the editors of the 1929 REDWOOD,
have turned for the unifying
theme of this volume.
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REV. ZACHEUS J. MAHER, S. J.
1 oniicr President c/ Saiit^t C /a/-a
To whose cncr3y, industry and vision is due
the new impetus siven to a
greater Santa Clara
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REV. EDMUND J. RyAN, S. J.
Late Field Si'cn't<\rY o/ S^\/iU\ C /az-a
Who iK'cd, lAborcd And died for a
SrcAtcr SiMitA C[c^rc^
J. Barrett McMahon .... Editor
Maurice J. Hoffman . Business Manager
Thomas P. Ryan Advertising Manager
Robert J. Danielson . Circulation Manager
>-
IN MEMORIAM
m
WILLIAM DURCIN, Ex. '3i
IN MEMORIAM
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To mould men after the model
of the Man God, and thus to
form them to serve their fellow-
men, their country, and their God,
this is the ideal and purpose of
the University of Santa Clara.
With such a lofty and inspiring
ideal even the most humble of
human institutions must necessar-
ily succeed. Urging the minds and
hearts of the faculty this ideal
has become an ambition, toward
which they will ever strive; until
the noonday radiance of their sun
has faded into the glimmering
twilight of the evening and there
stands as a mute and eloquent
compensation for their labors a
greater University of Santa Clara.
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WHERE THE TRUTH IS HNKNOWN
The Sacrifice Amoa^ Those Who
Know Not Christ
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REV. ALOySIUS RAGGIO, S. J.
}illY } CMS a Priest
LOISTKRleadin-to
the southern en-
trance of the new
Mission Santa Chira
showing the ancient tile roofing
said to he over one hundred
and forty years old.
The lower photo displays the
same entrance close up. The
preserved Cross framed by the
pillars of the Mission patio ap-
pears in the background.
This emblem dates from the
year 1777 and is protected from
the ravages of the weather by
a special wooden case.
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OUT H WESTERN
entrance of restored
California landmark
which is now being
used exclusively as a chapel for
the students of the University
of Santa Clara.
ThL' lower view is a long dis-
tance shot of the same entrance
showing a portion of the Mis-
sion gardens adjoining it.
The new mission was restor-
ed in May, 1928. after the Third
Mission Santa Clara had been
destroyed b_\' fire two years
before.
XARLED vines and
Irellised courts im-
mortalize the sacred
vestiges of scliolar-
ly friar and ignorant al)origine.
The reHc room of the New
Mission is a treasure house for
tourists and lovers of Califor-
nia history.
The door to the sacristy,
shown in the lower photo, ex-
presses successfully the efforts
of the designers to preserve the
Old Mission's characteristics.
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ERGIN HALL, the
Administration
l)uilding of the Uni-
versity of Santa
Clara, nestles in the bosom of
the verdant Mission cloister.
Majestic palms and ancient
yews cast their picturescjue
shadows aronnd this imposing-
structure.
Below, the j\h3narch of the
palms. A poetic view of a vine-
clad entrance to the Hall.
This is the residence of the
Jesuit Fathers.
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NE of the few re-
maining monuments
to the workmanship
of over a century ago
stands a crumbling adobe pile
in the Mission Cloister at the
University of Santa Clara.
Despite efforts to preserve it
time is slowly exacting its in-
evitable toll.
The faithful sentinel in the
lower view welcomes the rise
of a more lasting structure, the
New Mission Santa Clara.
v^tmummf**'^
ME beauty of the
palms of the Santa
Clara gardens is
equalled only by the
dignity which a dozen decades
lia\e brought them.
Alone the two breathers stand
in venerable stateliness, guard-
ians of the campus ; while be-
low a corps of smaller palm
trees match the beauty of an
ivy-clad adobe wall with the
simple s])lendor of their own
geranium-burdened bosom.
HE Padre of the
Rains," Reverend
Jerome Sixtus Ric-
ard, S. J., has this
year realized his fondest hope
and life's ambition in the com-
pletion of the Knights of Colum-
hns Ricard Memorial Observa-
tory.
.\bove, the new "weather
house" as seen from the roof of
the C)ld Jnhrmary.
r>elow. the main entrance to
the ()l)servator\- with the in-
scri])tion (jver the door bearin*;-
testimony to the g-enerosity of
the donors.
HE Bells of Santa
Clara have constant-
1}' been made the
subject of song and
])en since the day they first rang
out their "Peace on Earth" in
the Old Mission tower.
The one on the right was do-
nated by King Charles of Spain
in the year 1798 and still bears
the inscription to that effect.
P>elo\v, the facade of the Xew
Mission and the tower in which
the bells now hang'.
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HE entrance to the
"(ireater Santa
Clara." above—The
A 1 o y s i u s R
a
ggio
date, one of the three entrances
to the University grounds, with
the New Mission in the (Hstance.
This scene can only be ap-
preciated by those who have
known the Santa Clara of a
quarter of a century ago, when
the University was making
m;igniticent efforts to rise to
the jjeak it has reached today.
r>elo\v. a close-up of an ivy-
clad pillar of the Raggio Gate.
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FXOLLECTION of
the old makes ap-
[j preciation of the new
keener. The Third
Mission Santa CLara shown
above was destroyed by fire
o\-er two years ago and has
ahnost been dispLaced from onr
memory by the beauties of the
restored Mission reared on our
camjnis last May.
Below, a view of the Third
Mission at night.
The structure was razed to
the ground shortly after this
])hoto was taken.
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EVERAL years of
patience and careful
n u t 11 r i n 54- h a v e
brought to Santa
Clara that which she prizes most
highl}' after her sjjlendid build-
ings—The Mission Gardens.
Above, the A(hninistration
Building from the front show-
ing the masses of tangled shrub-
bery surrounding it.
The side entrance to the same
Hall, below, displays to g'ood
advantage the magnificent and
highly prized vine which covers
the building on two sides.
N This Siyn I'hou
I i*. Shalt Cdiiqurr"—
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:
Standing before
' Santa Chira's Halls
of learning the Cross of the
Saviour of Mankind gives evi-
dence of the ideals of the Uni-
versity.
This emblem was placed here
over one hundred and fifty years
ago. It is one of the few out-
standing relics of the pioneer
days of the missionary padres
in California.
Below, the old Mission clois-
ter wall, as old as the Cross
above.
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REV. CORNELIUS J. McCOy, S. J.
I'rcsidciit
REV. JOSEPH M. GEORCEN, S. J.
VicC'Pivsic/viit
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REV. JOHN J. HAYES, S. J.
Si'crcf'.Mj
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REV. EUGENE M. IVANCOVICH, S. J.
S i^ipervisor
Reverend Father Gianera came
to the University some three
years ago. During that time he
has held the offices of Vice-Presi-
dent, ^Moderator of Athletics and
Dean of the Faculties.
Upon Reverend John A. Len-
non's departure for the Orient,
Father Giaiiera was chosen as his
successor. He has held the office
of Dean for the past year.
"TDeans
Mr. George L. Sullivan has been
identified with the development
of the College of Engineering at
Santa Clara for over 17 years.
His uncommon interest in things
pertaining to student life has
made him one of the most be-
loved Deans in the history of the
local institution. The recognition
of the engineering department at
Santa Clara by large electrical
companies is in great measure
due to him.
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Mr. Edward Kelly came to the
Uni\ersit}' tlircc years ago as an
expert in mathematics and ac-
ciiuntiiiL;-. lie has held the office
of Dean (if the College of Busi-
ness Aflniinistration for the past
year, havini^- succeeded Mr. Pahst
who for many years has been
connected with hjcal hanking-.
TDeans
Mr. Clarence C. Coolidge, Dean
(if the Law Department for the
past eight years and professor for
the last twenty, has been one of
the most capable men in the Law
College since its inception. An
attorney of state-wide reputation
and a resident of San Jose for
many years, he has held the of-
fice of District Attorney and
Chief Deputy for eight and six
years respectively.
133}
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Reverend Joseph C. Sasia, S. J.,
prominent Jesuit of California and
writer of note, died on October 7th,
1928, in San Jose, after a short ill-
ness. Father was 85 years of age
and had been declining for many
months before his end came on the
Feast of the Ahist Holy Rosary.
The students and friends of the
L'niversity attended the funeral ser-
vices in the ^Mission Church.
\n Q^emoriarru
Reverend Edmund J. Ryan, S. J.,
for many years Field Secretary of
the University of Santa Clara, died
at Colfax, December 5th, 1928, age
46. His death was the result of a
physical breakdowTi brought on from
overwork. He was connected with
the University for the past twenty
years, and it was due to his zeal in
great measure that the development
of the local institution was made
possible.
^
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HUNTER ARMSTRONG
Lata
EDWARD BOLAND, S. J.
History
EUGENE BACIGALUPI, S. J.
Physics
ALBERT CASEY, S. J.
Philosophy
f3 5l
ARTHUR COGHLAN, S. J.
Philosot'liy
RAYMOND COPELAND, S. J.
Latin
JAMES DUFFY, S. J.
Physiology
CAAIILLO d' ABRUZZO
Italian
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HARLAN DYKES
Education
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BERNARD HUBBARD, S. J.
Geology
jajMes henry, S. J.
Mathonatics
ALLAN LINDSAY
Law
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HENRI LECAT
French
JAMES LYONS, S. J.
English
WILLIAM LOTZ
Engineering
JAMES LO\'ELY, M. D.
Biology
im
RALPH MARTIN
Spiuiish
JOHN MOOTZ, S. J
Ethics
EDWARD MENAGER, S. J.
Chemistry
EDWARD MURPHY
Dramatics
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L. J. NEUMAN
Enginccriiui
MARK NOLL
FRED SAUER
Business
CHARLES SOUTH
Asst. Librarian
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EUWARU SllIPSIiY. S. J.
Econtniiics
JOHN WADDELL
Professor Emeritus
English
RONALD STEWART
Lazv
IVOR WALLIS
Lazv
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ERXESr WATSOX, S. J.
Mathematics
EDWARD AMARAL
Asst. Attending Physician
HEXRY WOODS, S. J.
Librarian
FRED GERLACH, M. D.
Attending Physician
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ARCHIBALDO ARANDA, B.S. in(J.E
Leon, Mexico Age 22
Engineering / ^
Engineering Society (1) (2) (3/) (4)
Stage Crew (2) (3) (4)
Choir (1 ) (2) (3) (4)
DAN GORDON BARDIN, Ph.B.
Sali]ias Age 22
Law
Legal Fraternity (3) (4)
Y^l Leader (2) (3)
Student Congress (3) (4)
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GERALD S. CHARGIN, A.B., LIB.
San Jose Age 24 \
Law -^ ,V\
Legal Fraternity (3) (4) (5) (6)
House (2) Senate (3) (4) (
V
/'
EDGAR SCHOIBERG, A.B., LIB.
Santa Clara Age 25
Stephen M. White (1)
Legal Frat (2) (3) (4)
House (3) (4)
Everyman (1)
-William l. corsiglia, yh.B.
\' San Jose Age 21 y ,
Law / ' \
Legal Fraternit\'j;3) (4) \
House (2) Senate (3) (4)
Passion Play (3)
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PAUL JOSEPH DIAS, A.B., Ll.B.
San Jose Age 24
Law
Legal Fraternity (3) (4) (5) (6)
House (2) Senate (3) (4)
WALLACE B. DUNCAN, B.S. in C.E.
Sdfi'iimeiito Age 23
Engineering
EngiiK^ringv Society ( 1 j (2) (3) President (4)
Stag^X^rew jjS)
9
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RALPH G. FITZGERALD, B.S. in M^.
Los Gatos Age 21
Engineering Society ( 1) (2) (3) (4)
A.S.M.E. (1) (2) (3) (4)
,
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ROBERT AI. GRAHAM, B.C.S.
Oakland Age 20
Business
A.A. (1) (2) (3) (4)
jingles and Doubles Tennis Champion
(1) (2) (3) (4)
GEOliGE G. GA^EL, B.s/:
C)%ico ^r^gc 21 y \ //
Engineering ||| / \,.
Engineering So^S|( 1) (2) (3) Sedreta"ry^(4)
A.LE.E. (1),/)|'(%4) \
(4).Stage Cre^.ilr) ,12)
\V ^ Orcli^tra. Band O ^^^^3)
\ SodaUtv (2) (3) (.4^^^^ // 4. '/
-^Sanctuarx' (4) ;S|;Y f ...-.^^LJ^. ^
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MAURICE J. HOFFMAN, B.S. in M.E.
Los Angeles Age 22 i
Engineering '
Engineering Society (1) (2) (3) {'41 '^\
Sodality (2) (3) (4
Sanctuary (2) (3) (4) /
Choir (1) (2) (3) (4)
A.S.M.E. (1) (2) (3) (4)
Business Manager "Redwood" ^3") (4
)
\ EDWARD S. MALLEY, A.B.
j
Carson City, X evada Age 23
j) Law
//\ Legal Fraternity (3) (4)
// StephenM. White (1)
lioiW (2) Senate (3) (4)
"Santa Clara" (3) Sports Editor (4)
Dramrltics (1) (2) (3) (4)
PassioA Play ( 3 )
SodaH^y (2) (3) (4)
Sanc^jyry (2) (3) (4)
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NAPOLEON J. MENARD, A.B.
.S"(7/( Jose Age 22
Law
Legal Fraternity (3) (4)
Stephan M.White (1)
House (2) Senate (3) (4)
Ryland Debate (3)
Senate Debating Team (3)j
"Santa Clara" (3) (4)
J. BARRETT McMAHON, Ph.B.
j
\ San Diego Age 20
) Lijw
/ Legal Fraternity (3) (4)
^ HoLse (2) Senate (3) (4)
Dramatics (1) (2) (3) (4)
PaJsiot^Play (3)
Editor "Redwood" (4)
S6dality'l^2) (3) (4)
Sanctuary; (3) (4)
^'aledictorjan-,
Allen gardinier Mc.C'
Oakland AgC''2^
Arts, Science (2) (3) (S_
Mendel Club (3 ) President ( -'. )
House (2) Senate (3) (4)
"Santa Clara" (3)^ "Redwood" (3
Rally Committee (4) '""'""
assion Play ( 3 )
tea+i!P=Erkc (3
)
Stu(k'iit Qengftss.
II
auley,-b:s.
A
DramatilOS
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JOHN BROGGI MOREY, B.C.S.
Mciilo Park Age 22
Business /ij
B.A.A. (1) (2) (3) (4)
^) J
Baseball (1) (2) (3) (4)
Block S.C. (1) (2) (3) (4
/
\
c-
EDVfARD P. MURPHY, A.B., Ll.B., M.A.
/(Uita Clara ' .Ujc 23
Ste^heA M. White ( 1 ) House (2) ( 3 )
Senate (|4)
LegalFfaternity (2) (3) (4) (5)
AROLD^EDWARJ^IARCWEY/^C.S/'
\, y Vallcjo
''-'"-'^
-^
^
Blisiness
B.V.A. (1) (2) (3/(4') % \
Basketball (ir<<^4:f'
^lockS.C.^;(2) (3V '^^^
Choir (4) -House (,')|*^^
.,,:;,,«S::5S^^.SS1^^^^^
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THOMAS F. O'HARA, Ph.B.
I'allcjo Age 22
Law-
Legal Fraternity (3) (4)
House (2) Senate (3) (4)
Passion Play (3)
Boxing Team (3 ) (4)
Sodality (4) Sanctjuai;$-(4)
Student Congress (4)
"Redwood" {f)
MICHAEL SEVERO PONTOXL Ph.B.
\Araata Age 22
La^^^ //
Legfel Fraternity (3) (4)
HoZtse (2X Senate (3) (4)
Sociality (3y\(4)
"Santa Clara'\(3) (4)
Football ( 1
)
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JOHN LEO QUINX, B.S. in E.E.
U'afsoui'illc Age 25 I
Engineering Society (1) (2) (3) (4^ y
Stage Crew (2) ^ '
Chief Electrician (3) (4)
\
ALBERT RAGGIO, B.C.S.
San Jose Age 21
B.A.A. (1) (2) (3) (4)
Orchestra (2) (3) (4)
J. STANLEY (^UINN, B.C.a
Sacramento Agep4
B.A.A. Organization
Manager (2)
Baseball (3)
President of Managers (4)
Football Manager (4) y
Student Body Sec. (4) -
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WALTER FRAXCIS RAVICX, B.C.S.
Shanghai Age 22
B.A.A. (1) (2)
Arts (3) (4)
House (2) (3) Senate (4)
Legal Fraternity (4
Sodality (2) (3) (4)
\ FREDERICK RILEV, B.S. in M.E.
San Jose Age 20
Engineering Society ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4)
'y A.^. M.E. (1) (2) (3) (4)
^< / Sodality (4)
Mti,
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THOMAS PATRICK RYAN, A.B. /
San Jose Age 22
Law
Legal Fraternity (3) (4) //j'
Stephen M. White (1) \^
House (2) Senate (3) (4) \ v
Vice-Pres. Senate (4) / ( V
Rvland Debate (2) (3) / ^
'•Santa Clara" (1) (2) (3) A)
"Redwood" (3) (4) / \J
Y.M.L Oratorical Contest (4) v
Passion Play (3) ^
^
JOSEPH ANTHONY SCHENONE, Ph.B.
Lxvcrmovc Age 24
Lav/
Les^al Fraternity (3) (4) (5)
Stephen M. White ( 1
)
House (Iz) Senate (3) (4)
Passion) Play (4)
FootbalHl) (2) (3) (4)
\^ Block/.C^ (5)/
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SISTI JOSEPH SEGRETTI. Ph.
Salinas Age 22
Law
Legal E'raternity (3) (4)
Fraternity Treasurer (4)
JOHN FRANCIS SHEA. B.S. in C.E.
Anaheim Age 22
jEygineering
Engineering Society ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4)
Stag^rew (3) (4)
jV/U/'II ,.\l.-'l
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MATHEW FRAX'CIS SUSAXJ, B.S. in C.E. JOHX RAYMOND BREEN, B.S. in C.E.
Santa Clara Age 24 jj San l^raiicisco Age 21
Engineering ,- \'' Engineering
Engineering Society ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) Engineering Societ.v ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4)
Baseball (1) j
V.P.jEWineering Society (4)
/Stage CrV (2) (3) (4)
\
y/ Football (« ) (2) (3)
ALLEX T. BOOMER, B.C^. ,
San Jose Age 22 / / -^
Business
B.A.A. (1) (2)^3) (4)
f58|
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Here in the cloistered seclusion
of Santa Clara the heavenly muses
smiled with favor upon their fol-
lowers and inspired them to new
heights of poetic imagination and
dramatic power. Far removed from
the sounds and turmoil of city
life, literature was produced which
truly mirrored the soul of a man at
peace with his God. As in the past,
so it is in the present and will be
in the future. For in a limited
manner the ideals of the founders
and perpetuators of this institu-
tion have become implanted in
the students themselves. They too
will dip their pens and raise their
voices to defend and to spread
the same principles which first in-
spired the wandering missionary.
A greater University of Santa Clara.
Jii'iiliiii'' "Mii/iiim iilij|i,
nil COMING OF Tl IF, AllSSIONARV
Tlic C'ospcl is IVcacIicci to
the Aborigines

yOL. I. 'DECEMBER, 1869 No. I.
THE OWL
DEVOTED TO
MENTAL IMPROVEMENT.
EDITED BY THE BOYS OF SANTA CLARA COLLEGE.
"S
I IE superiority of the Rkdwood of 1928 above hundreds of others entered
in the recent National Year llook Contest may be credited to many reasons.
Hard labor on the part of the individual members of the staff and deep
thinking on the part of those in charge must come in for a share of the honors.
But has anyone ever given a thought to the efforts of the boys of 1869 who on
December the first of that year published the volume of what was then the "OWL"
and in later years the Redwood? We owe the ingenuity and invention of those
men a debt of gratitude.
It is but fitting that in this, the 1929 Redwood, we should endeavor to perpetuate
the memory of the founders of the "Owl" in an especial manner. This will be done
in two ways : First, by printing here some of their literary efforts, and, secondly,
by letting the students, alumni and friends of the University of Santa Clara know
that the ideal in things literary set by our former fellow students of sixty years ago
will be maintained and developed through the efforts of what has during the
present year come to be known as the "Arts Society of the University of Santa
Clara." Their productions will also be found in the following pages.
n^^
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Sir John ^alstaff
By Walter F. Raven, '29
r~*EE Sir John in tlie Boar's Head Tavern, with a great mug of steaming, spiced
\ wine before him, paying his respects to Mistress Quickly and her company,
C-v' and exchanging bold banter with princes and thieves. See his huge red face
beam for a moment above the mug" which he puts down so that he may have a free
thumb to poke into Prince Hals ribs. Picture him learnedly quibbling with the Lord
Chief Justice of England till that worthy descends to punning' with him and finally
has to dismiss the knight in order that he may laugh in peace. If you see Falstaff
clearly you know him and in knowing him you love him ; but it is impossible to
give yourself a satisfactory explanation of your affection.
Shakespeare's brain-child is at once an impossible figure and an actuality ; he
cannot exist and yet he lives, breathes, eats and drinks ; he is a combination of
opposites ; he is a paradox with a personality.
It is impossible to analyze the man. He cannot be reduced to a description. He
is a liar, a cheat, a rogue, a thief, a trickster and yet none of these things in our
usual understanding of them. Coarse and sensitive ; heavy of body and light of
mind ; sensuous and intellectual, he was all of these things.
If any one characteristic of his may be placed above another it is his common-
sense wit. He had a most amazing sense of the incongruous which proves that he
must have been intellectual to a surprising degree. No man can consistently pick
the incongruous element out of situations without realizing the congruous, the
essentially harmonious elements of that situation.
Why do we love this fat, unlovely, unmoral rogue? True, we love him for the
humor which he spreads in this vale of tears and yet this does not entirely explain
our love. Could it be that we love him because we recognize the weaknesses, the
infirmities of humanity in him? Because we can feel superior in knowing that we
have the same tendencies, which we have the ability to overcome? The question
may never be answered and yet the fact remains that we do love him.
It is not hard to imagine young Prince Hal (later Henry V) sneaking away
from a staid palace and an irascible father to join the jolly knight for a few days of
relaxation. Tho we know Falstaff to be vulgar, he could not have been entirely so
or he never could have attracted this prince of England who had the best training
and companionship of that time.
Sir John lured Prince Hal into committing a highway robbery with him and yet
he must have consented more in jest than out of a desire for gain ; because Hal could
have had no desire for gain.
FalstaiT is daring in spite of all impressions to the contrary for he involves him-
self in a hundred easily escapable difficulties with no other apparent purpose than
to test his wits against those of another. He tells enormous, evident lies for the
same end. Perhaps all of his actions can be interpreted in a like fashion, simply as
growing out of a desire to match his intellect against another's, combined with a
vast self confidence and a curious irreguard of the consequences.
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Falstaff speaks of honor, thusly, "Can honor set to a leg? no ; or an arm? no ; or
take awav the grief of a wound? no. Honor hath no skill in surgery, then? no.
What is honor? a word."
It is not hard to notice that the worthy Falstaff feels towards virtue as he does
toward honor, that it is only a word. We realize this and yet forgive him. Why?
Because he is I-'alstaff and we love him. Even Mistress Ouickl}-, who has seen
many men and many flatterers in her time, forgives him. Instead of pushing and
annoying him for the debt he owes her, at a word from him, she sells her silver
plate in order that she may lend him ten pounds more.
Sir John has a crew of miserable, abject, despicable retainers and hangerson,
yet under the magnificent glow of his personality, they also fraternize with Prince
Hal. 1 le never i)ays his servants—nay, even borrows from them and yet they stay
by and with him till his death. One moment Falstaff is apparently their hard
master and the next moment they are his masters. Incomprehensible man !
All incongruities are climaxed in the cause of Sir John's death. This gay, bloated
monster dies of a broken heart. I'rince Hal whom he loved so well becomes king
and because of the dignity of his new office refuses to see his old cronies again.
Consider Sir John waiting to see Hal, filled with visions of wealth, honor and
glory. Consider Sir John still a young- man in spirit. The blow falls and at that
moment Falstaff dies, not an immediate physical death but death nevertheless, for
his heart is taken from him. His spirit, his vitality, his youth are gone and a fat,
pathetic old man stands there. Consider the tragedy of this man, who never before
worried over anything, who had no moral code and who never paid debts, turning
to the man next to him and voluntarily saying, "Master Shallow, I owe you a
thousand pounds."
Henry N. Hudson says, "Falstaff' is altogether the greatest of the comic muse
that the world has to show." Even in agreeing with this statement and giving their
due meed of value to the various explanations offered, we find no all-satisfying
cause of our love for Falstaff'. In the end we are forced to admit that we love
Falstaff' because we love him.
<fA Qrovon of flowers for c^ary
Within the Cloister of the field
The pale-souled lily kneels in colloquy.
In silence suppliant ; the rose
Bleeds forth her love in martyred frailty;
The virgin violet of the wild
Hides among stones in lowly modesty.
Mother of Love ! Our glowing heart
For thy great love we offer in the rose.
To Virgin, virtues' overture
We make in nunlike lily's chaste repose.
Thy crown is flowered with our constancy,
.\nd every flower wast fashioned after thee!
—The Redwood, 1922
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'T^rosperity and tariff
By Le Rov Louxidus, "30
IX
the realm of controversy, there is no subject wherein the opinions of the
ordinary layman and those of the trained economist are so widely divergent as
upon the question of the tariff. Since the time of Adam Smith, economic au-
thorities have been almost without exception emphatic in their declarations that the
maintenance of a tariff is directly opposed to the best interests of international
trade.
The protection of infant industries in order to develop fertile resources, has often
been advocated by economists ; but this was done on the principle that protection
was to be temporary and not permanent in any sense. However it has been a dififi-
cult task to remove a protective tariff after it has gained the sympathy of the
public.
The layman does not attempt to refute the theories of tlie learned economists,
but u])()n observation he finds that we, in America, not only disregard the funda-
mental principles supposedly essential to trade, but we also do it to the great
advantage of the majority of American citizens who are united in support of the
tariff policy from perfectly good reasons of self interest.
Americans are accustomed to admit their prosperity and to find with the passing
of years less difficulty in the achievement of material welfare. It is true that the
economic success of our land is attributa1)le in no small measure to our unrivaled
natural resources, and to our highly scientific methods of mass production and dis-
tribution. However, in the last analysis, protection from the low w^age products of
Europe and Asia is the element responsible for our continued prosperity.
The policy of protection has created within this country powerful interests that
are bitterly opposed to free trade. Manufacturers and em])loyees alike have learned
the practical utility of protected capital, which as.sures satisfactory returns and high
wages. The policy has grown to such an extent that it now has general support,
expressed both at Kansas City and at Houston.
Although this instrument of national policy has reared our nation to a lofty
industrial leadership, yet its duty is not completed. Without benefit of tariff', the
country's prosperity will disappear. Our living scale uninfluenced by foreign stand-
ards has been realized through progressive methods of manufacture and distribu-
tion and the benefit of the tariff which has protected the American market from the
inroads of foreign manufacturers.
Without protection, the American manufacturer must reduce production—at
least to the extent of the foreign influx, or reduce costs, of which labor is a sub-
stantial part, or forego profits for an indefinite period. The prospect of facing-
foreign competition without the aid of a tariff is not pleasant.
|piEa3»>^^iEaaif^^
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Not only is the necessity of the tariff as an instrument of national jjolicy demon-
strated by the remarkable ])rosperity within the nation, itself, Init its ])ractical suc-
cess is likewise shown in the lun'opean attitude, b'urope has profited by America's
example with the result that tariff' walls have been established across the Atlantic.
Foreit;n economists no longer content themselves with a .study of our industrial
methods: for om" protective devices and measures have likewise been found worthy
of imitation.
We are continuing toward mass production in immense proportions and the
gaining- of world markets for our surplus products. Our tariff' policy is the object
of a concerted attack by debtors who find in it a menacing barrier. To their claims
that our tariff' policy prevents a payment in goods, the only currency which they
can use, we reply that it would be unwise for us to tear down our own industries
in order that they may discharge their obligations through unrestricted trade.
These claims are presented by countries that are constantly raising their own
tariff walls. In theory, these nations have condemned tariff as a trade barrier, yet
in practice the same countries liave adopted what they condemn in theory. Theory
and practice seem to be entirely distinct elements in the study of the tariff', for con-
ditions and not theories must determine tariff policies.
In answer to the objection that we cannot have a ])rotective tariff' and an expan-
sion of our foreign trade at the same time, we may quote from the speech of Mr.
Hoover delivered on October 15, 1928, in lloston, when he closed his refutation of
this argument with the statement, "There is no practical force in the contention
that we cannot have a protective tariff' and a growing foreign trade. We have
both today."
Reports of the Department of Commerce for the typical year VJ27 ])lace the
value of our imports for that year at $4,185,000,000. Of this sum only thirty per
cent, or $1,250,000,000 came in over the tariff wall. From the above figure $470,-
000,000 must be deducted for taxes. .About si.xty-five per cent of iiuports came in
entirely duty free, and from five to seven per cent represented luxuries on which
tlie tariff' was a tariff for revenue and not for i)rotection.
Additional figures show that foreign nations receive an estimated two billion
dollars from us annually for freight, traveling expenses, insurance, an emigrant
remittances. These constitute invisilile exports and raise the purchasing power of
foreign nations in the American market to a round figure of six billion dollars.
Manifestly the protective tariff does not greatly diminish purchasing power abroad
nor handicai) us in our foreign trade.
Air. Hoover waged his successful campaign largely on the issue of continued
pro.sperity and increased protection to American industry to conserve this pros-
perity. His mandate from the American people would certainly seem to include
general support of the tariff' policy.
iPiiBagi^^^ii^a^^
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^he South c^American Earthquake^
N awful stillness doth the noonday fill
;
A nameless terror chills the hearts of all
;
Strange, gloomy presages of coming ill
Hang hovering o'er us like a mighty pall
!
Are we then destined to an early fall ?
And these the dark forebodings may we deem
Of that last day, when, at the sovereign call,
All worldly things shall vanish as a dream.
And all the race of man shall view their Judge Supreme?
The solid earth is to its center shook,
And lofty Andes totters to and fro ;
Those giant throes the ocean cannot brook,
But rushes outward in a mighty flow
;
Tartarean forces burst forth from below
;
They rend the surface with a thundering sound,
And rock-built cities crumble at the blow
;
The shrieking dwellers seek to fly the ground,
But earth again is rent, and darkness closes round.
The heaving- main uprising in its strength
—
As though indignant at some grievous wrong—
-
Its surging mass of waters pours at length
With fearful force, the sounding shores along
;
^
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rIt parts like thread a vessel's iron thons^'
—
The gallant bark is hurled upon the strand.
The waters thunder in triumphant song',
And rushing onward devestate the land,
And dash like reeds to earth, the structures man had plann'd
The shrieks, the groans, the fearful agonies,
The thrilling hopeless prayers of that dread hour,
Are known to him alone who rules the skies.
And guides the tempest in its with'ring power.
He, for some worthy end, had caused to lower
The dismal shades of death on erring man.
Whose sinful nature is his only dower;
For since to disobey, mankind began,
God's justice ne'er has slept, as on the ages ran.
Now Silence reigns o'er this devoted land
;
The ocean calmly sleeps within its bed
;
But ruined cities lie on every hand.
Colossal sepulchres, dark, grim and dread.
Where rests the bones of the unnumbered dead.
A rippling lake has now usurped the place,
Where erst a thriving city reared its head
:
And thus the heav'nly vengeance may be traced.
By fearful marks of death, which time can ne'er efface.
—The Ozd, 1869
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^he Qatholic cAmerican in T^uhlic Life
By Tiios. P. RvAN '29
J
INTEND to discuss matters near at Iiand in our public life. I wish to make
it clear therefore that I am not concerned in any way with the personal political
fortunes past, present, or future of the Governor of New ^'ork. I am fully aware
that Catholics belong to each of the great political parties, and that in the recent
election they voted for one party or the other according to their consciences and
considered judgments—which is as it should be.
Nor do I mean to discuss the part played by religious bigotry in the election.
Personally I aiu of the opinion that it was not the decisive factor.
But I am going to discuss certain qualities of Americanism and Catholicism
resident in the great body of American Catholics and manifested to a striking
degree in the hurly-burly of the recent campaign. These qualities thus recently
manifested make the great mass of Americans justly proud of the Americanism
and Catholicism of this great body of their fellow citizens. That pride, I, as an
American and a Catholic, find glory in sharing.
It is a pride extended and expanded by my reading of the editorial opinions of
two of the out-standing periodicals of our country.
I refer to the opinion in this matter recently expressed by the editor of the
Atlantic Moiithlx and the editor of the Nez^' York Times.
Before I take up these two expressions of editorial opinion, 1 wish to make one
point clear. I am speaking of the Catholic American in public life. How do I un-
derstand these words? The words American and Catholic in their general mean-
ing are sufficiently clear. The particular angle from which 1 take them will be
clearer as this address proceeds.
What is meant by the phra.se "in public life?" Public life in a limited sense con-
cerns itself with an active participation in political or governmental activities. In
the broader and more general sense it can be applied to any individual or group
which is in the public eye, whose actions and conduct are a matter of public notice
and of public concern. That is the interpretation which I, tonight shall give to the
"Catholic American in Public Life."
We have all heard eulogies of the numerous American Catholics who in the
military crises of our history have shed their blood for the flag : We have heard
less (but really have we heard enough?), of the numberless American Catholics
who in times of peace and in all stations and walks of life, have, under guidance of
their Americanism and the inspiration of their Catholicism, contributed to the
well-being and up-building of their neighborhood and their nation. We have
made a mighty contribution here.
I might mention a Carroll, a Barry, a Taney or a White—a Brownson, a Gibbons
or a Peter ]\I. Burnett, or need we even go beyond Jeremiah Sullivan. But too
much emphasis on individuals in a general reference of this sort might seem
invidious.
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Xow lot us take tlie case of the Athintic Monthly. Its editor. Mr. Ellery Sed.^e-
wick, bears witness to one phase of the .Vniericanisni of CatlioHcs recently
manifested.
In a letter to the Arr^' York Sun of ()ct()1)er IS, \'>2^. he asks to be permitted
"to bear ])ublic and admirini;- testimony to the di.iLjiiity—the forbearance and the
good-citizenship" of this group and its leaders, lie continues "I doubt indeed
whether our history affords an instance of a large and cohesive body of men who
un<ler the bitterest i)rovocation have better kei)t their self-control and self-respect."
"l-et Us be just." he continues, "This church. (|uite alien to most of us, has
taught us a lesson in manners and in morals." Its "conduct, high above reproach
in this bad crisis wiH not be forgotten."
What is it. ladies and gentlemen, which has taught us this "dignity and for-
bearance?" What is it which has enal)le(l us, as Mr. Sedgewick says, to give our
fellow citizens "a lesson in manners and in morals?"
For one thing, ladies and gentlemen, it is our Americanism. It is our whole-
hearted adherence in practice as well as in theory to the fundamental princij^les
upon which this nation was founded—that all men are created equal—that all
men have certain inalienable rights. It is the expression of our complete confidence
in the devotion of the great body of our fellow citizens to the principles of the
Declaration of Independence and of the American Constitution.
Why "dignity and forbearance?" liecause, devoted to justice ourselves, we
have an abiding faith that justice will prevail and that unjust aspersions by a
blinded minority will meet their own reward.
Wliy "a lesson in manners and morals?" llecause we refuse to blench when
unmannered persons wrench absurdities out of their own wrong-headedness to
filing in our faces. If our Americanism were less, our manners would surely suffer,
becau.se we would be in some degree lacking in our present vigorous belief in the
principles of Washington and Jeft'erson, of Lincoln and Roosevelt. It would be
beneath our dignity as Americans to allow our souls to be unduly ruffled by people
whose Americanism is sadly open to question.
I wish here to acknowledge the generosity of the tribute which Mr. Sedgewick
pays to American Catholics in the letter in question. It is generous. It is striking.
But ju.st because it is generous and striking we find certain matters in it to which
we must take exception.
There is an undertone of surprise running through Mr. Sedgewick's letter. He
seems surprised that American Catholics should have acted thus. Now if Mr.
Sedgewick had stopped for a moment to reflect, he would not be surprised at that.
He knows his American history. And he knows that American Catholics have
been acting just that way for one hundred and fifty years. This undertone of sur-
prise in Mr. Sedgewick's letter reveals that he has not entirely divested himself of
a mentality, which is only relatively harmful in him but which may become vicious
in certain people less generous and less enlightened than he is.
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The use of the word "aHen," however it be defended, is certainly regrettable.
Let me recall that sentence again. "This church," he says, "quite alien to most of
us, has taught us a lesson in manners and morals."
Why "alien?"
Does he think that the church to which practically all of the discoverers and
explorers of this continent belonged is alien to this continent ? Does he think that
the church to which the sons and daughters of Maryland belonged is alien to us
—
Maryland in which religious liberty was first asserted and practiced and from
which it was incorporated into the Constitution. Does he mean that the church to
which a number of Washington's trusted associates and advisers, to which a large
portion of the rank and file of his soldiers belonged is alien to the land of Wash-
ington ? But why go through our history from that day to this, and of the millions
of Catholics who have salted this land down with their sweat or their blood, ask
him if he thinks that they are alien to most of us? He knows they're not. He
knows that he himself and his friends have Catholic frientls, neighbors and ac-
quaintances and he knows that to apply the word alien to them would be an un-
justifiable insult.
Then why does he talk this way ? I must confess ladies and gentlemen it puzzles
me—doesn't it puzzle you ? The only thing that I can say is that it must be thought-
lessness. It must be his memory has played him a trick and served him up a
word which he has used without reflecting.
But what is there in our recent public life which is really and truly alien to most
of us? Precisely the things of which Mr. Sedgewick bitterly and justly complains.
His true Americanism reveals itself when he complains of the "undeserved asper-
sions" on American Catholics, when he complains of the "vulgar and ignorant
abuse given to the central church of Christendom," when he complains sadly that
his "mail reeks with imbecilities" of this sort.
Whence come these imbecilities ? From men who think they have to prove their
Americanism? No. From men who claim to be one hundred per cent American.
By what test ? By the test of blood and by the test of religion, neither of which is
contained or contemplated in the Constitution. Surely those who by word and
deed deny what is in the Constitution have the burden of proving that they are
Americans, for the presumption is against them.
Why do I bring this point up ? Because I mean to pass now to the editorial from
the Neiv York Times. This editorial is entirely worthy of that great American
daily. Between it and the Sedgewick letter from which I have been quoting, there
is a vast difiference. It may seem subtle but it is vast.
The Sedgewick letter is written on the supposition that in some mysterious way
Catholics were in need of proving their Americanism, as though the presumption
were against them and the burden of proof lay on them.
The Times editorial has nothing to do with such a supposition, but quietly,
clearly and plainly takes their Americanism for granted and discusses their
Catholicism.
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"Without going back now," it says, "to the uni)leasing and humihating aspects
of the campaign, it may he said thankfully that it has been spared one thing which
would have made it tar more angry and repulsive. We refer to the fact that
Catholics have exhibited such wonderful restraint under attacks u])on their Church
The_\' have kej)t silent even in the face of notorious misrepresentation and calumu}'.
Com])arisons need not he made but at least it should lie said in fairness that those
who under great stress, when reviled, reviled not again, illustrated the more ex-
cellent way—the Christian way.— It was the wisest thing to do, and it was also
most in accord with the spirit of the I'dunder of Christianity. It is rec(jrded that
under the most severe accusations, lie answered not a word."
I do not think this passage needs much comment. We know that when Christ,
our Lord, was asked a fair, honest and sincere ([uestion, lie answered it fairly
and fully. We Catholics, in our small way, have tried to imitate Him in that.
Hut when reviled. He answered not a word. This writer jjays us the great compli-
ment of saying we have come near Ilim in that too,—a thing we might haye
hesitated to say of ourselves.
And now in the set of circumstances in which we find ourselves, of which have
we greater need,—of resentment or of humility. 1 say of humility.
What resentment we might be inclined to feel fades away, and our Americanism
and our Catholicism whisper to us, with the still, small voice of conscience. "15e
humble." You have heard yourselves praised from end to end of the country by
the real leaders of American jjublic thought—by men and women in both parties
and of no party, drawn from every jjhase and walk in life.
Be humble, your Americanism and your Catholicism have been eulogized glori-
ously. Be bowed down now in simplicity and gird yourselves to new and even
greater ventures in Americanism and Catholicism.
^he End of ^ime^
When the last day's autunnial shadows grow
Along the universal face of things
;
And the dead sun sinks, with Death's responsive glow
Into that Night whose awful coming brings
Despair, pain, wild and hojieless shudderings ;
And the long dead Past with clamor shall arise,
Then 'mid the lightnings and the thunderings
A mighty voice shall rend the blackened skies.
And the Resurrection's dawn unfold its mysteries.
•
—
Ttie Redwood, 1903.
m
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T^me
uNBOUNDED wealth, magnificence and powerWere all attendants of thy brighter day
;
The spoils of myriad nations was thj' dower,
The mightiest empires owned thy potent sway,
Earth's choicest treasures fell to thee a prey ;
While to the East, the West, the South, the North,
Thy valorous chieftains held their conq'ring way.
Yet what were all these triumphs, glories worth.
Since they but fed the flame to which they first gave birth ?
The thirst for fame and conquest— 't was thy bane.
Eternal Rome, and sped thee to thy fall
For when that dreaded power began to wane,
They whom thy gory sword did long appall
—
The Goth, the Hun, the X'andal, and the Gaul
—
Observed with gloating eyes its keen edge fail.
With yells of rage, they scaled thy barrier wall
;
Their hideous cries for vengeance swelled the gale.
And blood, and crime, and ruin followed in their trail.
Now is thy pristine glory fled for aye
;
No more art thou the guardian of the free :
Yet e'en in thy deplorable decay
An air of grandeur hovers over thee.
Thy ruin is imbued with majesty.
And musing 'mid thy shrines and temples old.
To us they seem re-peopled, and we see
The great of former ages, and behold
The dimming mist of time far backward from them rolled.
-/
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Again upon the crowded sacred way
The victor's car moves onward, and tlie throng-
With loud exultant shouts, seek thus to i)ay
Their homage to the hero ; while the song
Of beauteous maidens cheers- the way along.
Whom have we here ? Ah ! "t is some captive king.
Once mighty, now debased l)y chains and tliong;
And next, the slaves their loads of trophies bring.
To make their blood-stained god a worthy oiTering.
Hence with this idle pageant ; which gives food
For sage, though sad reflections. Let us turn
To where in simple, solemn grandeur stood
The proud old Roman F"orum, and here learn
That glory's torchlight doth forever burn
With an unfading lustre—for the fame
Of Rome's great dead, though they may ne'er return,
Is greater now than when their words of t^ame
Awoke redoubled shouts of rapturous acclaim.
Thy power, Imperial Rome, has sadly waned
;
Yet grieve not, though it ne'er return to thee.
What though that hollow i)()mp be not regained.
Since on thy brow a brighter gem we see
—
The glittering crown of peace and piety.
Adoring nations still their homage pay,
And thou shalt reign forever. Thine shall be
Thro' coming time a brighter, happier day.
Nor e'er on thee shall press the footsteps of decay.
The O-a'!, t870
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tobacco
Read at the Distribution of Class-Places, First JVcdncsday.
(^7 ^HAT is tobacco? A strange question to asl< some of the students of Santa
I (J J Clara College, who shotild (if practice ever makes perfect) be able to
answer without hesitation. Nevertheless, I think there are few of you who
really know what tobacco is ; and, therefore, it appears to me that some of the facts
relative to its origin, uses, chemical constitution and effects may be advantageously
brought forward for your consideration. Tobacco is supposed by many to be a
native of Central America. In 1492, Columbus observed the Indians of Cuba
enjoying the effects of a well-filled pipe. We may easily imagine the surprise of
the great navigator, when he saw the month, or perhaps the nose of a human being,
converted into a chimney ; he little thought that the day was not far distant when
the majority of the human race would deem tobacco necessary for their welfare.
It is related of these Indians, that besides a pipe similar to ours, they used also
a pipe that had two small stems connecting with the large one, which latter, of
course, entered the bowl. When they wished to smoke, they placed the stems of
the pipe in the nostrils, and thus smoked through the nose. So you see, instead of
drawing it through the mouth, and pufifing through the nose, as you civilized
smokers often do, these savages smoked by drawing through the nose, and puffing
through the mouth.
The date of the first importation of tobacco into Spain is not exactly known. It
was introduced into France by Nicot, from whose name the word nicotine was
derived, in 1560. In 1586, Sir Francis Drake, and the colonists of Sir Walter
Raleigh introduced it into England. The Chinese are supposed to have been ac-
quainted with the narcotic properties of tobacco many centuries before its intro-
duction into Europe, and we have good grounds for believing this to have been
the case, since figtires of tobacco pipes have been noticed in various parts of China,
on very ancient monuments. It is also quite certain that tobacco was used in
America many years before the Columbus' discovery. The best proof of this is
the fact that pipes, w^hich show evident signs of having belonged to some very
remote age, have been e.xhumed in dififerent parts of the United States. Having
seen something of the early history of tobacco, as far back as we can trace it, let
It is used, as you all know, in three ways, viz : chewing, smoking and snuffing.
In the United States, smoking and chewing prevail. Seamen also chew a great
deal, because smoking is forbidden on board of ship, and snufT is very dear. In
Iceland, chewing and snuffing are practiced. The Icelanders take snufT in rather
a curious way. They have no proper snuiT-box, but use a small horn instead. When
they wish to take the snuff, the point of the horn, which has a little hole in it, is
inserted in the nostril ; the Icelander then shakes his novel snuff-box, and thus
causes the required amount to roll in. I!ut this is not all; after the individual who
first used the horn has taken as much as is necessary, he hands it around, and thus
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the coveted snuff is passed, not from nioulli to month, hut from nose to nose. Such
is snuffinj^- in Jcekmd. The Scotch ilighiander, fearing lest he should not get
enough at a time, uses a small shovel for the purpose. In Russia, smoking is prac-
ticed a great deal. In fact, over the greater ])art of the world, tobacco is either
chewed, smoked, or snuffed. The Esquimaux and Chinaman, the European and
Malavan, alike hold tobacco as one of the necessaries of life. When we reflect
that the human race, numbering about one thousand millions of souls, averages
seventy ounces per head, and that the total produce and consumption of this fav-
orite narcotic is about two millions of tons, or four thousand four hundred and
eighty millions of pounds per anmun, and that live and a half millions of acres of
rich land are thus kept constantly under cultivation, we must at once be struck
with the immense commercial value of the article, and the wonderful power it has
obtained over mankind. And our surprise must increase still more when we re-
member how many obstacles toliacco has had to surmount The Turks, who are
now the most inveterate smokers in the world, regard the use of tobacco as an
offense against religion. The Czar of Russia threatened the offender with death
for the second oft'ense. James I, of England, was one of the greatest enemies of
tobacco, and he positively forbade his subjects to use it. lie thus describes its use:
"A custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dan-
gerous to the lungs, and in the black stinking flame thereof nearest resembling the
horrible Stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless."
l)Ut James had the mortification to see the amount of the consiunption of to-
bacco continually on the increase. He once, in a most sarcastic manner, when
speaking of the number of people in England who used it, said: "Some of the
gentry bestow three and some four hundred pounds a yeere on this precious stink."
But Air. Tobacco has seen his enemies sink into the grave, and the number of his
friends increase every day, until at the present time salt alone can be said to be
more generally used among men.
Hut what is tobacco? or. what are its constituents? I have not yet answered
the question I commenced with. How shall I answer it ? I must appeal to
chemistry. Analysis shows us that the active principles of tobacco are three, viz
:
a volatile oil and a volatile alkali, which exist in the natural leaf, and an emi)yreu-
matic oil which is produced during the burning of tobacco in a pipe. The volatile
oil, which is obtained by distilling the leaves of the tobacco plant with water, is
present in very minute quantities. A pound of leaves will give only two grains of
it. It has the odor of tobacco, and wdien taken internally, gives rise to nausea. It
is, therefore, evidently one of the ingredients to which the ordinary effects of
tobacco are owing.
The volatile alkali is produced when tobacco leaves are infused in water and
made slightly sour by sulphuric acid ; it then is distilled with quick-lime. To this
substance the name nicotine has been given. It is a deadly poison, being scarcely
inferior to prussic acid ; its vapor is so irritating that it is next to impossible to
breathe in a room where a single drop has been evaporated. The proportion of
m
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this substance in the dry leaf varies from two to eight per cent. The best tobaccos,
as those of Havana and Manila, contain about two per cent, of it. hence their
superiority over all other kinds. The French tobacco is very rich in nicotine, con-
taining from six to eight per cent, of it. Very rarely, however, can more than; six
pounds of nicotine be extracted from a hundred pounds of dry leaves.
When tobacco is burned in a pipe, or distilled alone in a retort, the empyreumatic
oil is produced. This oil resembles that obtained from the poisonous Fox-glove, or
Digitalis punpuren. It is a deadly poison—one drop on the tongue of a cat will
produce death after two or three minutes. The Hottentots are said to kill snakes
by putting a drop of this oil on their tongues, and death is produced as instan-
taneously as though they were killed by a shock from an electric battery. It appears
to me, however, that killing snakes in this way is something like putting salt on the
tail of a bird in order to catch it. As we have seen something of the chemical con-
stitution of tobacco, let us now say a few words relative to its effects. Smoking,
as may be readily seen, is much more injurious than either chewing or snuffing,
because the vaporized oils, particularly in the case of a cigarette or cigar, enter
the lungs in a warm state, and produce those evil effects which habitual smokers
often suffer. A long-stemmed pipe is more healthy than one with a short stem,
because, in the former case, the poisonous vapor cools before entering the mouth,
and in this state is comparatively harmless. The Turkish, Russian and German
pipes are made in such a way that the smoke passes through water, and thus much
of the hurtful matter is absorbed. The chewer does not suffer from the empyreu-
matic oil, which is one of the poisons produced in smoking, but according to the
amount he swallows feels the effect of the volatile oil and the nicotine. Therefore
as chewing, taken in a physiological point of view, is far better for us than smok-
ing, I can scarcely see why our tobacco chewers get twice as many "lines" as our
smokers.
Snuff is milder than any other form of tobacco, on account of the large amount
of nicotine which escapes in preparing it. The general physiological effects of
tobacco are: 1st. To assuage, allay and sooth the system in general. 2d. To excite
and invigorate, and, at the same time, to give steadiness and fixity to the powers
of thought. These are the effects when tobacco is used in moderation. The reverse
happens when too much is used. In some cases, when used to excess, it produces
trembling and paralysis, and sometimes even occasions death. The gentleman who
smoked eighteen pipes at one sitting, must have felt rather uncomfortable after
the feat was performed. Chewing and smoking produce like effects, only the one
in a less degree than the other. The excessive use of snuff sometimes blunts the
sense of smell, alters the tone of the voice, and produces dyspepsia and loss of
appetite. Tobacco, when taken with moderation, never either shortens or lengthens
the duration of a man's life. Some, however, of those who utterly abhor the use of
tobacco, assert that it causes premature death. This reminds me of a story I once
heard of an old lady who was comfortably seated at supper one evening, enjoying
a good cup of tea, when a talkative neighbor came in and told her that unless she
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gave up tea drinking she would undcnihtedly die 1)ef()re her time. "Well, my child,"
replied the old lady, "I've heen drinking tea for the last eighty years, and it hasn't
hurt me yet, and if it's as slow as that alxnU killing nie, I don't think its worth my
while to sto]) now." It is the same way exactly with tohacco. We see many very
old men who use it, while there is not a single well authenticated instance of a
moderate chewer, smoker c^r snuffer who has died from the habit he has ac(|uired.
And, according to the best medical authority, tobacco, when used in moderation,
recollect, cannot shorten the duration of life. If tobacco possessed no good prop-
erties at all, its use would never have become so uni\'ersal. When four fifths of the
human race say that it is good, we cannot deny their assertion, but must acknowl-
edge that it possesses some good properties. Such, gentlemen, are a few of the
leading facts relative to tobacco. As I began with a question, let me also conclude
with one. If 800,000,000 of men consume tobacco; if it is used from the cold
regions of Iceland to the warm Pampas of South America : from Paris to Pekin
;
if it has withstood for ages the efforts of religion and of governments to check
its increasing popularity, will it likewise overstep the 80-lines punishment svstem
of Santa Clara College?
—
The Ozvl, i8yi.
'T^rovidence
By solitary midnight's ebon brink.
All silence save the murmur of the fall.
And phantom whispers breathing musical,
That blend and still in soft harmonious link.
Intent upon the mystery, I think
Of what man is and whither tends, what all
Life's meaning is when darks the fatal pall
And earth's last cherished hopes in ashes sink :
Put when the hushed skies through circling gloom
In dotted splendor, from th' eternal loom
A fabric wove, break forth, strong in this hour
Of reverent awe Thy glory, God, is known.
Thy love. Thy vastness. Thy most fertile power
That shapes the starry courses and my own.
-The Redwood. 1903.
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)HE scholastic year 1928-29 marks the death of two faculty members of
prominence. Each offers a link with Santa Clara's past : one particularly
labored passionately for Santa Clara's future.
Reverend Joseph C. Sasia, was a venerable member of that dwindling band of able
Italians who left their sunny Italy to bear the Cross of Christ and the torch of
learning to a sunny but undeveloped California.
In the Days of Gold an appeal went forth for men. Italy responded, and her sons
carried on in the land where Spanish Franciscans had dotted the countryside with
missions.
The Italian Jesuits centered their efforts at St. Ignatius, San Francisco and at
Santa Clara. Though Father Sasia's life was more constantly associated with San
Francisco, yet he spent his declining days here, as lil:)rarian and busying himself
with his publications.
His name readily associates iiself with that of his countryman, Xobili, who in 1851
began the transformation of a dilapidated Mission Santa Clara into the University
of Santa Clara as we know it today. The names of Congiato, Cicaterri, Alasnata,
\'arsi, Brunengo, Pinasco, Caredda, Shallo, Cichi come to mind. The passing of a
man like Father Sasia but emphasizes the sad fact that they as a group have
passed.
Joseph C. Sasia was born at X'enasca, in Piedmont, April 27, 1843, and entered
the Society of Jesus at 23. In 1869, he came to San Francisco and for six years
taught at St. Ignatius College. He then went to Woodstock College, Maryland, for
his course in Theology, and was again on the teaching staff at St. Ignatius in 1879.
For a five-year period, beginning in 1883, he was President of St. Ignatius and from
1888 to 1894 he was General Superior of the members of his order in California.
He was recalled to Italy where for five years he acted as Provincial of the Turin
Province, only to return to San Francisco to be President there again in 1907.
For the last ten years, up to his death on October 7, 1928, he was stationed at
Santa Clara. It was during this period that he re-edited the Devivier-Sasia
"Christian Apologetics." Originally translated from the French by him and aug-
mented, it has long been a text in its subject in colleges throughout the country.
During this time also he published "Th? b\iture Life," and just before his death
he completed the manuscript of a treatise on Ethics. His was a life of 85 well-
spent years.
As the greater number of the names which appear on the roster of the Faculty in
the earlier years were Italian, so more recent years show a preponderance of Irish
names. For the most part these men were born in the United States. Tipperary was
Father Ryan's birthplace, and Father Sasia, who ended his course with him, was
a man of forty, when on September 4, 1882, Edmund J. Ryan was born.
He entered the Society of Jesus in Roehampton, England in 1902, studied at
Stonyhurst, England and at Lou vain, Belgium.
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Ill August, 1908, he came to California and began tliat twenty-year period of
dreaming and planning and doing for Santa Clara's progress which was only closed
by his untimely death last December.
As Faculty Director of ,\thletics, Father Ryan Ijrought the familiarity of his
British Isles' experience to bear on the Rugby situation in California. I'.efore he
left Santa Clara temporarily in 1913, Santa Clara teams had taken theii'' place
among the best in the State.
It was during this period likewise, that through his friendship for Thomas I.
Bergin, '57, he played an important part in that gentleman's gift of $100,000 to
Santa Clara. This is the largest single donation ever made to Santa Clara and
made possible the erection of Bergin Hall, more commonly referred to as The
Administration Building". With this building Santa Clara entered definitely upon a
period of growth and the wider field of activity which was to open up to heather
Ryan had been definitely indicated.
From 1913 to 1917 Father Ryan was occupied with his Theological studies in
Woodstock, Maryland, which had their natural culmination in his ordination to the
Priesthood.
L'pon his return to Santa Clara he was made Field Secretary of the University
and Moderator of the Alumni Association, and occupied this position until his
death.
More than any other one man he was continually associated with the building
plan and progress at Santa Clara under three presidents, and, more than any other
single individual was responsible for its success. It was owing to his organizing
ability and talent as a promoter that the Jubilees of Father Ricard and Raggio, and
the observance of the 150th anniversary of the foundation of Mission Santa Clara
were such marked successes.
The Passion Plays of 1923 and 1928 were also largely indebted to him. The
Alumni Science Hall, Kenna Hall, the Renovated Auditorium, the Donohoe In-
firmary, the Seifert Gymnasium, the Restored Mission Santa Clara and the Ricard
Memorial Observatory all bear witness to the tireless efiforts of Father Rvan.
Only a condition causing serious concern lead him last Summer to consent to rest
and treatment. Realization came only a day or so before his death. Then he did a
characteristic thing. "If it is true," he said, "let me die at Santa Clara." But it was
impossible to move him.
He only returned to Santa Clara to have the curt and impressive Requiem Mass
said over his remains. The Restored Mission was a fitting setting for such a scene.
Then he took his place beside Father Sasia, in the cemetery where blunt head-
stones mark the resting places of men, who for seventy-eight years, have endowed
Santa Clara, not with money, but with their lives.
It seems a pity that the brown-robed Spanish Franciscans do not lie with them
there. But on second thought, it is more fitting that they be where they are—in
and about the Mission which they founded.
Pi
u^he Vatican Qouncil
P ! princes of a deathless realm !
Up ! soldiers of the king
!
Up, in the strength of hands enclasped
And ranks that closely cling!
Haste, on the pinions of the breeze.
From isles of tropic bloom.
From farth'rest depths of desert wastes,
From lands of Polar gloom !
Come, from the radiant Eastern climes,
Come from the boundless West
!
Come, with the lance in loyal hand.
The shield on knightly breast
!
Come, with your helmets gleaming fair,
Your banners waiving high !
On ! for the trump of battle sounds.
The conflict-hour is nigh !
They come, obedient to the call.
True soldiers of the King
;
One aim, one cause, one soul is theirs,
One standard forth they fling:
They gather from the remotest realms,
From regions strange and far.
Yet naught can break their serried ranks,
Their firm alliance bar ;
Ah ! whose the tones of mystic might.
The fondly answered call ?
The voice that rings o'er land and sea
To rouse its legions all ?
And who are ye who journey far
O'er mount, and wave, and waste ?
Who claims your willing service-vows ?
W^iat strife doth bid ye haste?
laTcr
Our Father's is the voice of strength
That sounds o'er land and sea
;
He calls His knights whose Order blest
Arose in Galilee ;—
The Pontiff-King—the ruler, throned
On faith's eternal Rock ;
The Pastor of one world-wide fold,
True shepherd o'er one t^ock ;
The Vicar of the Prince of Peace,
Pure leader of the Right,
The Chief who rules a bloodless strife
'Gainst Wrong's rebellious might.
—
We are his vassals, vowed till death
To service fond and leal
;
Our strength is as the granite firm,
Our hearts are hearts of steel.
We gather for a just Crusade;
A contest pure and blest
—
The Cross our lance and standard fair,
Our shield for knightly breast
:
We battle for the cause of truth.
Her shining sword we wield ;
And till her Holy Land be won.
We falter not, nor yield
:
We haste to bid our helmets gleam.
Our potent arms be bright.
To make our magic bucklers firm,
To gird our limbs for fight.
Hail ! Army of the Prince of Peace !
Hail ! Legions of the Lamb
!
Bear home the verdant olive branch,
And wear the victor's palm !
-The Owl, 1S69
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cAn cArcheologist^s 'Daughter
By Frank Good, '30
)HE relationship between Dr. Ingvald Undset and his daughter, young
Sigrid, must have been a fine thing, something exemplary and satisfying. We
can see the man, quiet and studious of manner, examining some age-withered
prow or bolt, some ancient ruin or old manuscript with that keen and simple plea-
sure, a childlike and yet awesome pleasure, which can be the lot only of the expert
in his field. Or perhaps he is poring over an uncoordinated pile of data, putting this
bit here, this piece there and thus achieving the fruit of his research, an exact
knowledge of Norwegian beginnings. Norse to the core, the man must have loved
his task.
Dr. Undset's study may not have lead him back very far in point of time. But
to the Norwegian, the reconstruction of his beginnings must need be a labor of
love. There may be no conquests such as those of Rome and no culture such as
Greece fostered. Yet on a smaller .scale there is conquest and culture. There is also
the bold strength of the barbarian approaching civilization, and a certain simple
beauty—something of the sturdiness of the pines covering the rugged slopes and
of the artless and nonchalant humor of mountain streams. Witness the voyage of
Leif Ericson or the invasions into Seweden, Denmark and the British countries, or
the methods used by the early kings to convert their subjects to Christianity. Isn't
there a certain simple beauty in the saga incident of St. Olaf and the King of Sweden
settling a territorial dispute by throwing dice ?
As the eldest of a family of three girls, Sigrid was her father's constant assistant.
She studied with him, talked with him, helped him as much as possible with his
work. Taking the place of an eldest son, she came to a profound knowledge of and
love for her country's past; and thus a professor of History at the University of
Oslo could pronounce her without hesitation "the one most competent authority
in the field of Scandinavian antiquity."
In Sigrid Undset's historical novels three features are salient. The first, the
accuracy of the historical reconstruction, has been intimated ; the second, the fictional
cjuality of her work, is incidental to this first, and the third we will come to
shortly.
The medieval Norway that forms a background for these novels is no affectedly
rendered picture. It is not picturesque in the false sense. It is quite simply and very
effectively medieval Norway incorporated into stories which in their color and
intensity are comparable only with the very greatest contemporary literature.
Considering the number written, great historical novels are few. The reason is
found in the fact that reconstruction of any bygone period is difficult even after the
research and study such reconstruction supposes. Life in any period is not a
matter of mere externals, manner of dress, fewer or greater facilities, the waging
of this war or another, a higher or lower degree of civilization. To describe these
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things is task enough, but no astounding acliievement. To enter into the minds and
hearts of a people, to present their Hfe in their own terms and to see it with their
eyes is another matter. And it i^ this that Madame I'ndset does. She seems to write
as tliough she were of that age, a Norsewoman of the fourteenth century. She not
only knows the standards and perspective of her people ; she feels and accepts them.
Thus when the child, Kristin I.avransdatter, in the first of the novels in the trilogy
of that name, sees what she takes to be a dwarf maiden (who would lure the child
to the hall of the Mountain-King) there is no explanation of the consternation and
genuine alarm of the parents and the niountain i)eo])le whom Lavrans is visiting.
The episode on the contrary is very real. You forget for the moment that dwarf
maidens don't make startling appearances today, and can well understand Lavrans'
placing his cross, which contains a relic of St. Olaf, about the child's neck. Thus is
an illusion created and sustained.
Rut lest an erroneous impression be created, a word must be said of the fictional
quality of these novels. The term for the average reader connotes narratives such as
the romances of Scott and of the Dumas. Madame L'udset does not romance.
Instead, she recounts the life of a people. The historical background is primarily
sociological rather than political. Under her competent hands this life is presented
in a series of unforgetable vignettes.
Here are religious festivals celebrated under the dome of Tronhjem cathedi-al
where the people gather to pray and afterwards frolic on the green. Here is the
pomp and color of the farmer's guild festival on the day of St. Margaret Mass.
Here are sounds of fiddling and song coming in from the green where three red
bonfires burn and around them move the chains of dancers swaying in and out
to their dancing tunes. Here, too, are mendicant monks, friends of the poor and
counselors of the unhappy. Here, in short, is a primitive age impregnated with an
ever-penetrating Catholic faith, an age of beauty and color, all too little known
and beginning to be understood.
But more important than this color and pageantry are the portraits of family
Hfe. And more significant even than this is the drama enacted by the people in the
Kristin Lavransdatter trilogy and those in the Master of Hestviken tetralogy as
published to date. These are real people, not puppets in period costume. You react
to them as human beings wdiose great problems and whose poignant drama touch
us today as vitally as any of today's realities.
The narrative itself is always of major importance. Flowing like a river, now
calm and majestic, now rapid and vehement, it crashes and swirls in magnificent
climaxes.
Madame Undset's theme is sin and redemption through penance and sufifering.
It is a theme that is stated and restated in fine prose. Says Brother Edwin to
Kristin, "There is no man or woman, Kristin, who does not love and fear God, but
'tis because our hearts are divided twixt love of God and fear of the devil and fond-
ness for the world and the flesh that we are unhappy in life and in death." And the
discarded Eline lashes at Kristin, "I have paid and he must pay and you must pay
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when your times comes. When the time of sin is fulfilled it brings forth death." It is a
theme that is universal in its application ; and Madame Undset works it into a
powerful drama that, "outwardly medieval, is of no age and therefore of any."
The third feature of Sigrid Undset's work is one that gives an effective answer
to the question sometimes smugly asked: "Can a Catholic, circumscribed as he is
by his views of morality and unable to treat completely or adequately the "facts of
life," be a great novelist?" Now it is certain that a Catholic in conscience cannot
write with that morbidity which is too much the fashion. But can anyone achieve
great literature writing thus ? The answer is negative, and the fact that many of the
"successes" of the day are casting a shadow over our age bears witness.
In the first place, a Catholic's view of life is not circumscribed by his moral
convictions. On the contrary it is broadened and he sees life in its true perspective
and in its entirety. For him there is not merely sin, sexual or otherwise. There is
also punishment and redemption.
The situation in which the characters in Kristin Lavransdatter become engulfed
is treated and doubtless will be treated by many writers. In the hands of the writer,
Catholic or not, whose outlook is not Catholic what solution is there. There is only
a depressing situation whose exit is despair or fatalism. I recall a discussion of
Ibsen's Hedda Gabbler in which the remark was made that sometimes in certain
conditions there is no way out save suicide. Hamlet weighed that. We have neither
the space nor the inclination to treat the question fully. Nor is it necessary that we
should. We need only ask the question : Quite apart from the moral issue, is suicide
a solution that makes for great literature, the prime function of which is to elevate
and enlighten the mind of man ?
Madame Undset has found a solution. It is by no means a discovery. Her novels,
admittedly head and shoulders above most contemporary work, are distinctly
Catholic (even though some were written before she embraced the Faith) and her
work is a timely apology not only for Catholicity in historic Norway but for Cath-
olic letters.
'Winter
Hark ! the dying strains of Autumn's lyre
Are drowned in those that come of harsher tone,
For there in fearsome majesty alone
The Monarch comes, and awful in his ire
He looks about ; springs in his eye a fire,
That gentle Nature trembles, and a moan
Affrighted breathes; the quick tear freezes blown
Cold on her cheek and comfortless attire
—
Alas, how drear doth stern December's storm
Sweep o'er the land and lay its visage pale.
Or lash the cutting snows in wildered swarm!
Now icey blasts along some mellow vale
Or pleasant stream or orient wood transform
Till all the earth be steeled in chilly mail.
—The Redwood, 1903
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Our Tatroness
^
AIR Western Realm, from dark oblivion won
What joy was his! what rai)tnre thrilled his breast
By the clear glance of Genoa's gifted son.
When on his sight first rose thy verdant crest
;
How bowed his soul in grateful love before
The cross he reared upon thy wondering shore.
Beneath that cross—their standard and their shield
—
A holy host hath sought thy battle-field.
Ah ! glorious field, where peaceful triumphs blessed
The Christian victors of that boundless West,
Their potent weapons, faith and love alone,
And every life-blood-offering their own.
Aye, here that host of noblest martyrs came.
And conquered sweetly in their Master's name.
Bright were the swords that gleamed where F"reedom led :
Awed by her might, the proud oppressor fled,
And fair Columbia waved o'er land and sea
The bright star-blazoned flag of liberty.
O favored realm ! to her protection given
—
Whom seraphs hail the peerless Queen of Heaven
—
What countless benisons must fill the air,
Thou happy land o'erwatched by Mary's care.
Ruled by the star of fadeless love and bliss,
Thy proudest boast, thy purest joy be this.
And they who bow beneath thy skies benign,
Unchecked and free, at fair religion's shrine.
Shall grateful own her sweet celestial sway.
Beneath glad skies, her mandates to obey
;
And bless the hand that gave their proud estate.
Sons of thy land, O Queen Immaculate
!
-The Owl. 18/0
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Chesterton^ ^he S^y^^st
By Ronald Peters, '31
I HE style is tlie man" says and old French proverb and though countless
literary critics have sought for a better definition of that intangible element
which makes one author rank among the immortals and another fade into
oblivion, few have succeeded. If one is to use this definition, then the author who
is under consideration in this paper is not one man, but many men.
Gilbert K. Chesterton has a style for every mood and for every type of literary
endeavor that he undertakes ; and as anyone who is familiar with Chesterton
well knows, he has bravely entered almost every known field of literature.
His prolific writings include biographies, essays, short-stories, novels, contro-
versial works, newspaper articles, poetry and philosophical treatises. Since his
poetry is of cjuestionable merit ; since his controversial works might serve to pro-
mote cjuestions that this author could not answer, and since his philosophical works
might best be avoided for like reasons ; we will consider briefly his biographies,
short-stories, essays and more in detail his novels.
Someone has said that true enjoyment of good literature is had only when there
are two minds in accord, the author's and the reader's. Since this enjoyment,
then, is entirely subjective, it is difficult to tell how the reading of a certain book is
going to impress another, and at the best he can but give his own iiupresisons,
however meager or wanting they may be. Hoping that the reader will ])ear this
in mind one gains courage to continue.
Chesterton is not at his best in biography if his treatment of the life of "St.
Francis of Assisi" is to be taken as a norm. In an atteiupt to present St. Francis
in the proper light Chesterton has rather "overdone it ;" by allowing himself a very
lengthy introduction describing the period immediately preceding the Saint's life.
The character of Saint Francis, as portrayed by Chesterton, is hardly the beau-
tiful, sublimely simple one which we are accustomed to associate with that Saint.
The entire treatment is much too fanciful and fantastic for such a holy life, and
because of this seems to be improperly written although in reality it is mechanic-
ally perfect as are all of Chesterton's works. It is evident that he was trying to
produce a work that would meet popular approval : one that would appeal to the
practical as well as to the spiritually minded reader. If we were to say that he
has failed, we might be criticized severely for overstepi)ing our authority, and .so
we can but suggest that idea.
"The Father Brown Series" of short-stories ( and they consist of several
volumes) typify Chesterton in the capacity of a story writer. Here he is himself,
—
Chesterton. Whereas in the role of the biographer his fantastic imaginings ruin
what we know to be otherwise, here they are in strict accord with the rules of
fiction.
The hero of the entire series is found in the person of one Father Brown, the
catholic priest. In the book "The Wisdom of Father Brown," the self-efifacing
little priest shows himself to be not as simple as we might be led to believe. It is
X.
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a si)lcmli(l description of the priesthood, for Father r)ro\vn is an unostentatious,
plain sort of a man who (|uietly ohserves the world abtnit him and as (piietly and
not witliout a tonchin,:^' humility solves the ])rol)lems nf which so-called master
minds are unable to find the solution. Me is unassuming', kind, ajjin-eciative and
sincere. He understands human nature with its loves, its hates and its desire.s:
its joys, its sorrows and its trials. And lastly he is rtlled with simple faith that is
fine and beautiful.
In the "Wisdom oi blither r.rown," two stories which stood out among the
rest were "The Absence of Mr. Glass," and "The ruri)le W ig." l'>oth are mystery
stories manifesting an unusualness and originality of plot. The character of
Father Brown, in both of these is brought out exceedingly well by the creation of
other characters who iM'esent a direct contrast. I'Or exam])lc: Doctor Hood in
"The Absence of Mr. Glass," is a world renowned detective and something of a
p.sychologist. He is self-confident, dominant and scientific. Yet in the final solu-
tion of the mystery, (that is the discovery of the missing Mr. (dass), he not only
fails, but his entire hypothisis of the ca.se is made laughable. It is possible that
Chesterton, in his subtle way, has taken this opportunity to mock and belittle these
overconfident detectives.
Two people reading Chesterton's essays might be so difi^erently impressed that,
were they to discuss the works later, it would seem that they had been reading
dififerent authors. One might consider him superficial and rather innane ; while
another might be impressed by the profundity of his thought. The reason for all
this is the enigmatic style which characterizes all his essays.
"Tremendous Trifles" is a collection of a series of essays written for a London
paper. That we might obtain an idea as to their subject matter perhaps the en-
numeration of a few of their titles would not be out of place at this time. It is
around such intriguing captions then that Chesterton has built his work. "A Piece
of Chalk"—"On Lying In I'ed"—"Wind and the Trees"—"In Topsy Turvy
Land"—"Dragon's Grandmother," are .some of them. Although such ramblings
would suggest a sort of simple, poetic work written by one who is at peace with
the world, we cannot help but feel that Chesterton implies more than he says. In
everyone of these essays, rather cleverly concealed between the apparently mean-
ingless sentences, there may be found a caustic, biting, yet insiduous, remark,
hitting at someone or something that holds a rather prominent place in the minds
of men.
There is another point that can scarcely go unmentioned. Chesterton is a con-
vert and he is proud of the fact. This, however, is not as creditable as it may at
first glance appear, since he never allows his reader to forget it ; moreover, he
never loses an opportunity, in my estimation, to belittle and ridicule those who
have not seen the light. On this point I may be wrong.
His choice of diction, with his frequent use of a word that is at once unusual
and naive ; his paradoxical style and his constant use of subtleties and witicisms
(the later at times becomes monotonous ) make him an essavist whom one cannot
help but appreciate and enjoy.
^
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It is seldom that anyone thinks of Chesterton when novels are mentioned. This
may be so because it is but recently that Chesterton entered this field of literary
endeavor : or again it may be that Chesterton is not at his l^est here.
The two novels that we will consider here are : "The Flying Inn" and "Man-
alive." In the "Flying Inn" Chesterton to all appearances hooed to typify the
characters of British society. Whether he has accomplished this or not had best
be decided by an englishman.
Lady Joan Brett is an intelligent, kind, broad-minded and ladylike personage
typifying no doubt the Englishwoman of her class.
Lord Ivywood is narrow-minded despite his education ; he is entirely lacking in
a sense of balance or values, if you will, and has a penchant for using his authority
and power in the government to suit his own ends. That Chesterton intended
him to portray the characteristic member of the House of Lords is plainly evident.
Captain Dalroy is an energetic liberal-minded Irishman who resents by his very
make up any and all restraint on his liberty. Surely it is men of his type, men
of common sense, who form the bulk of the population of England.
The man with the green vunbrella is a Turk and a religious fanatic. In him
Chesterton embodies all that is proper of the parasite who, in exchange for the
best in the land, gives British Society a poor philosophy and a worse religion and
makes them like it. All the characters are very well drawn in that intensely inter-
esting manner in which an author conveys their shortcomings and perfections to
the reader by suggestion rather than by any detailed description.
"The Flying Inn" is an amorous novel telling of the love of Lady Joan Brett and
Captain Dalroy. The progress of the romance was greatly impeded by the fact
that Captain Dalroy, taking offense at a remark of a superior officer about Ireland
and its sacred green proceeds to paint that gentleman from head to foot with a
nice sticky paint of the very same hue. Of course he is dishonorably discharged
for insubordination. He leaves England for a time and later, hearing of the pro-
hibitionist movement, returns to save that British institution the "Inn" and in
particular his own favorite inn the "The Old Ship." Lord Ivywood is the insti-
gator of the movement and a controversy ensues, which, headed by Captain Dal-
roy, consists of a wild chase over the greater part of I Britain. In brief Lord Ivy-
wood fails to close the inns and Lady Joan and Captain Dalroy are reunited.
To the inexperienced critic it is difificult to decide which is the plot and which
the sub-plot. Is the former the love entanglements of Lady Joan and Captain
Dalroy or the struggle between Lord Ivywood and his prohibitionist-seeking party
and the Captain? Here again it seems that Chesterton intended to satirize those
faddists in religion who are rather numerous throughout England.
He does this by making this Turkish prophet as ridiculous as possible and imply-
ing that those who would follow him are still more ridiculous.
Now, quoting excerpts from a book that one might gain an idea of a character
or a situation is like presenting for inspection a square inch of the canvas that you
might judge a work of Raphael or Michael Angelo. Nevertheless one can scarcely
describe the clever characterization and the subtle irony of Chesterton embodied
l9o]
in the most extraordinary personage of tlie Turki'^h ])r()i)lK't, and as a conse(|uence
he is forced to (juotc.
"The Servant of tlic I'ropliot," in an effort to convince his Hsteners of the in-
flnence of his religion in lingland, holds forth as follows : "Ahove all in y'onr
greatest feasting day
—
your Christmas Day—which you so erroneously helieve to
he connected with your religion—What do you say then? Do you say the names
of the christian nations? Do you say "1 will have a little France: 1 will have a
little Ireland: I will have a little Scotland: 1 will have a little Spain?" Xo-o!" and
the negative seem to wrangle as hleating sheep, you say, "I will have a little
Turkev, which is your name for the country of the servant of the prophet."
Surely such irony is a fine art.
The novel "Manalive" is divided into two parts: "The Enigma of Innocent
Smith" and "The Explanations of Innocent Smith."
The scene of the story is laid in "lieacon House," a typical London h(jarding-
house, with its odors, its prunes on hViday nights and its musty companionships.
The story is the tale of a man who, tired of the seemingly unbearable conven-
tions of life, decides to overthrow them, lie realizes that frequently those who
pretend to he the most unconventional are in reality the mo.st conventional. He is
determined, nevertheless, and sets out on a rather Quixotic tour through England.
The methods he selects for convincing people of the follies are certainly different
and rather effective. For example : The warden of Breakespeare College ( Warden,
President, Master, Principal, all mean the same in English universities) is an avowed
pessimist. Innocent Smith has a great liking for this man and proceeds to manifest
it by forcing him to climb a tree at the point of a gun and from that precarious posi-
tion admit to the world that after all life is worth living, that nature is beautiful and
that mankind is not all bad. Finally in the course of this mad career he arrives at
Beacon House, the most prosaic of all boarding houses, and in his wildly facinat-
ing way makes the inmates gaiests ; and makes life a beautiful picture done in the
pastels of the understanding of one's fellowmen rather than a murky painting done
in the oils of selfishness and pessimism. In the end the entire mystery unfolds
itself and Innocent Smith gains his purpose.
The plot, then, is Innocent Smith's attempt to reorganize Society; the sub-plot
the solution of the mystery as to who Smith is. Again the inexperienced critic is
at loss to know Chesterton's purpose. Is he satirizing people who believe, as In-
nocent Smith does, or is he taking this opportunity to present his own reformative
ideas to the world ?
The style is much the same as that employed in the "Flying Inn," though at
times his power of sustaining interest seems to wane more in this work than in the
one previously discussed.
There are but four things then that should be borne in mind about Chesterton
:
First : His style is very enigmatic.
Second : He has a peculiar sense of humor, that may or may not be appreciated.
Third: His works are mechanically perfect, and
Lastly : There is a great deal more to Chesterton than has been discussed in
this paper.
m
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£\ Tapal 'District of Qolumhia
By John D. Foley, "30
jNIERICANS are in a better position than others to comprehend the signifi-
:ance and function of the newly-created Vatican City. Our forefathers learned
^^ *- troni experience, the greatest of teachers, that if the Federal Government
were to function properly, it was necessary that it be housed in a territory over
which no state exercised sovereignty. Only after the Continental Congress was
driven from its meeting place by a detachment of state militia was definite action
taken on the matter. It was decided that the seat of the central government be
located in the District of Columbia, a strip of territory not within the limits of any
particular state. Henceforth the Federal Government, occupying a home outside
of the control of any single state, was guaranteed freedom of action, enabling it to
operate without interference for the best interests of all. .As the District of Colum-
bia provides against external restraint or coercion in the case of the Federal Govern-
ment of the Lhiited States, so a piece of territory in which the Pope is free from
interference, would afford the central government of the Church the opportunity
to act independently, guaranteeing to Catholics throughout the world an unhamp-
ered government in things spiritual.
The Vatican City is for the Church a District of Columbia. From it the central
government of the Church will be carried on. In it will be housed the chief offices
of the Church. If its independence is respected, the Catholics of the world and the
world at large will be assured that the Papacy is performing its vast duties of
spiritual government in every corner of the globe without asking the leave or
waiting on the favor of any particular state. It will Ik- independent as it is inter-
national and its independence will be for the health of the world.
The situation thus created is by no means new. It is not so nuich the creation
of a situation as the recognition of one. Since 1870 the X'atican has been included
under the Italian State, but only over the protest of succeeding Popes, who in token
of their i)rotest refused ever to leave their narrow A'atican confines.
Now with their confines no larger, but the international character and total in-
dependence of these confines recognized, their self-imposed restrictions cease.
Previous to 1870 for a time when the memory of man runneth not, the Papacy
had been free. Pipin and Constantine must be called in if we would scrutinize
beginnings. The period from 1870 to 1929 is a mere episode of protest.
Now that an understanding has been reached by Italy, we can all rejoice;
Catholics, that the Head of the Church and Christ's \"icar on earth is territorially,
diplomatically and financially free ; others, that a strained situation has been cor-
rected and that the head of the oldest and most wide-spread living organization is
accorded a position in keeping with his needs and dignity.
-/
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Activities
The students, appreciative of
the efforts which have been and
still are being made for their wel-
fare, have with enthusiastic energy
entered into the various activities
of campus life. They have inter-
ested themselves not merely in the
development of their individual
and personal welfare, but likewise
they are actively engaged in the
welfare of the University. Well
do they realize the story of sacri-
fice in the development of the
present Santa Clara, and fully de-
termined are they that when the
restored Mission Church shall
have become venerable with years,
their children and their children's
children will worship where they
once prayed for a greater Univer-
sity of Santa Clara.
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THE DAWN OF A NEW LIGHT
The Announcins of Christ s Tct^chings
to the IgnorAfit

TTop: MoRAiiiTo, Naughton, \'ukota, McAuley
Below : Wanger, Schuppert, Gallagher
T^H}' Committee
EP. yells, songs, skits, speeches! A real S:intri Clara Rally! The first
rally of the year was held September 27th, 1928, in the University
Auditorinm, packed with Santa Clara's student rooters and friends; a
teeming, fighting, peppy and uncontrol-
lable gathering of supporters.
Prexy Berch Bannan oi)ened the eve-
ning's festivities with a short talk as-
suring the coaches and their charges of
the student support in all games during
the year.
Then the sur]:irise of the evening!
Mr. Frank A. Schuppert, master of
ceremonies and chairman of the rally
committee, unleashed his repertoire of
wit and humor for the edification of all.
Head Yell Leader Dan Bardin took
the stage and in a moment the audi-
torium was on its feet yelling, cheering,
going mad ! Dan explained that he was
resigning from the office that he had
held for nearly two seasons in favor of
Bill Gallagher. More cheers and more
yelling when Bill introduced himself.
Bill has been ri"ht there durinc
Mike Naughton, Master of Ceremonies
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the past season, and there is not one
but attril^utes the success of the
bleacher stunts in the last St. Mary's-
Santa Clara football game to Bill
Gallagher and his helpers.
The Rally for the "Little Big
Game," although small, made up for
lack of numbers by yelling, shouting
or what have you.
In this regard much credit is due
the Rally Committee.
The Managers' Association in gen-
eral and the work of two managers
in particular. Norm Fawley and Bud
Ceccarelli, comes in for special men-
tion and the gratitude of the student
body as a whole.
Norm and Bud rendered service in
the real meaning of the word in the
training room throughout the entire
season. They developed a system all
their own in the handling of supplies, the good effects of which will be realized
during each succeeding season.
A few minor rallies were held in the student Gym. One of these in particular
deserves special mention.
The Rally for the Stanford-Santa Clara Game was presided over by Frank
Schuppert as usual, the feature of the evening being Al Ronstadt's ten piece
jazz orchestra. It is easy to be full of enthusiasm for victory after one's team
has been victorious. But it must be said that in face of defeat and during
defeat the Santa Clara students have always given evidence that they were
behind the varsitv heart and soul.
Ceccarelli, Fawley
The Gym. The lio)ue of Santa Clara's Rallies
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THE PADRE OF THE RAINS
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Imi n
REV. JEROME SIXTUS RICARD, S. J.
w/ioin tin: Kniglttf ol C o/iinioui iiavc fionorca ov crcrti/is
the iVew OSscrv^tory , a nieniortAl to l/ic
^PaJiv of tfic RAins"
'^
<SK ^ribiAte to the Tadre of the "^Rgins
ATHER JEROME S. RICARD, S. J., director of the Observatory of the
University of Santa Chira. has during the long years of association with the
College and the University won his place in the affection of a large group
of friends and admirers.
He has had success in forecasting weather changes and his monthly prog'-
nostication are looked forward to and read by very many. He has given to the
scientific world his personal theory on.sunspots and their connection with the
weather, and while some do not concur with him in his views, subtle and in-
tricate as they are. he nevertheless has excited interest in the difficult question.
The name of Santa Clara is linked in the minds of many with that of th€
"Padre of the Rains."
Many know Father Ricard personally, many l)y hearsay, a few know of his
life as a boy and a Jesuit. It is for the former that we submit the following
sketch.
Father Ricard was born in Plaisians, near Avignon, France, on January 21,
1850, a son of Leger and Mary Ann Ricard, the only one of seven children in-
America .the rest of the famly being three brothers and three sister residing na
their native land. His grandfather, Joseph Ricard, was a substantial French
peasant, and his father followed the satne rural occupation, on which account
our subject, too. w^orked on the home farm and tilled the soil.
After finishing his primary education at one of the common schools of the
town in which he was born. Father Ricard entered the Jesuit College at Av-
ignon, and there pursued a regular classical course.
On September 10, 1873, he came to Santa Clara, as one of the five Jesuit
students from Northenr Italy and France. Here he was engaged for three
years in philosophical studies before going to Woodstock, Maryland, to com-
plete his studies for the priesthood. He was ordained August 26, 1886.
Personally, the "Padre of the Rains" is a very congenial character and ex-
tremely active for all of his seventy-nine years. The new Ricard Memorial
Observatory, donated by the Knights of Cohunbus, is probably the brightest
spot in his life. For years he lal)ored in the face of criticism and almost scorn
until his w<irk on sun spots was finally acknowledged l)y those in charge of
the Smithsonian Institute. Here the members of the Knights of Columbus
stepped in and raised a lasting memorial to the name of the good old priest
who had striven among the shacks on the Cam])us of the University to bring
recognition and fame not only to the Institution with wdiich he is connected
but also to the valley in which he has spent more than thirty years.
m On February eighth of the present year there arrived from Dorpat I^sthonia
WwQ seismographs specially designed for the new observatory. Previous to
their arri\al an underground concrete room had been built for them. Father
James Henry, S. J., assistant to the "Padre" directed their installation.
' D/\Mmific ^i/lcl LyiwloricAi Cvc/ils r rodiiccd by the Slucleiits
or tlie L lni\'crsit\ oJ S^^nidi C /•mw LJiiclcr the J'trectioti ol
EDWARD PRESTON yMLlRPH/
DIRECTOR
I 'living the Scholastic j e^r, i\ir}ctecii Miindreel
A/Jcl I\\'enty=Li^ht And i\inc
^3^
Thos. p. Ryan, '29
Y. M. I. Oratorical
Representative
Edw. Murphy
Dramatic Director
Andrew J. Brf.nnan, '31
Winner
Drajiiatic Art Contest
The Dramatic Year
RUNNING true to the dramatic traditions of past years the 1928-29 scholastic
year drew to a close with the excellent rendition of King Henry IV in the
University Theatre. Professor Edward Preston Murphy, one of Santa
Clara's most successful actors during his undergraduate days, is to be complimented
on the splendid array of dramatic talent that he has marshalled together during
the past year.
The season opened on the evening of November 22, 1928, witli the presentation
of three one-act plays, "The Flash," "Copy" and "The \'aliant," all jjroduced under
Mr. Murphy's careful direction. In "The Flash." the cast of which included ^^'ray
Griffith, Arthur Kenny and Joseph Hudner, 'Sir. Murphy showed a nice sense of
fitness by opening the evening with a snappy, interesting skit on the evils of thievery.
"Copy," a rather humorous story of a newspaper writer's devotion to his sheet,
produced many laughs from the audience and ])repared everyone for the treat of
the evening "The A'aliant." In this play Andrew J. Brennan, as James Dyke, the
prisoner, gave evidence of being one of Santa Clara's most popular thespians. He
was well remembered as having carried the role of King Herod in the I'assion F'lay
of Santa Clara the year before but none fully api)reciated his versatility as an
actor until the present season manifested his excellent qualities.
Later in the year Thomas Ryan, one of the University's foremost speakers, was
chosen to participate in the Y. M. I. Oratorical Contest. Although he was not
selected as the winner Tom performed in a very satisfactory manner.
{[102]
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W. Griffith
Poins
J. Mac^Iahon
Earl of Worcester
A. Brennan
King Henry I]'
W. Ahart
Earl of Westmoreland
E. MALLEY
Sir Richard Vernon
King Henry IV
©HIS celebrated and most attractive of all Shakespeare's plays was produced inthe University of Santa Clara Theatre by the students of the local institutionon April 18, 19, 20 and 21. It is difficult to say after seeing the play just what
individual was outstanding above the others so perfectly did each one carry his
part. Of course Elmo Cerruti as Sir John P'alstafif was the star of the four per-
formances ; his acting was superb and his ability to create laughter entirely original.
Fenton J. ^IcKenna was as perfect in his rendition of the well known Shake-
spearean character, Hot.spur, as Cerruti was in his. Recall for a moment eloquent
and beautiful reply of Hotspur to Sir Walter Blunt
:
"Hot. The King is Kind : and well we know, the king
Knows at what time to promise, when to pay.
My father and my uncle and myself
Did give him that same royalty he wears :
And—when he was not six and twenty strong,
Sick in the world's regard, wretched and low,
A poor unminded outlaw sneaking home—
"
My father gave him welcome to the shore. . . .
Andrew Brennan as usual gave a splendid portrayal of King Henry I\'. Bren-
nan's roles seem to run along the line of Kings. In the Passion Play of Santa Clara
last year his rendition of Herod was spoken of in the highest terms of praise by
dramatic critics. Mr. Murphy is to be congratulated on his second great spring
triumph. King Henry IV.
m
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Fenton McKenna Andrew Brennen Lanza and Cerruti
Hotspur King Henry IV Bardolph and Falstaff
M. Regan and C. Smith Edward Malley
Earl of Douglas and Sir Walter Blunt Sir Richard Vernon
fiosi
^he Stage Crew
& XE of the most essential re-quisites for the success of the
A:,^ * dramatic productions at the
^^^l||j,^ University of Santa Clara is found
^^ wj "i in the work of the Stage Crew. For
years now the stagemen have been
noted for the dispatch and precision
with which scene shifting and the like have been handled. We wish to take this
occasion of thanking Joseph Regan and his helpers for the very necessary assistance
rendered during the past year and especially in the Spring play. King Henry IV.
Jos. D. Regax R. Betkouski
The Crew
Joseph D. Regax. Stai:;r Maiiai^cr
Marcelli.\n R. Betkouski. Assistant Majuigcr J. L. Quinn, Chief Electrician
Assistant Electricians
Thomas Croal, Dexo Ceccarelli, Fav Lemoge, George Stenger
Donald Hall, Chief Gripinaii
Assistant Gripmen
Hexrv Reisxer, Thomas Farrell, Fred Gallo, Johx Shea
A. G. Araxda, Chief Prof>ertyiiian
Assistant Propertymen
VixXcext Den'ixe, Jack Deasv, Charles Bartlett
Mario Tollixi, Chief Flyman
Assistant Flymen
Walter Kexefick, Paul \'redexberg
Maurice J. Hoffmax, Stai:;e Carpenter
LTtrrr,,::^!
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Cast of Characters
K'wii 1 It-'ii'T • \ ^- '• I'l'"-''!'!:"'
Ilenrw i'rince of Wales Arthur II. Kenny
Jolm. I'rince of Lancaster Edward S. Mallcy
Earl of Westmorelantl Warren Ahart
Sir Walter lilnnt - Carl Smith
Thomas Percy. Earl of Worcester j. Barrett McAlahon
Henry Percy, Earl of Xorthumherland Carroll Kirby
Henry Percy, surnamed Hots])ur, liis son F. J. McKenna
Archibald, Earl of Douglas Myles Regan
Sir Richard \'ernon Edward S. Malley
Sir John Falstaff Elmo Cerruti
Poins Wray Griffith
Gadskill Joseph Ethan
Peto - Cable Wirtz
Bar(l()li)h Joseph Lanza
Host Quickly of a tavern in Eastcheap John Dunlea
First Traveler James Scoppettone
Second Traveler James OTveefe
Third Traveler James Twohy
F"ourth Traveler Fred ( Hllick
Sheriff David Marks
Ensemble
Page to King- C. McKamee
Page to King W. Wagner
Crownbearer W. Ambrosini
Roby A. Hamann
COURTIERS AND ATTENDANTS
J. Reiter A. \"asconcellos J. Faherty C. INIorabito W. Zabala ¥. Carr
W. ^k-Laughlin A. Savio T. Heagerty L. Callahan N. Karam
SOLDIERS
B. Alexander L. Soldate R. Scurich E. Clarke R. Stockton
P). Parente G. Martin
;io7|
First Prize, Kodak Day, Won by Leo Quinn, '2g
This Prize -^oill be offered by the Redwood management each year to stimulate a)iiatcur pho-
tography among the students. The vieivs above are all pertinent to the
Campus life of the University
K.
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Sccoml anil I'lnnl Priza. 'u'on by M. Biihouski, '2g (above) iind J. (Ullis, '?o (bcloiv)
Above; Scenes around the New Mission and its gardens
Below : Some snaps of intramural sports
^Mlev
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A ]'isit to Pittsburg, Califoniia
The rngincers lakr a trip, plrnsitrr and rd}iriiti(in is coiiihincd
BRT a
I TO
Beauty Spots of the Campus
Every student appreciates the charm of the both buildings and flowers
i
I I I
Huililiili;s, I'inc.s niiil Shnibhiry
Tlir strikiiifj \ii<ig>uU(tucc of Simla Clam's rvir I'crilant f^anhns
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Just Here —' and There
Left, top to bottom: The bridge builders, "Santa Clarn" editor. The Tlieatre.
Right, top to bottom: The home (theatre), Father Riearel's earthquake room in tite iiiakini;,
The Observatory
,iam
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The Dedication of the New Mission
The laying of the Cornerstone
fiHl
The Dedication of the New Mission
Tlic cro'^i'ds and some of the Relics
f"5l
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B«,.,fon«iB| " ^ HHo^a>.sa^m^!ADl'.AXSsAlx^s_ ^_ _^ THURSDAY
C^wv Fo.i^ /:/ej*/7 P,
^'^'Clara Wallop^ St^J^a^}^^
^rcMCarr^e With BroncsSundauatK.
Tltc Publicity Bureau
Standing: Danielson, Lonergan and Gallagher
Seated : Ryan, Leahy, Wanger and Rev. R. Copeland, 5. J
.,
Moderator
m
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rStanding : Keii.y, Mahonf.y, Mancuso, Burke, DiPaola, Torrei.i, Reeg, BiRiiiNGHA:M,
Delaney, Boland, Diepenbrock, Keating, Hurley, Stanton
Seated : Deacon, Martinelli, McIntyre, I^arly, McNealy, Morey, ]\IcKenna,
O'Brien, King, Leininger, Wolf, Leonard
Front : Chisholm, W. O'Brien, Butler, Deasy, Reynolds, Caveney
^he pernor '^^treat
y^'V has l)t'C()nie a custom now for the entire senior class to lay aside their
^1 books just before the senior oral examinations and betake themselves to
/ one of the most charming spots in the Santa Clara X'alley to spend three
days under the direction of some Jesuit I'^athcr.
Last year the senior retreat began on May 7th at Los Altos. The Jesuit
house of retreats is situated in this town. The house is called "El Retiro San
Inigo." It is here for the past two years that men of the world from every
walk of life, bankers, lawyers, merchants, laborers and non-catholics mingle.
They are all on the same level there—men trying to find a better way of serv-
ing God.
^\'hat better then for a Santa Clara University senior, before he receives his
diploma and steps out into the world, than to spend the last few days of his
college career in finding out the ways and means to cope with the artifices of
the devil ; the ways and means of spending a good C "atholic life.
A new building has been built within the last year, a new chapel has been
completed. Let us hope that f'^l Retiro grows and that Santa Clara's seniors
will always remember the Jesuit retreat house as a place where they s])ent the
happiest moments of their li\'es.
TWKT
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"Dance Qhairmen
t jMKKKS'it.^lSI'W^ia-^umf-
]\IcDoNALD, Mcndd Club; Breen, Engineers; Campbell, Business
m
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Rev. Bernard H.Hubbard S.J
Koditik, juiindcd by tlic Kiissians in J ^94
'travels of a Cjlacier Priest
/^"^^ /}^^^\ f;u- hack does the .qiacier extend?" This is the usual c|nestion ])r()-
*f~J posed l)y the tourist when after a twelve-mile drive oxer a finely con-
*^ ^ structed (iovernnient road north of Juneau, the magnificent exjianse of
the Alendenhall is suddenh' enfolded in all its majestic l^eauty.
"\()l)()d\- has ever gone o\er it to find otit,"
is the usual rejoinder to the question, "1)Ut
many claim that it goes clear into Canada
and one tongue comes out at Lake Atlin."
This at least was all the information I
could obtain when I first saw this interesting
si)ot earlv in the summer of 1927. Before ar-
ri\ing at luneau the steamer had gone U])
the Taku Inlet, thirty miles below Alaska's
capitol. and most of the passengers saw here
their first tide-water glacier, the ever moving
booming Taku that at the vibrant sound of
the ship's whistle would discharge massi\e
ice-bergs from its huge perpendicular wall
I of blue ice rising some two hundred feet
i above the water. The same question pro-
'' ])osecl above could be asked of the Taku
Father Huhhard breaking trail
Kuiliiik, whence the greatest sea-otter jhcly set forth
which winds 1)ack mile upon mile, a huge river of ice, until it (lisa])])ears
into a maze of unmai)pe(l nunataks. To the right of the Taku, some ten miles
up the ri\'er, the unique and interesting Twin (Glacier comes down frt)m the
same unknown interior and dividing its stream around a massive rock moun-
tain, after falling some four thousand feet in a few miles, joins again to enter
Twin Glacier lake in a united berg discharging front. Being a geologist by
profession and inquisitive by nature, I considered this region a fruitful field for
exploration and set aside the entire summer to solve the problem of the as yet
officially unnamed Juneau ice sheet.
Climbing the Mendenhall
Though Alaska is destined to become one of the most popular glacier and
mountain climbing regions of the world, at present there are l)Ut few that are
willing" to undergo the hardships and submit to the training requisite for such
strenuous work. The chief essential for ice climbing, an ice i)ick, could not
even be ])urchased at Juneau, so the author had to sketch an Alpine i)ick and
have one made to order at the shops of the Alaska-Juneau mine. Next it was
necessary to find a suitable companion. A young red-haired Swiss prospector
turned up and after a few preliminary workouts across the front of the Menden-
hall we decided to make an attempt to traverse its length. As one looks up the
glacier, countless in number are the size of modern office buildings, and cre-
vasses several hundred feet deep are encountered at every turn. Awaiting
proper weather conditions Karl Tinglay and T started out one day early in the
month of June. \\'e had pr(jceeded to the second ice fall some miles from the
The shores of Rockine Moon
i^lacier's jjoint and found sheer Avails ol ice and broken cre\'asses wdiich made
further progress impossible. Retracing our steps along a thin, almost vertical
ridge of ice, we were making our way carefully a\ hen suddenly I heard Karl cry
out, "I'm going!" In the Hash of an eye he had fallen. Down he went over
twenty-five feet and lay crum]:)led up on the ice. Almost beside myself with an-
xiety I slashed toe holds down the ice wall in the direction of my fallen com-
rade. While approaching him I noticed him move first one arm then another
and then both legs. "Thank (iod" I thought, "at least he is not dead." Soon a
faint voice came up and in his native language he said, "Nichts kaput," mean-
ing, "nothing broken." He had fallen on top of his heavy packsack and sleeping-
bag which was all that saved him from serious injury, if not death. He was far
from sound though when I reached him. One ankle was badly wrenched and he
was covered with bruises and skin abrasions. A thermos bottle of hot coffee
restored his strength. Finally I succeeded in cutting a way out of the glacier
and got him to where he could be taken to the hospital, remaining there a few
weeks to recuperate. So ended the first attempt to wrest the secret of its origin
from the Alendenhall glacier. .\lso I looked in vain for someone else with the
necessary ice knowledge to make a second attemj^t.
Meeting Taku Jack Koby
"No, I ain't going uj) the river with no parson Professor. Them fellows ain't
got no sense in the woods." With this em])hatic statement Jack Koby. one of
the bravest, truest, and most courageous men I ever met, refused to make my
acquaintance when informed by his partner Captain William Strong, that a
University Professor was going uj) the river with them the following day ! The
Niglil nil tin- Tnku Rnrr
I'aku Ri\ cT inconstant, wild, and uncharted, pierces the Coast Range and takes
its source in Canada at the junction of the Nakina and Inklin Rivers. Only one
man. Captain William Strong, has made this rough stretch of water in a gas
boat, and with his sturdy partner Jack Koljy is gradually making this scenic
wilderness known to the outside world. As a big game hunting region it is
easier of access than other more famous Alaskan hunting grounds, a few da\s
journey from the city of Juneau giving one a sure sight of muosc, mountain
goat and the famous Alaska bear as well as
smaller game.
Unperturl)ed by Jack's honest though sub-
jective conviction that a Priest-Professor was
"no good in the woods," I made arrange-
ments to accejJt Captain Strong's invitation
t(j tra\erse the Taku Ri\er from tide-water
t(.) its source, and study and ])hotograph the
region around the Inklin. 1 was particularly
anxious to estimate the possibilities of tack-
ling the Juneau ice sheet from the Canadian
side and the trip up the Taku River woidd be
the only way of solving the vlifficultv. Get-
ting my outfit ready I showed up at the boat
and when the tide turned Captain Strong
with the stiffly tolerant Koby at the wheel
started the engine and down we snorted
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aloufj the (iaslincau Channel. 'l"he (iastineau Channel is t_vi)ical of the Alaska
Inland Passage. Steep-sided mountains wooded to the very water's edge tower
u]) on either side. Here and there a narrow
l)reak appears in the wall of green where a
hanging \alley i)ours a waterfall o\ er a gla-
ciated clifif. and gives one a glimpse of rugged
])eaks and snowfields afar off in the iKick-
ground. After a few hours run the ])ulsating
ri\er boat turned into Taku Inlet. The
scenic attractions an_\ where in .Alaska are im-
rivalled and always have the added interest
of giving one views of virgin country, un-
tamed, untrodden, but the view suddenly up.-
folded, as rounding l'>isho])'s I lead you enter
Taku Inlet, defies description. Rising a few
thousand feet sheer from the water's edge
huge rock masses smoothed and rounded by
ice action bear mute testimony of the exist-
ence ages past of a huge glacier that scoured
Koiliiik raglr'.s nrst
out this beautiful fiord, ^\'in(lino down from lii.i^li walled ridges the Norris and
Taku glaciers first come to view. In the distance the Twin Glacier makes its
appearance, while closing in the majestic sight the towering saw tooth moun-
tains of the Coast Range rise like (iothic spires to culminate in the cathedral
like towers of the great boundry motuitain—the Bear's Paws.
Dodging the treacherous ice bergs that floated along with the tide, we angled
through the shoals that marked the entrance of the river into the Inlet and
when night approached drew up on a gravel bank island covered with young-
alders. An evening repast by the light of a driftwood fire and we pegged down
our little mosquito tents and crawded into our slee])ing 1)ags for a few hours'
rest. Rising at the first flush of dawn, about three o'clock in these parts, I stole
into the alders, axe in hand, cut a few down to erect a temporary altar, and
getting out my crucifix, altar stone and vestments, oiTered the Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass with only the wild things of nature as worshipers, a privilege which
I used daily even in my wildest Alaskan adventures.
Four days battling with treacherous currents and swift rapids brought us to
the head of the Taku River, which begins at the junction of the Inklin and
Nakina Rivers. After several weeks climbing and training in this region we
turned the boat into the channel and sped down the Taku River.
Tiiku (rlacicr
The Sitth Klummu Gutta
Stopping near the Twin Glacier, Jack and 1 climl)ed a mountain and looked
into the stretch of jagged peaks at streams of ice that seemed to come from
nowhere and led nowhere. Jack shook his head when 1 broached the sul^ject
of making the overland trip up the Taku and out the Mendenhall. "The Taku
is a live glacier." he said, "and even the Indians won't go near it. They call it
the Sitth Klununu (lutta,—the Spirits' Home,—and say no man can cross it
and live." "W ell then," I answered, "it is up to us to show that this is all super-
stition by our making the trip. We both have spent years in the Alps and know
our technique. 1 don't consider it foolhardy under these circumstances." "Oh
I'll make it all right with you," Jack rejoined, "but we had better take the dogs
to ])ack food, for with ropes, ice picks, and all your heavy ecjuipment we will
need all the food possible. In case we get lumg up anywhere on that ice we
can't live off our hunting the way we did up the River." Accordingly we
brought three of the dogs with us to Jimeau.
Backwoods Dogs
The pack dogs of Alaska are a distinct institution all their own. They are
not like the Malumute or Husky of the Yukon, but are large animals capable of
carrying a forty-pound pack all day without tiring. In town we took care to
chain them securely in a cabin, for on a previous occasion. Buster, a half wolf,
half husky, and Murphy, a big 145-pound mastiff, had broken loose and ganging
together went all over town fighting every dog they could find, killing several,
and after thev had routed evervthiny" in sight thev had a fierce battle with each
Lunlcy shores iclicrc mirage cities raise their domes and spires
other for the supreme mastery ! Though so docile to human beings that even a
child can handle them with all safety, the backwoods dogs will tackle grizzlies,
moose, or anything else on tour legs.
The Mendenhall-Taku Ice Trip
On July 26th we determined to make our dash over the ice. I figured 36
hours continuous going sufficient to bring us to the Taku River above Taku
Glacier. How far wrong I was in my estima-
tion the outcome will show. A husky young
cha]) named Henry Pigg added himself to the
party so with heavy packs and light hearts
we three men and three dogs started up the
left hand side of the Mendenhall Glacier.
After several hours on the glaciated rock to
the side, oidy taking to the ice when neces-
sary to avoid precipices, we at length got as
far as we could on the land mass and struck
ofif across the Mendenhall. our objective be-
ing a serrated nunatak sticking up like
sharks' teeth at the head of the great glacier
and shutting off the view of whatever lay in
the background. It was slow tedious work
as the heat of the day had been unusual and
standing water lay on top of the ice through
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wliich we had to slush. It came over our shoe tops, and ice water in your shoes
and around them is not so very conducive to comfort! Night found us still far
from our mountain. Weary and half frozen we finally came up to the cliff or
our nunatak that towered some 2000 feet above the ice. We took the packs ofif
the dogs, boiled some coi¥ee with the aid of canned heat, and then lay on top
of some huge fallen blocks of rt)ck until daylight put an end to our sleepless
misery and we stretched our half frozen
limbs again in exercise. The snow covering
the ice was frozen hard and the poor dogs
had a difficult time of it to keep their feet on
the wind blown zastrug'a. They could not
get any traction with their heavy packs
weighing them down and their four feet
would slip out ridiculously in opposite direc-
tions and whining and struggling they would
often roll down into a snow kettle out of
which we would have to hook them up with
our ice pick under their collar.
To add to our difficulties our compass
could not be relied upon. "What's the matter
with this thing?" Jack commented examin-
ing the instrument. "The needle is pointing
at the rising sun." And so it w^as ! Some niag-
Biistrr packed for the trail
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netic ore evidently constituted one of the many rock masses that lay before us,
so we had to go on without the aid of the compass. Distances too were deceiv-
ing. Some pointed nunatak where we could expect a better view whence
to reconnoiter seemed tantalyzingly close, and yet four or five hours hard going
would be necessary to reach it. Leaving us on the ice. Jack climbed a hanging
glacier to the top of such a rocky point. An hour later he returned saying, "we
have worked in too far. The Bear's Paws are just opposite." This was not
pleasant news. It meant that we had unwittingly crossed the upper stretches
of the Taku Glacier and would come out on the Twin Cdacier. Accordingly we
turned toward the right and after hours of silent trudging along rivers of ice
between imj^ending rocky cliffs we found ourselves on the edge of an ice fall
below which there stretched a huge amjjhitheater of ice miles in extent. With
the inexperienced youth roped securely between us and ice picks in alpine style
to our wrists. Jack and I worked our way zig-zag down the thousand-foot de-
scent and then the long trip across the flat catchment liasin began. The sun
was focusing all its ra}"s. it seemed to us on the snow and ice we were tra\'ersing
and despite our previous long training and exposure we were soon afflicted
with a bad glacier burn. The rotten snow that treacherously spanned the ice
crevasses would not l)ear us up and wc iiad to e\en rope the dogs, each one to
a man, for fear of losing them in a fall into a crevass. It seemed as though the
ridge we were making for, like a mirage, never got any closer, and it was seven
o'clock that evening after nine hours of continuous going, before its glaciated
surface drew fire from the spikes in our shoes. To our chagrin we found that
we had guided too far right in that long day's trek, and had landed on the upper
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.stretches of the Xorris Ghicier. It would have l)een a simple matter to go along
the lower stretches of this dead glacier to the Takue Inlet, hail a fishing boat
and be taken back to Juneau, but after all the physical beating taken to get that
far, we felt that we had to cross the Taku Glacier to the spot on the River where
Captain Strong's l:)oat and a delegation of prominent citizens from Juneau
were to await us. First though the ridge between the Norris and the Taku had
to be climbed. . ,,. ,A Mistake
All went well enough in our difficult ascent until we came to one s])ot which
baffled all our efforts. In a previous age when the glaciers were hundreds of
feet higher than at present, a huge cirque had been scooped out of the ridge.
A\'e skirted its edge always climbing upwards until we got almost to the center
of the semi-circular walls and here a narrow fissure going straight up some two
hundred feet, defied our further advance. "It's a Hemmungskamin, Jack," I
said in his nati\e language, "and we'll have to make it by pressure climbing."
Jack has a reasonable pride in his knowledge of climbing so on this occasion
we put the Alps into Alaska with a vengeance! Climliing a chimney by pres-
sured as it is known in the .\lps, consists in ramming your arm or leg or wdiole
body as the case may be into a narrow fissure and by simply pressing against
the smooth sides wf)rk your way inch by inch u])ward until you come to some
narrow ledge where you can hang on and rest for awhile before continuing the
process. Jack successfully negotiated the first forty feet and came to a shelf
that allowed a rest. He let the rope down and I was soon by his side. Henry
remaining below tied the poor dogs by the collar and despite their vigorous
"f
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Tlic dogs 'i'rrr parked -i'lnlr ihc iiicu tried to find n ',eiiy out of the Taku
protests we liaulcd tlu-iii up one by one to the narrow le(l,L;e where they crouched
wliimpering- but oljecHent. In the same manner we made the rest of the cbml)
l)y stages and soon had the dogs and packs on the upper edge of the cirque.
The Spirits' Home Again
The view from this point of the Taku Glacier, the Sitth Khunmu (hitta of
Indian lore, made us speechless. Our nerves were a bit shattered from the
events of the past two days and we \\ere not
prepared for what we saw. There lav the
Taku going miles and miles back into its un-
known source. Miles wide it stretched across
below us. Miles wide it entered the sea. And
all these miles broken and pinnacled and
crevassed ! Its vast silence was intensified by
the only sound that greeted our ears,—ever
and anon a dull boom like distant thunder
that announced the opening of a new crevass.
\o wonder the dogs whined nervously!
"^\'e can't make it!" Jack ])egan anxitjiisly,
"that is a li\ing glacier and man doesn't go
on no living glacier. We two might make it,
—but,—Henry and the dogs,—No it can't be
done." Looking at that living nightmare I
felt that Tack was right.
Fighting tooh of the Alaskan eagles
Across Ihc Takii's frozen plain
A\'e could not 1)e licked after all we had gone through already so we deter-
mined to try it. That seven miles airline stretched out for two nights and a day
before we were through with it ! We made our way down to where some
scrub timber fought for its existance on the otherwise naked ridge, and hot
coffee, bread and l:)act)n followed by a few hours rest put us in better shape for
our day's work \\ hich began at daylight—3 the next morning. Descending the
ridge we tackled the ice. Angling along the
side an ice fall stopped us. More pressure
climbing and hauling the dogs up the cliff
got us back on the ridge. This w^e traversed
for about ten miles back towards the source
of the Taku and then after studying the lay
of the ice carefully with field glasses we de-
termined upon wdiat we agreed to be our last
attempt to cross. Roped securely we cut our
wa}- step by step along the edge of projecting
ridges of ice, where blue crevasses yawned
dee]) on either side. Often transverse cre-
vasses cut these ridges. If too wide to jump,
we cut footholds down on one side and up
the other. Jumping them when possible our
chief anxiety were the dogs. The poor ani-
mals were exhausted, their feet swollen and
Unnamed 1200-joot waterfall in the Taku
On the Taku Rkcr
bleeding, and the slippery ice terrified them, luich one of us had a dog securely
ropped to his waist. When the time to jump came, while two held position with
rope and ice pick, the third one essayed the air route. Man and dog stood for
a moment on a shelf of ice cut in the edge, then getting the dog to crouch,
urging, coaxing, and finally a stroke and a yell and usually a howl of terror and
both would make the leap. It was also necessary to dig spikes and ice pick in
quickly for purchase to keep the struggling dog from slipping back. For hours
we proceeded thus seeming to get nowhere. Most of the time, too, we could
only see blue ice around us and lilue sky over head, the irregular ])innac]ed ice
blocks efifectively hiding all the surrounding landscape. A blue lake of water
on top of the ice whence flowed a stream that coursed through blue canyon
walls of ice, necessitated a long detour. ICarly in the afternoon we were only
in the middle of the glacier with no ])ossibility of retracing our steps. We were
on a huge chess board jumping, backing, going forwards or sideways and with
checkmate always staring us in the face. It was at this stage that I realized
why the Indians never attem])ted to cross the Spirits' Home.
Finally, though with the opposite side only a half a mile away, we came to a
maelstrom of sunken crevasses that^efied further progress. Before i)lanning
our next move Jack and Henry sat wearily on their packs for a few minutes
relaxation. The three dogs huddled together in the shape of a triangle each one
with his muzzle resting on the other's back and with eyes closed. A half an
hour's rest and it almost discouraged us to have to start back towards the
center of the glacier again. A\'e were tr}ing to make a sharj) ice ridge that
paralleled ours and led around the sunken crevasses that balked us. Hack in
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the glacier our ice ridges joined and to our relief the one we had marked led us
with comparative ease out of danger to the rocky far side of the Taku. A\'e
were across ! From a waterfall that coursed down the high walled ridge we got
some water and with a scrub balsam fire soon had a cup of hot colTee. Our
spirits rose with the nourishment and anxious to make the river by evening we
started down the smooth ice along the side of the Taku. The relief of l^eing
out of danger prepared us for the last disappointment of our strenuous trip.
Coming to the Hole-in-the-W'all (dacier, an off-shoot of the Taku, with the
river in sight Ijelow and hardly an hour's going to get there,—we came to an
ice fall wdiere tumbled blocks forbade our further progress. The high clitT of
the cfjntaining mountain A\'as impossible to climb or skirt, and—we had to
trudge back for several weary miles before we found a spot where we might
attempt to scale the ridge. By midnight we reached a spot whence wc could
look down U])on the river a few thousand feet below, stretching placid and
silent before us. b'i\e miles across at Twin (ilacier Cam]) we knew that anxious
friends were awaiting a sign from us as we were a day and a night o\-erdue.
Cutting" some scrub trees and hacking off branches we made a high fire which
sent a long column of flame high into the night. An answering beacon fire was
lit on the opposite shore and it was with great satisfaction that we curled up
for three hours rest till daylight came again. Dawn crept over the saw tooth
peaks of the Coast Range and shouldering our packs down we stumbled
through the woods and Devil Clubs, slid o\er roches moutonnes and with
clothes in tatters arrived at the slough where Cajitain Strong's boat and a
delep'ation of friends aA\'aited us.
Unnamed peaks in the "haunteel" interior of Kodiak Island
A\'c had l)een going for over 67 hours practicall}' without sleei) an<l had co\-
ered some 85 miles. My belt was a few inches tighter as, despite my previous
weeks of hard training, somewhere on that ice I had lost 28 pounds. Henry was
badly burned and utterly exhausted. Jack, too, was in mine too good shape.
Eyes closed, lips so swollen he could hardly hold his pipe in his mouth, and
burned to the color of fried bacon he looked anything but the sturdy back-
woodsman of three days ]irevious. "Jack,
old fellow,
—
you certainly would ne\er win
a prize in a beauty show now!" I said. At-
temjiting a smile through cracked lips he an-
swered, "Wait till you see yourself in a glass
and you will think you are me at that !" With
no more words we grasped hands in a firm
clasp. Jack is one of the bravest men I e\er
met. "Well, we made it," he said, "and no-
body in Alaska thought it could be done!"
Then he \\ent into the boat, lav on a bunk
and was soon in a sound health}' sleep. I
was fasting and as soon as the boat docked
at Twin Cdacier Camp I ofTered the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass in thanksgiving for our
safe trip.
Rid Chisluiliu lU'ling us a dog-ferry
Santa Clara's star foot-ball tackle gets ready to tackle the trail
A\'hen the scholastic year of 1927-1928 drew to a close the following summer,
I made myself ready, and with "Red" Chisholm as a companion, started again
for the Northland. After meeting Jack Koby in Juneau we set out on a long
sea voyage to Southwestern Alaska.
The explorations of the "Three men and the three dogs," as our personnel
is known in Alaska, were even more startling and eventful than the Taku expc-
_
dition of the previous summer. To describe
them in full would require more space than
could be afiforded by these pages of the
Redwood so a few of the excerpts carried in
-f - 'na^^l^tai.-.;^' .mti^ i \-arious ])ul-)lications must suffice.
Kodiak Trip
The interior of Tvodiak Island, sonie\vhat
larger than Corsica, has long been a matter
of speculation: for no man has ever ])ene-
trated it and the natixes avoid it with a
superstitious fear. Jack Koby, "Red" Chis-
holm and I shouldered heavy packs and
started early in June from Three Saints' Bay
in Southwestern Kodiak Island. Nine days
of gruelling forced marches and we attained
our objective, the wild heart of Kodiak,
where we found rugged snow clad mountains
Father Huhl)iird and his prize eagle
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rising two thousand feet higher th;in any shown on the maps. Kocliak bears,
huge bald-headed eagles, a deserted Aleut village with its interesting mound-
like barabaras furnished and intact, as well as unforseen hardships from severe
storms and limited food supplies made the expedition an eventful one. The
precious photographic record of over five hundred pictures taken during the
trip have been already seen in New York, London and other large cities.
After the Kodiak trip a voyage to Rocking Moon Island was undertaken.
While Chisholm recujjerated from a slight mal de mer and Koby studied Fox-
Farming I set out to obtain some valuable data and pictures of the rugged
shores of Rocking Aloon.
Katmai's Mushrooms
In the forests the moss-covered trees and stumps presented a strange phe-
nomenon unicpie in its kind and unknown tcj the outside world. The stumps
of trees cut down decades ago looked like huge mushrooms, with green, moss-
covered disks reminding one of "snow mushrooms" of colder climes. Puzzled
at this Alicc-in-Wonderland .scene of weird shapes several feet high, I photo-
graphed, examined, and fomid the i)henomenon directly traceable to the eru])tion
of Alt. Katniai sixteen years ago.
Ashes to the depth of fifteen inches alighted on top of the cut stumj^s, show-
ing in a rude stratification three different phases of material eruption. In the
course of time tiny tendrils of moss interlaced their binding roots al)out the
whole mass, holding the ashes intact on top of the stump and imitating the
dish-like head of a mushroom. Hence I dubbed them Katmai's Mushrooms.
i:mi to )uitivc i/iiniimri!
Shelikoff Straits
Adding- motion picture equipment to the already heavy packs we next went
across SheHkoff Straits which favored us with one of its most remarkahle
mirages. We landed on the Alaska Peninsula on an unmapped area north of
the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. It was during this three weeks of travers-
ing- the dest)late wastes of the country destroyed by Katmai's eruption that we
made the n-iost interesting scientific discoveries of the summer.
Ash Covered Glacier
I was a l)it wary about announcing- the discovery of such an uncanu}- thing as
an ad\ancing huge ash covered glacier until I felt sure of being aljle to substan-
tiate my observations with photographic records. My films always were
wrapped in my shirt in the middle of my sleeping bag so they aKvays escaped
with the least possible injury.
As we made our way along the eastern side of Kukak bay with n-iy field
glasses I noticed a very peculiar shaped glacier which formed the source of one
of the rivers entering Kukak Bay. It was more than ten miles away and im-
possible to reach, owing to the quicksands and rivers that lay between. A few-
days later at the Hemrich Cannery we borrowed a dory, laid in a few provisions
and rowed to the head of the bay where we traversed a desolate waste of tidal
flats, ash, sand bars and gravel beds, forded the deep icy waters of several
streams and at length arrived at our goal—the strange glacier. It was more
than one mile wide and extended some fifteen miles to a catchment basin of
Thunder Bird of titc Aliisk'in initiiu-.s
snow. The lower sc\eral miles consisted of hu,s4'e pinnacles, similar ii
g'randeur to the pinnacle ice falls of the Mendenhall j^iacier, and endec
clitf more than two hnndred feet liij^h.
Covered With Ash
Hut it was totally unlike any other i^lacier 1 have ever seen. Here and
ice showed up, but in g-eneral it was dark and gray as thougli some giant
scattered ashes over the whole expanse. Katmai
erupted sixteen years ago and scattered ashes
over hundreds of scpiare miles. These ashes
covered snow field and glacier alike. The glacier
protected from the sun's rays and thereby pre-
vented from customary melting, was able to
advance under the accumulated pressure. As
crevasses formed, and huge ice blocks lifted
themselves into detached jjxramidal cones and
sharp ridges the ashes spread along the sides.
We investigated the glacier and found it had
advanced across its valley until it piled itself
up against the mountain lying in front of it.
Least of its wonders consisted in the largest ice
cavern I ever saw. Four huge locomotives and
trains could have entered it abreast. It was
more than eightv feet high and two liundred
1 size ;
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feet wide, its l)luc scintillating walls forming a perfectly rounded arch and extending
into a dark purplish haze in its innermost recesses.
As wide as the cavern itself, dashed a violent deep river from out of its depths,
and falling ice blocks bobbed up and down as they floated along in the swift tur-
bulent waters. We gazed spellbound at the majesty of it all and then roi)ing up,
ice-pick in hand, we climbed over the top of the cavern onto the ash covered
pinnacles and ridges taking a great number of still and moving pictures. Light
and weather conditions were not ideal and the dull ash covering made photography
difficult. It was a great satisfaction and relief to find that the good Grafiex, in spite
of the summer's rough abuse, registered the above described condition.
During the months of the scholastic year past my photographs and slides jMctur-
ing the most beautiful country in the Northern Hemisphere have been the source of
pleasure during many lectures. Educators and sick have had the pleasure of looking
at what many of them will never witness personally. Alaska has been made known
to many who have thought it the bleakest and most dreary spot in God's earth.
Then of course the scientific data acquired and now made ])ermanent Iw ])hotograph
is the greatest benefit of all.
BOOK IV

Organijatlons
Here friendships are made
among students which should
stand the test of time and misfor-
tune. Bound together in societies
and organizations of diverse na-
tures a spirit of friendly competi-
tion stirs the individual members
to greater accomplishments men-
tal, moral and physical. In leisure
hours culture, knowledge and
friendships are gained in well
spent and happy hours of com-
panionship. Old dislikes and for-
mer prejudices vanish and the
qualities of friendship, loyalty
and appreciative interests are cul-
tivated. Here too dwells a deep
and abiding sense of fidelity which
has expressed itself in the ideal of
every school organi^tion for a
greater University of Santa Clara.
ST. PATRICK AT T;\RA
Another Apostle ot Christ Sent to
Another People
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BanNAN
President
Rev. Jos. Georgen, S.J.
Moderator
Quinn
Secretary
Kenny
Treasurer
^he c^ssodated Students
311 1'^ scholastic year of 1928-29 found Berch Bannan, senior engineering
of the University of Santa Clara, President of the Associated
ts of the same institution. He was a1:)ly seconded in all the vari-
ous functions of his office by Stanley Quinn and Arthur Kenny.
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^^ Student?
Upon the a])])()intment (jf Rev. A\'illiam C. Gianera, S. J. to the office of
Dean of Faculties of the University; Rev. Joseph M. Georgen, S. J., former
Supervisor of the University, was appointed Vice-President of the institution.
This carried with it the duties of the prefect of discipline as well as the
moderatorshi]) of the Student Congress.
The usuril business of voting the athletic awards to members of the varsities
who had sufficient recjuisites to make them eligible to receive letters was taken
care of under the direction of President Bannan.
The Student Congress has always 1)een very willing to lend its aid to further
the success of every activity of any importance on the campus. This was
proven last year by the results it accomplished in its efforts to make the Pas-
sion Play of Santa Clara a success. This year there has Ijeen no dramatic
production of such magnificence and cost. But in tlie plays that have taken
place in the University Auditf.'rium those in charge have been happv in the
realization that the Student Congress has done everything in its power to see
to it that advertising, ushering, etc., was carried out without a hitch.
Smokers, boxing bouts and other entertainment of particular interest on
the campus have been found possible due to the activity of this student group.
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Standing: Father Georgen, Harrington, Sherman, Connolly, Duncan,
ISIcAuLEY, M. Leahy, Bannan
Seated : Kenny, Morey, Barr, Lounibos, Gallagher, Bardin
^he Student Qongress
GEORGE SHERMAN
Scrgcaiit-at-Anns
WILLIAM GALLAGHER
Head Yell Leader
STAXLEY QULNN
Football Manager
ROBERT DANIELSOX
Baseball Manager
THOMAS RYAN
Legal Fraternity
WALLACE DUNCAN
Engineering Society
JOHN MOREY
Business Administration
ALLAN McAULEY
Mendel Club
GERALD HARRINGTON
Basketball Manager
JAMES BARR
The "Santa Clara"
THOMAS RYAN
Senior President
Senior Ret'resentatix'e
LE ROY LOUNIBOS
Junior President
Junior Ret'resentatiz'e
AL TASSI
Sophomore President
MARSHALL LEAHY
Sophomore Representative
JOSEPH MOREY
Freshman President
H. SPOTSWOOD
Freshman Representative
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y icc-Prrsidcnt
Mr. Geo. Sulliv.\n
Moderator
DUNC.VN
President
Gadel
Secretary
8ngineering Society
^^»^\ 1 E social season of the Engineerino- Society of the University of Santa
I C\ Chira opened as usual with the initiation of the Freshmen students of
^"'''^ that department at the home of George L. Sullivan, Dean of the School
of Engineering.
A banquet followed the initiation. Past members of the organization were
present in one or two instances, but on the whole the evening was given over
to entertainment with songs and speeches furnished by present members. A
large number of the Eaculty were present at this l)anquet.
The engineers have always been strong supporters of the University. Not
only do they work diligently to bring about increasing enrollment in their own
department but they also see to it that other departments partake of the bene-
fits of their efiforts.
In order to carry out their advertising schemes each year a dance or some
other social function is given whose proceeds go exclusively into material con-
taining information about the school and its variotis courses and departments.
This year a rally dance was given the night before the Santa Clara-St.
Mary's game. Upholding their re])utation as wonderful hosts, the engineers
transformed the Gym into a veritable ballroom, with the Eounge Room ad-
joining looking like a museum of models of engineering work.
Several inspection tours took place during the year. All were of one-day
duration. The society still speaks of the trip to the steel mills at Pittsburg.
California.
Other activities included talks on the campus by several outstanding engi-
neers both civil and mechanical.
*
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Shea
PiSANO
Sheridan
Eames
Lemoge
PUGH
Hazelwood
Roll
Stohsner
Croal
Risso
Bartlett
Eberhard
Piper
Smith
Mattos
Pecharich
McCORMICK
Peake
Cassin
Fitzgerald
Regan
Kenefick
Murray
Arnold
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hXENGER
Hall
BlGONGL\RI
GiRON
R. Fitzgerald
puccinelli
Porter
G reen
C. BiSORDI
BiSORDI
Ceccarelli
UONOHUE
GiLLIS
Gallo
Betkouski
Ruiz
GlOVANETTI
SOMMERS
X'asquez
Ipina
Carew
Lydon
QUINN
bSo}
Hunter
Vice-President
Mr. Edward Murphy
Moderator
Segretti
Treasurer
Mali.ey
Secretary
Legal fraternity
,
"- i OR the purpose of promoting the best interests of the law students of
^
-r; the University of Santa Clara the Legal Fraternity launched into an
^<^ exceedingly good vear with the initiation of twenty new members into
the organization.
On Sunday evening, October 21st. members and candidates of the Legal Frat
gathered at the University Cofifee Shop for their annual banquet after the
initiation had been held in the Lounge Room of the Seifert Gymnasium of
the University. Here the prospective members had successfully passed their
examinations.
Among those who attended the bancpiet were : Rev. Cornelius J. McCoy,
S. J., President of the University; Rev. William C. Gianera. S. J., Dean of
P"aculties ; Rev. Joseph M. Georgen. S. J.. Vice-President of the University,
and Edward Preston ^lurphy. Moderator of the Legal Fraternity Organization.
\\ ith the new members swelling their ranks the lawyers now count their
society among the largest on the campus.
During the second semester the lawyers held their regular annual big dance
in the Lanai of the Hotel V^endome. San Jose. A new born interest in things
pertaining to the social functions of the Fraternity was resi)onsible for one of
the most magnificent dances given by any organization during the school
year. The ballroom was a jn'cture.
The officers for the year were: Aaron Richards, President; Lan FLmter.
Vice-President; Edward Malley, Secretary; and Sisti Segretti, Treasurer.
Michael Pontoni was Sergeant-at-Arms.
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cummings
Walsh
Gaddy
Carlstroem
Chargin
O'Hara
Naughton
PONTONI
Malovos
Good
Foley
McKenna
Kenny
corsigll\
DiAS
tt^s^l
Gallagher
Phelan
Jennings
Santana
Ryan
Raley
TORELLI
schimberg
McCaffery
Griffith
Bardin
Menard
McMahon
Marks
Raven
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MOREY
President
Mr. Edward Kelly
Moderator
Connolly
Vice-President
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Herman
Secretary
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business (Administration <Association-j
iHE Business Administration Association gained prominence during the
past year l)oth on and off the campus through its various social and
scholastic activities. The continuance of an honor fraternity to which
students of high scholastic standing were admitted was one of the outstanding
functions of the Business men.
It has always been a custom with this organization, as with many others,
to engage prominent men in the business world to visit the University at odd
times during the year and talk to the students on practical duties and dif^cul-
ties in some particular line of business. This custom \vas maintained through
the efforts of the moderator, Mr. Edward Kelly, and the jiresident of the
society, John Morey.
The first dance of the year, given by the Business Administration Associa-
tion, was a social function few will forget. With the taste of a former victory
over the Stanford Varsity Football Team on their lips the younger social set
from the peninsula gathered en masse on the evening the Santa Clara-Stanford
football game. Such spirit was enough to brighten the hopes of any student
body.
The second dance was held February 9, 1929. at the Hotel Vendome ; Albert
Shea was chairman of the committee managing the pre-Lenten dance.
John Morey. president; Tim Connolly, vice-president; William Herman,
secretary; John Musso, treasurer and George Barsi, sergeant-at-arms intro-
duced the novel idea of holding a raflle. This was successful and many of
debts of the Association were liquidated.
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Campbell
BOURET
Col
Harrington
a. ruettgers
P~ALK
Mahoney
Herman
Martin
P. Foley
MORONEY
\'aline
Boomer
Musso
Quement
Raggio
S. Quinn
Fatjo
Dent
Alcazar
Ahart
A. Shea
Barsi
W. O'Daniels
Morey
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ROONEY
VOLIO
Daley
ascensd^n
Davis
Hafner
Ortuno
Santoni
Riley
tognazzini
f. rueggters
O'Daniels
Jos. MOREY
Faherty
tocalino
Normandin
Von Tobel
TOOHEY
Granucci
Driscoll
Ambkosini
Pfister
Lehr
LUOMA
Day
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Brennan
Connors
Machado
Tassi
Linares
MORAN
J. Harrington
Lee
QUEMENT
Butler
Williams
Cole
J. Etchebarren
MiGNOLA
Russell
McNamee
Leonard
R. Graham
Aiello
J. Martin
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Kerchoff
Scrgcant-at-A niis
Mr. J. Frank McGrath
Moderator
Haakinson
Treasurer
MCAULEY
President
^he (Mendel Cluh
^ I
"NURING the past ten months the jMendel Chil) has experienced iM-obal)ly
I t one of the most successful years in four years of existence. This was due
in great measure to an increase in membership, l^ut the uncommon co-
operation witliin the chil) itself in things educational and social was not a small
factor in the advance made by the Clul) in every line.
Air. J. Frank McGrath, professor of biology during the first semester, was
moderator of the organization until his withdrawal from the University last
December. Father Menager, S. J. took over the duties of moderator of the Club
and Doctor James Lovely, prominent Creighton University graduate, suc-
ceeded Mr. McGrath in some of the premedical svibjects.
A lecture given by Rev. Edward Menager, S. J., professor of chemistry and
biology at the University, was probably one of the outstanding talks of the
season. Father chose for his subject "Marcello Malphigi," a preminent scien-
tist of the seventeenth century.
The beginning of the Club's activities was marked by the annual banquet
and initiation held at the Hotel Italia in San Jose, California, on the evening of
September 3, 1928. This was the largest gathering of its kind since the in-
auguration of the pre-medical department at the University of Santa Clara.
Sixteen new members were voted into the organization at this time.
Short talks by prominent members of the faculty were the features of the
evening. Rev. \\'. C. Gianera, S. J., Dean of Studies ; Rev. E. C. Menager,
S. J., head of the Department of Chemistry; L. H. Cook, Instructor in Chem-
istry and J. Frank McGrath, Professor of Biology, were some of the Faculty
present.
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NORBOE
GiLLICK
R. XOONAX
Allegrini
BURSZAN
Saba
Vasconcellos
C. W.4XD
Boyd
Chargin
Sanfilippo
Novacovich
©'!WE first tall dance of the school year was given under the auspices ofthe Mendel Club in the Knights of Columbus Hall, San Jose, on the
evening of the Santa Clara-Nevada football game.
It was the first time that an organization from Santa Clara used the Knights
of Columbus Hall and the Mendel Club had no reason to be sorry. The dance
proved to be a success socially and financially.
The usual invitational dance sponsored by the pre-medics each year brought
the school year to a close. This special dance is always under the surveil-
lance of the president of the organization. The fact that it is so well attended
from year to year has made it possible to finance it on a large scale.
Much credit goes to President Allan McAuley for the time and efforts he
expended during the year to make 1928-29 the most successful year the
Mendel Club has seen.
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Rev.
James Lyons, SJ.
Senate
Rev. Raymond
copeland, s.j.
House
Rev.
Arthur Coghlan, S.J.
Stephen M. White
forensic cActivities
eOXSISTAXT with their traditional excellence in oratorical endeavor the
del^ating organizations of Santa Clara University have added another
1)right page to the University annals. Insistence in all curricnlar depart-
ments on perfect mastery of logic, clear concepts of philosophic principles,
familiarity with choicest diction, and a facile resourcefulness in marshalling
the figures of rhetoric finds its crowning reward in the ability to sj^eak ex-
tempore. It is toward this goal that the directors of the three forensic organi-
zations of the University have been inspiring their charges.
P'ather James Lyons, S. J., as President of the Philalethic Senate changed
the time of meetings to the evening as the conflict with the academic schedule
which necessitated noon-hour meetings no longer existed.
The House of Philhistorians under the direction of Father Raymond F.
Copeland, S. J., held a greater number of debates than at any time in recent
years due to the fact that scheduled debates were rarely, if ever, interferred
with l)y other extracurical activities.
Father Arthur \. Coghlan, S. J., developed some promising orators among
the Freshmen of the Stephen AI. \\'hite Debating Society. Although the num-
ber of meml)ers in the organization was not as great as in previous years the
high calibre of native ability possessed by the members and developed under
the careful direction of the Moderator more than made up for numerical
deficiencies. The University looks forward to these young men to take the
place of some of the outstanding orators of the upper class debating societies.
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James ©'Keefe
Clerk, House
Thomas Ryan
Vice-Prcs., Senate
Joseph Martin
Secretary, S. M. White
forensic cActivities
HE SENATE under the efficient management of Rev. Father James
Lyons, S. J., President; Thomas Ryan, Vice-President: Allan ^McAuley,
Recording- Secretary ; Thomas O'Hara, Corresponding Secretary ; William
Gallagher, Treasurer; Napoleon Menard, Reporter and Historian and Michael
Pontoni, Sergeant-at-Arms held many interesting debates during the course
of the year. Among them were, the following; "Resolved that the judges of
the Superior Court of California should be appointed by the Governor"
—
"Resolved that the United States should cease to protect capital invested in
foreign countries by armed force, except after a formal declaration of war."
THE HOUSE OF PHH.HISTORIANS successfully consummated a profit-
able year under the able direction of Rev. Father Raymond F. Copeland, S. J.,
Aloderator
; James O'Keefe, Clerk; Frank Klatt, Secretary; George Reed,
Treasurer and Anthony Morabito, Sergeant-at-Arms. Some of the debates of
interest held during the year were; "Resolved that Governors should not ex-
ercise pardoning power"—"Resolved that annexation of Mexico by the United
States of America w^ould be for the best interests of both countries."
THE STEPHEN M. WHITE, Freshman Debating Organization of the
University, kept up the standard set by members of this society in the past.
Rev. Arthur V. Coghlan, S. J., as Moderator; Jos. Martin, as Recording Sec-
retary ; Jos. Reiter, as Corresponding Secretary and Leo Callaghan, as Ser-
geant-at-Arms, were those in charge during the past year. Some of the c}ues-
tions debated were; "Resolved that the evils of prohibition outweigh its good
effects."
—
"Resolved that prizefighting should be abolished in California."
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HUDNER
R. Ryan
McLaughlin
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]\[. Leahy
Naughton
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Healy
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rLanza
Callahan
BOISER
Doyle
Prindiville
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Gillick
Reiter
J. Harrington
Berens
Allegrini
Nelson
Clark
G. Martin
TWOHY
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W. Berg
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Treasurer
;Mr. Harlan Dykes
Moderator
TERREjrEKE
Secretary
SCHUPPERT
President
Thysical Sducation Society
r^ Y'^E there no other norm whereby we might judge of the condition of
I 1/ /activities among the student body in general and ann)ng; the various
student organizations in particuhir, the fact that two new societies
have come into existence within the past year would be indicative enough that
there is a superabundance of pep and enthusiasm on the campus.
The Physical lulucation Society, under the moderatorship of Mr. Dykes and
the jjrefecture of Frank Schup])ert, was called into existence during the latter
part of the first semester. Its object is evident. It has a scholastic ]nn-]iose
and a social end, the former of course is primary as can be said of any institu-
tion on the Santa Clara campus.
It is the first time that the Physical lulucation Society has apjjeared in any
University of Santa Clara i)ublication, and it seems fitting that it should make
its debut through the medium of the 1929 Redwood.
The members of this organization are picked from the students (A plnsical
education only, as the name implies. Those participating in the courses of
professional education have found opportunity to belong to other campus
societies and t^rganizations.
The development of the University and the increase of the student roster
will in the next few years make it necessary to organize new societies all in-
tended for the betterment of school spirit and "greater Santa Clara."
1
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Regan
Casanova
Knotts
Murray
MU.I-ER
T hysical Sducation Society
SiDEXER
Owen
AXT
Schmidt
GOUGH
Alexander
Caresse
Martin
Simoni
Martinelii
Terremere
Jaqua
Rowland
Owens
Sullivan
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\JmvtrsiVj ^Publications
Rev. Albert M. Casey, SJ.
Tlu: Redwood
Rev. J.^mes M. Duffy, S.J.
The Santa Clara
Rev. R. Copeland, S.J.
Publicitv Bureau
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Certificate in recognition of merit
of the 1928 Redwood- This an-
nual won first honors in the last
All-Ainerican Year-Book Contest.
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J. B. McMahox
Editor
'M. Hoffman
Bus. Manager
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^he ig2g '^^dwood
0N Xoveml)er the 7th, 1928. came the most interesting, the most inspiring
news that the publication department at the University had heard since
its inception. The 1928 Rkdwood had won first class honors with the
grade of excellent in the 1928 All-x\merican Yearbook Contest conducted by
the National Scholastic Press Association.
Yearbooks of every description from the smallest college to the most promi-
nent universities in the land poured in to the department of Journalism at the
University of Minnesota to compete for one of the most outstanding honors
a yearbook can achieve.
It was only the second time that the Redwood had competed for an honor
of this sort, and a happy surprise it was to find that the University's 1928
publication had found high favor among the ablest critics in the United States.
This recent distinction will be a spur in the future to the efl^orts of coming-
editors of the Redwood. It has l")een an incentive in the puldication of the 1929
Redwood.
No efi^ort has been spared, no expense slighted to edit, what, we hope, will be
the best Redwood ever to see the light on the mission campus.
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The Staff
Top: LouNiBos, Daniei.son. Middle: Thomas Ryan, O'Hara, R. Ryan
Bottom : Donnelly, Barr, R. Danielson
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IJ. Barr
Editor
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T. Ryan
Bus. Manager
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^fie Santa Clara
Standing: Scoppettone, Wagner, S. Leahy, W. Danielson, Carr, Quement, Lonergan
Seated : Zapp, Carlston, Wirtz, Wanger, Selna, Marks
m
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Top: R. Ryan, Torreli, Malley
Bottom : Col, Lounibos, Donnelly
m ^
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Standing: Rev. A. Coghlan, S.J., Moderator: Ronstadt, Aranda, Breen, Hoftman
Seated ; Butler, Zabala, Farrell, McNamee, Gallo
^he Qhoir
T ERHAPS one of the least apj^reciated organizations on the Universitycanii)us is the students" choir. This Ijecause of the regularity \vith whichit performs on the numerous occasiotis which demand its presence. One
is wont to look on it as something that just simply ought to be there; one for-
gets the monotonous practices which take place in the old sechtded building
at the furthermost end of the campus. Probably, too, the successful perform-
ances of this group of students have rendered the Student Body expectant of
nothing out of the ordinary.
Reverend Arthur \". Coghlan, S. ]., is the director of the choir and is to be
highly complimented for the splendid results achieved with such meager ma-
terial at hand. Father also ]:)lays the organ while directing.
The most notable accomplishment during the past year was the solemn high
Mass prepared and sung bv the students' choir for the deceased student and
Alumni. The Mass was written l:)y Pietro Yon and adapted by Father Coghlan
for the male voices of some sixteen students who were complimented highly
at the conclusion of the Mass. Special music was prepared for Father James
Henrv's Vow ^lass on Februarv 2.
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Standing: Butler, Rev. E. M. Bacigalupi, S.J., Moderator, Tagliaferri, Griffith,
TowNE, Piper, IMalavos, Raggio, Ronstadt, \'on Tobel, Zabaia
Seated : Hazel, Good, Hoffman, McNa^fee, Malavos, Wirtz
^}ie Qrcheslra
UNDER the direction of Reverend Engene I\I. Bacigalupi, S. J., the stu-
dent orchestra of the University of Santa Clara has closed another very
successful year. Eather takes this opportunity through the columns of
the "Redwood" to thank those who so faithfully reported during the year. Al-
though no one can adeciuately appreciate the sacrifice made by these young men
during the past ten months every one has words of highest praise for the results
accomplished at the various functions in the University Auditorium.
Always ready at the beck and call of everyone who may need their services to
put over some theatrical production or other public alTair, Eather Bacigalupi has
rendered services to the students of the University that will not be forgotten for
some time to come.
The orchestra includes : saxaphones, piano, trumpets, trombones, violins,
clarinets and drums. Some of the members of the orchestra proper have formed
themselves into what has been known around the yard as the Campus Pep
Orchestra. It is due to the generosity of these few young men that rallies,
smokers and the like have been furnished in the past with suitable music. Jack
Butler is in charge of this organization. Cornets, saxaphones, drums, piano and
clarinets make up the equipment of these ambitious music-makers of Santa
Clara.
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Top : McLaughlin, Ruffo, Gabel, Hoffman, Casanova, Farrell, Lounibos, Dulfer
Middle : Harrington, Reuttgers, Gillis, Bannan, Connolly, Betkouski, R. Danielson
Bottom : Rev. Raymond F. Copeland, S J., Moderator, Naughton, Lonep.gan,
!Marks, Wanger, McMahon, Matthews.
^he S(^^ctuary Society
"&' IE new University Church with its splenchd accommodations for num-
ercuLS Masses inspired an unprecedented enrolhnent among those eager
to participate as intimately as is possible to the laity in the Mystery of
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Besides the duties and functions that have al-
ways been distinctive expressions of its zeal, the Sanctuary Society of the
University of Santa Clara during the past year assumed an additional trust
:
the serving of early morning Masses. Problematical as was the success of the
undertaking at the outset, the generosity and self sacrificing spirit of the
members proved equal to every' occasion ; and the inconveniences of curtailed
slee]) together with crossing the campus on rainy or frosty mornings were
surmounted by a readiness and constancy that was a continual source of
edification to all.
Reverend Father Raymond F. Copeland, .S. [., took charge of the Sanctuary
Society upon the opening of the New Mission and it is due in a great measure
to his eflForts that success was enjoyed by this honor organization. An investi-
gation shows that the present enrollment outnumbers that of recent years. At
the Baccalaureate Mass of 1929 some twenty-six students assisted on the altar,
seven of \vhom graduated on that dav.
m
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The Holy Family
Main Altar, Mission Church
Rev, John Mootz, SJ.
Chaplain
Miraculous Crucifix
Santa Clara's Patroness
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Back row : McLaughlin, S. Leahy, R. Danielson, Good, Gillis, Connolly,
Bannan, G. Harrington
INIiddle row: Hoffman, Casanova, Faherty, W. Danielson, ]\L\tthe\vs,
McMahon, Ryan, Wanger
Front row : Gabel, Donnelly, Naughton, Marks, Lounibos, Gallagher, Selna
^he Sodality
"SI
IE SODALITY of the Blessed A'irgin Mary of the L'niversity of Santa
Clara carries with its name one of the most hallowed traditions of the
school. It is made up of selected students and aims at rendering special
devotion to our Blessed Mother.
One of the first honor societies foimded among the students of the College, it
has kept pace in a fitting manner with the advancement of the school and now
counts some forty members within its ranks.
Reverend John Alootz, S. J., is the Director of the organization and this year
engaged various members to help in small matters pertaining to the office of Chap-
lain. In this manner the Spiritual Survey of 1928-29 was conducted most efficiently.
Meetings are held monthly during which the Director gives some address on
a religious topic and consults with the officers of the organization on matters
pertinent to the Sodality. The monthly Communion, the chief pul^lic function
of this body, takes place at the seven o'clock Mass. This practice is a great
source of edification to the rest of the Student Body and is a means of propa-
gating the beautiful devotion of frequent Communion. The Spiritual Survey
published by the Chaplain each January gives us a good idea of the progress of
this organization.
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Standing: Tagi.iaferki, J. Gallagher, Wagner, Schmidt, Driscoll, I.onergan,
Carr, Faherty, Butler
Seated: R. Danielson, Lounihos, Wirtz, McNamee, Ceccarelli, R. Ryax, Kenny
c^^anagers' cAssociation
,E i^Teatest assurance of success, tlie surest means of knowing- that
their work has been accompHshed in a satisfactory manner during the
past footbaU, basketbah and baseball seasons, is the word of praise from the
coaches of the athletic teams of the University of Santa Clara.
The Managers' Association headed by Stanley Ouinn, ])resident. and Rev.
James M. Dufify, S. J., Moderator, has done more for the accidental betterment
of teams on the field than perhaps any other one thinj^'.
The tremendous amount of detail work and handling- of equi])ment with
which coaches in the past had always found themselves burdened was this
shifted in a still greater measure to the shoulders of the managers.
Under the careful tutelage of Billy Burke, beloved trainer, the young men
of the association were taught to render first aid to injured members nf the
various teams.
A\'ith so much work cut out for them during the coming year the Managers'
Association held their annual dance during the latter part of September in the
Seifert Gymnasium. That the first social function of the school year was a
success is unquestionable. A great deal of this was due to the uncommon
ability of the committee appointed to handle the afifair. Consequently Stanley
Ouinn. L. Pfister and others came in for no small amount of praise. The profits
accrumg from the dance \vere used to purchase sweaters for the members of the
organizatiim.
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Block S. C. Society
Cf-
(i) Haakinson, Conxolly, Tassi, Schexone, Blackinger, Sidener. (2) Ruffo, Quinn, Reisner
Valine, Cummings, Simoni. (3) Miller, Terremere, Owen, Jvl. Ri:gan. (4) Barsi, Roller
Moroney, J. Regan, Falk. (5) Luoma, Sherman, Casanova, Fa\\ley, Kerckhoff, Caresse.
(6) AxT, Martinelli, Machado, Ahart, Gouch, Schuppert.
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The untimely deatli of Father Edmond J. Ryan, S. J., for years faculty
moderator of the Alumni Association, stirred genuine sorrow among- numerous
friends and acquaintances. Prohahly no man during- the lt)ng history of Santa
Clara had become 1:)etter acciuainted than he with such a large group of our
scattered alumni, none had followed their careers after college days with greater
interests, few had entered as deeply as he into the affectionate regard of our
lo}-al "old boys."
To no single man is due more credit than to Father Ryan for the growth and
advancement of Santa Clara this last decade. Day and night he dreamed,
planned and hoped for a greater Santa Clara, to make Alma Mater a University
that its graduates might point to with just pride as their own. In all his many
activities self-seeking- never entered. A\'ith a s])irit of devotion and of self-
sacrifice that was admirable he labored day in and day out ; the one consuming
passion of his generous heart was Santa Clara and he died happy, with a smile
on his li])s, tlie dream of Iiis imagination oidy partly realized, ])Ut content that
he had given his all for the University of his adoption, the ideal of his nolde
heart.
May his great soul rest in peace is the jjrayer of the devoted sons of Santa
Clara. May his cherished memory guidt and anin-iate us all to carry on, as he
would have done, for a greater Santa Clara.
ALUMNI PRESIDENTS
Santa Clara can ])oint with enviable pride to a long list of distinguished
alumni that reflect credit upon her fair name. Outstanding are the Presidents
of her Alumni Association, formallv established in 1881. A brief account of
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each from the first president down to the present incuml^ent follows and should
prove of interest to all the alumni.
PAST PRESIDENTS—SANTA CLARA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Murphy, B. D. First President 1881-82. Grandson of the first Martin
Murphy, son of the second, by whom he was l^rought to California as a child. His
father came to Santa Clara valley in 1850, acquiring a large property of which
the town of Sunnyvale occupies the central part. BIntering Santa Clara College
he graduated Bachelor of Science in 1862 and in 1903 received the honorary
Ph. D. He was active in public life, having represented the county in the
Assembly, 1869 to 1871 : and in the Senate, 1877 to 1879; and afterwards be-
came Mayor of San Jose, serving for three terms.
Breen, Jas. T. President 1883-85. Son of Patrick Breen of San Juan Bautista,
who came to California with his family in the Donner Party, when James was
an infant. Though the family was large the Breens passed through the dread-
ful winter in the Sierra unharmed physically or morally. The reason may be
found in Patrick Breen's Diary, which shows a simple piety and trust in God,
which, when he had prospered in his new home characterized him and his.
James T. Breen graduated Bachelor of Science in 1862; and for twenty-five
years was Su])erior Judge of San Benito County.
Wilcox, C. F. President 1886-87. Son of Harvey AMlcox who came to Cali-
fornia in 1850, from Jcjliet, Illinois. Returning a year later, he came to California
in 1856. Charles F. Wilcox was born in Joliet and Avhen five years old was
brought in 1857 to join his father, who then settled in Solano county, sending
his son to Santa Clara in 1865, to graduate Master of Arts in 1871. Taking up
the legal profession in San Jose Charles F. Wilcox soon was among its leaders,
taking, moreover, an active part in public affairs.
Kennedy, W. C. President 1888. A member of a pioneer family of San
Francisco, where his father estal)lished a dry goods house that long flourished
until with changes of time and methods, it disappeared among other such. He
graduated Bachelor of Arts in 1864.
Campbell, J. H. President 1889-90. Came from Massachusetts with his
parents to Grass Valley where they settled in 1859. He graduated Master of
Arts in 1872 and in 1903 received the honorary Ph.D. In 1874 he was admitted
to the Bar. established himself in San Jose and soon attained a good practice.
Elected District Attorney 1879, he held the office for several years and became
prominent in public affairs. When Santa Clara College became a University,
Mr. Campbell served as first Dean of the Law-School.
Burnett, John M. President 1891 Son of Peter H. Burnett, first Governor
of California. The family came from Missouri to Oregon, thence to California.
John M. Burnett graduated Master of Arts in 1858. He entered the legal profes-
sion and held an honorable place at the San Francisco Bar.
Nealon, D. C. President 1892-93. Entered the College a resident of Santa
Clara, graduating Bachelor of Science in 1864. He moved afterwards to San
Francisco, wdiere he became prominent in city and state politics.
Ii8ol
Dillon, Thos. I. President 1894. Son ni John Dillon a pioneer, \\li() made a
forlune. went hack let Ireland, married, ant! retnrned to California to live in
San iM-ancisco. Me i^raduated bachelor of Science in 1S84, and was admitted
to the Bar.
Byington, L. F. President 1895-96. (iradnated I'.achelor of Science in 1884,
and on his athnission to the Bar began practice in San iM-ancisco. Here he be-
came prominent in pnhlic life, giving himself to everything that looked to the
betterment of the city. Thns he served with distinction on the Board of Snper-
visors and as District .\ttorney. .An excellent sjx'aker he has often been called
upon to serve as such on public occasions; notably at the inauguration of the
McKinnon IMonument and the Civic Banquet to Cardinal Hayes.
Lorigan, C. M. President 1897. Born in .\ustralia he came with his i)arents
to California an infant. The famil}- settled in .Santa Clara, where he entered the
College, graduating Bachelor of Science in 1882. Called to the Bar in 1889,
since his delicate health forbade court work, he devoted himself to oflice work
and ])rubate. in which he was \'er\' successful.
McCone, J. F. President 1898. Born in Virginia City of a wealthy manufac-
turer of mining machinery. Graduating Bachelor of Science in 1889. he entered
the Toland Medical College, afterwards the Medical School of the University
of California. Passing out with hcjnor he went to London for further study,
where such was his success as to win from the examiners of the Ro}al College
of Surgeons, the highest commendation of his Alma Mater, Santa Clara. Re-
turning to San Francisco he commenced lecturing in the Toland College in ad-
dition to his profession. He had built up a large practice when, in obeying the
call of dut_\'. he was stricken with an illness that carried him oiT in the jirime
of life.
Coolidge, C. C. President 1899. Born in the Hawaiian Islands, whither his
parents had gone from Indiana. During the seventies they came to California,
and made their home in Santa Clara on the Alameda. Entering the College
quite young Mr. Coolidge passed through its entire course, graduating Bachelor
of Science in 1889, Bachelor of Arts in 1890 and Juris Doctor in 1910. He then
studied law privately with Archer Bowden of San Jose. In 1899 he was made
Chief-Deputy in the District Attorney's office wdiere he remained for twenty
years, and then for eight years was himself District Attorney. Together with
J. H. Campbell, D. M. Burnett, J. P. Sex, he began the Law School of the Uni-
versity in 1909, becoming Dean in succession to the first named in 1918.
Humphrey, William F. President 1900. Native of San Francisco, graduating
Bachelor of Arts in 1892. He studied law, and after admission to the Bar jjrac-
tised in ])artnership with luigene Lent. He soon rose to a high place not only in
his profession but also in the financial world and in public life. He must be
reckoned among the founders of the existing Olympic Clul) ; for years he has
been its ])resident. He is a Trustee of the California Palace of the Legion of
Honor, a member of the Park Commission, a Trustee of the De Young Museum,
and president of the Associated Oil Company.
-/
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Barrett, J. J. President ISOl, 1914-15. Coming from a family settled at Stock-
ton he entered Santa Clara and gradnated Bachelor of Science in 1891. Ad-
mitted to the Bar he practiced for some time in partnership with John O'Gara,
who succeeded him as President. The partnership being dissolved, he began
on his own account. He is an excellent public speaker, and is often requested
as such on important occasions.
O'Gara, John J. President 1902-03. Graduated Master of Arts in 1893 Tak-
ing up the legal profession he practiced for some time in partnership with Joh'i
J. Barrett and taught in the law-school of St. Ignatius College with great satis-
faction. He resigned this office to devote himself to his growing practice at the
San Francisco Bar.
Emery, James A. President 1904. When quite young he came from Detroit
with his family to California. He entered St. Ignatius College, and after some
time passed to Santa Clara, graduating Bachelor of Arts in 1896. Entering the
legal profession he became counsel for the Merchants' Association of Cali-
fornia. After some time, having' been charged with the same function for the
National Association, he passed to New York. Thence he went to Washington,
D. C, where he spent the intervening years as Congressional Attorney for the
same Society.
O'Toole, John J. President 1905-07-19. Son of William O'Toole, an early
settler in Santa Clara X'alley, was bt)rn on his father's ranch near Milpitas. En-
tering Santa Clara in the early eighties he passed through all its classes, gradu-
ating Bachelor of Science in 1890. He began the ])ractice of law in San Fran-
cisco in 1894. Making his way in his profession by diligence and equal ability
he now as City Attorney conducts under conditions of special importance the
city's business with a skill that wins him no small reputation.
Cavagnaro, Jos. F. President 1908. Entered the College in 1873, graduating
Bachelor of .Science in 1878 and Master in 1879. Taking up legal studies, he
joined the .San Francisco Bar at their comjjletion. In a long career he attained
to a large and lucrative practice, winning the esteem of all his professional
brethren.
Sargent, B. V. President 1909. The Sargents came originally from New
Hampshire. In 1848 two brothers, James P. and Ross C. were in Chicago. In
1849 they sold out their business and crossed the plains to California, settling-
first in El Dorado County, where other brothers joined them. In the fifties
there was a move to Santa Clara Valley, James acquiring a ranch south of Gilroy
and giving his name to a station on the Southern Pacific Railway, while the
branch of the family to which Bradley V. Sargent belonged passed on to the
.Salinas Valley. Bradley V. Sargent graduated Master of Science in 1885 ; and,
like so many others, took to the law. For some years before his death he was
Judge of the Superior Court of Monterey County.
O'Connell, Thos. J. President 1910. .A.fter graduating Master of Arts in 1892
he entered the seminary and was ordained in due course. His first curacy was
St. Mary's, Stockton, where he remained several vears. He is now Rector of
m
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St. Au^usline's Church, ( );iklaii(l. Coiiiicclfd witli the- N'ouh.l; Men's Institute
in which lie is greatly interested he is perennially re-elected its ( irand C'ha])-
lain. i le has also been State Chaplain of the K. of C.
Cassin, Chas. M. President 1911. .\ native <>f Watson ville he graduated Bach-
elor of Science in 1888 and afterwards studied law at Ann Arbor. Returning
he joined the Bar of his native county and soon took his place among the
leaders.
Bergin, Thos. I. President 1912. Mr. Bergin, who came with his parents to
San 1-^-ancisco in early days, was among the first to enter Santa Clara College,
lie was its first graduate passing Bachelor of Arts in 1857. thus receiving the
first Academic degree in California. He returned for a Master's degree in 1865 ;
^nd on both occasions i)assed an examination that would have won classical
honors in anv Unixersit}' whatsoever. Always a student, he led a retired life in
which he devekiped that thorough knowledge of the law which brought him a
fortune. His liberality to his Alma Mater is perpetuated today in Bergin Hall.
Scheller, "Victor A. President 1913. Born of a ])i(>neer .San Jose family, he
graduated Bachelor of Science in 1886 and afterwards studied law. Admitted to
the Bar he soon found that the care of large family pro])erty interfered with his
jjractice. This, nevertheless, he did not give up entirely ; and has moreover been
active in ])ublic life as President of the Chamber of Commerce of his native city.
McDevitt, Joseph T. President 1916-17-22. Mr. McDevitt comes of a well-
known San I'Vancisco family. In early days his father commenced a baker's
business which became one of the largest in the city. Graduating Bachelor of
Science in 1886, he joined in its management until it was merged into the Cali-
fornia Baking Company as one of the i)rincii)al com])onents. With this Com-
pau}' he continued active in its administration until he withdrew some years
ago to engage in a Manufacturer's .'\gency.
Riordan, John H.. President 1918. Son of early settlers of Pajaro \'alley,
Monterey County. He was born in Salinas during his father's term of office as
County Clerk. He entered Santa Clara in 1901 and in 1905 won a Ryland debate
medal, as a member of the Senate debating team. After graduating Master of
Arts in 1906 he studied law and on his admission to the bar was associated with
Mr. Francis J. Heney in the graft prosecution of San Francisco. In 1909 he
entered the office of William H. Langdon, District Attorney of San Francisco.
For fifteen years following 1912 he was connected with the ofiice of the At-
torney General in San Francisco, and is now very successfully engaged in
jirivate i)ractice of the law.
Sex, James P. President 1920. One of the organizers of the University Law
School, and for several years was an esteemed ])rofessor receiving the degree of
Bachelor of Philosoj^hy in 1909. He was for many years a distinguished mem-
l)er of the Bar of Santa Clara County.
Tramutolo, Chauncey B. President 1921. :\lr. Tramutolo was born in Tri-
carico, Italy and came at an early age with his parents to California, settling
in San Jose. He entered Santa Clara in 1909, graduating Bachelor of Science in
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1912 and Bachelor of Laws in 1914. In his college days he was prominent in
athletics, rugby and baseball. He played a role in Mr. South's successful drama,
"Constantine." After one year's practice of law in San Jose, he became Assist-
ant United States Attorney in San Francisco and for the past ten years has
been a distinguished practicing attorney.
Keenan, Alexander S. President 1923. Member of one of our best known
families, being grand-nephew of I'eter Donahue, founder of the Union Iron
Works, Pacific Gas & Electric Company ; the Omnibus Railway Company, the
first Street Car Line in San Francisco; the San Francisco and North Pacific
Railwa}', now the California North Western ; and builder of the San Francisco
and San Jose Railway and of the Occidental Hotel, the rival of the Lick House,
before the days of the Palace. He left College to study medicine and after com-
pleting his course he went abroad for special studies in more than one institu-
tion. He has served as President of the County Medical Association, is a mem-
ber of the Board of Health of San Francisco and is a Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons.
Brown, Dr., Jos. R. President 1924. Dr. Brown was born in Napa, California,
and entered .Santa Clara in 190.^, graduating Bachelor of Arts in 1907. He took
part in dramatics and was a prominent member of the debating teams of the
House and Senate. In athletics he gained fame as a baseball i)itcher. After fin-
ishing at Santa Clara he entered upon the study of medicine at Georgetown
University, Washington, D. C, and graduated with honors. He returned to
San Francisco to practice medicine and gained recognition as an h^ye. Ear and
Throat Specialist. While president of the Alumni he commenced the establish-
ment of an .-\lumni Scholarship.
Heffernan, Frank M. President 1925-26. Mr. Helfernan was born in San
Francisco and entered upon his College career at Santa Clara in 1904. He was
prominent in dramatics, debating and athletics, winning his block in football in
1906 and 1907. As Business Manager of the Redwood he realized a sufficient
sum to establish the Redwood Medal. He graduated Bachek^r of Arts in 1908.
In 1911 he became a member of the firm of Beach and Hefifernan, builders, and
among many other l)uil(lings in San Francisco and the Bay Counties, was
responsible for Wheeler Hall on the California Campus. Later he entered the
real estate, stock and bond business and has been very successful. During his
two years as President of the Alumni, he was instrumental in raising the sum
of $45,000.00 for the Diamond Jubilee of Santa Clara. He was active in securing
funds for the erection of the Alumni Science Hall and the restored Mission. He
has served one vear as the President of the Board of Athletic Control. The
Main Altar and reredos of the New Mission is a monument to his generosity to
Alma Mater.
Kieferdorf, William J. President 1927. Mr. Kieferdorf was born in Stockton
in 1880 of parents wht) had come to California in the early days of the State. He
entered Santa Clara in 1896, winning high scholastic honors in his course and
graduating Bachelor of Arts in 1900. For six years after graduation he taught
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at St. li^natius Colk't^e, recei\iny his dei^rcc of Master ut' Arts there in 1905.
l""n)in \^K)(_) to 1908 he was secretar_\- for a construction company in San Fran-
cisco. Boston and New York were the scenes of his activity from 190S to 1910,
where he was occupied with business matters in connection with the interests
of the late C. A. Buckdey. In 1910 ht- entered the employ of the Wells Fargo
Nevada National Bank. Later he became Manager and Cashier of the California
Navigation and Improvement Com])any and Manager of Bay Cities' Transpor-
tation Com]Kiny. He has been connected with the Bank of Italy since 1918 as
Teller, l^istrict Auditor, Inspector and since 1923 one of the Bank's Vice-Presi-
dents and head of the Trust De|)artment.
Bronson, Roy A. President 1928. Mr. Bronson was l)orn in Los Angeles in
188**. ( )n his mother's side he is related to the Knox family of Pennsylvania,
from wliom abso descended the distinguished Pliilander Chase Knox, Secretary
of the State under President Taft. Coming to Santa Clara in 1909 Mr. Bronson
distinguished himself in athletics, in rugby as a fleet-footed wing three-quarters
and in track in the hurdles, (|uarter-mile and 220. He was i)rominent in debate
work, winning a place on the Ryland teams four consecutive years and the
medal his last year. He was Business Manager and later lulitor of the Red-
wood. He grachiated Bachelor of Arts in 1912, Master of Arts in 1913 and
Bachelor of Laws in 1914. F"or one year he acted as graduate manager of
athletics. He is now the senior member of the Law Firm of Bronson, Bronson
and Slevin and is recognized as one of the most capable voung attorneys of San
F'rancisco. I"\jr two years he was president of the Laymen's Retreat Association
of El Retiro and distinguished himself by his unflagging zeal in the develop-
ment of that new organization.
DEATHS
In Washington, D. C, the Honorable James F. Smith, A.B. '77, died June 29,
1928. He was one of the founders of the Young IVIen's Institute in 1883, was a
former Governor General of the Philippine Islands, and for years was an Asso-
ciate Justice of the United States Customs' Appeal.
Honorable John L. Hudner, B. S. '76, for years Judge of the Superior Court
San Benito County, died in [ulv.
Dominic di Fiori, B. C. '12, and Frank A. Casey, '18, met violent deaths in
aer()])lane crashes.
Edward Watson, ex '30, was killed in an auto accident.
Andrew Mullen, A. B. '10, prominent business man of Los Angeles, passed
away January 1929.
Percy Henderson of Santa Cruz, former State Senator, and Albert Muller,
prominent newsi)ai)er man, also de])arted this life.
Others whose ])assing we must record are : Pedro E. Zabala, A. B. '86, Robert
E. Fitzgerald '96, R. M. F. Soto, A. B. '76, Royce Manley '26, and John
Auzerais, B. S. '79, M. S. '80.
Alois Accurti, '23, was killed in a motorcycle accident in Shanehai.
^
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MARRIAGES
The following alumni entered upon married life the past year:
Alvin Wolf, Terry McGovern, James Nealis, Lawrence Chargin, Randall
O'Neill, John B. Vasconcellos, William Ford, Dr. Fred C. Gerlach, Ray Ren-
wick, Ernest Becker, Joseph Gallagher, Joseph Bonacina, Remo CipoUa, Tirey
L. Ford, Jr., Clifford Gottwals, John Lewis, Wallace Brandt, James Sheehan,
Norbert Korte, George Andre and Robert E. Shields.
HERE AND THERE
Doctor Fred C. Gerlach, B. S. '89, and the Honorable Joseph J. Trabucco,
B. S. '90, received honorary degrees of LL. D. at the Commencement Exercises
in May 1928.
The Honorable Maurice Dooling, A. B. '09, was appointed by Governor
Young Judge of the Sujjerior Court of San Benito County.
With the intention of studying for the priesthood Nate Bacigalupi entered
the Sacred Heart Novitiate, Los Gatos, and Lawrence Mouat and Harry
Mitchell entered St. Patrick's Seminary, Menlo Park.
P. H. McCarthy, '27, and Thomas Temple, '26, are continuing their good
work at Harvard i^aw School.
Among the successful candidates that presented themselves to the State
Bar Examiners were the following Santa Clara men : Thomas Randazzo, How-
ard Ziemsnn, Thomas Higgins, Milton Huot, Edward P. Murphy, W. C. G.
McDonnell and Albert Campodonico.
C. M. Castruccio, actively loyal alumnus of our southern metropolis, has just
comj^leted a beautiful new home in the San Marino district.
John O'Neill, who attained fame at Santa Clara as a great Rugby ])layer,
has taken up his residence for the next year in Texas.
..^' AV
John O'Neill
THE STEPHEN M. WHITE CLUB
Joseph J. Herlihy, attorney of Los Angeles,
was elected president of the Stephen AL
White Club of the Alumni at the Spring ban-
cjuet of the southern alumni held earlv in
March at the Normandie Hotel. The occa-
sion of the banquet was the presence of the
Varsity Baseball Team in the .South for its
four days' schedule of games with U. S. C.
and U. C. L. A. Doctor Francis Browne
jjresided over the meeting that followed the
l)anquet. Among the enthusiastic members
present were
:
(Continued on page 240)
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Athletics
"C
T^he graduate himself is leaving
with the fullest confidence that in
the contest of life the palm of vic-
tory can be his. Realizing the debt
of gratitude v^'hich he owes to his
college he is equally appreciative
of the cherished sentiments of his
past four years. The confidence of
his proud father and loving
mother have been justified and he
has passed through the trial of
college in a successful manner.
Though life may be to him a con-
tinuous succession of tremendous
accomplishments and unending
worries yet he knows that in an
hour crowded with anxieties he
may live again in the calm and
placid memories of his college
life and be refreshed. As a loyal
son of his Alma Mater inspired
by the ideals which have long been
traditional, he too will ever work
for a greater University of
Santa Clara.
Ilihiiiiiii
A CRUSADER OF lEsUS CHRIST
Rcr^dy to LcArn, am.-! f L^\'inc; Ec.M'ncd/
Ready to LIplioId

cAdam ls)alsh, Qoach
^oothall
jf\
S:
Joseph Boland
Line Coach
football
Edw. Cummings
Captain
The past football season at the University of Santa Clara carries with it ])lea^ant
and sad recollections. Somehow or other every football season seems nnhapijily
conclnded when the bit^' ^ame is lost. Santa Clara went into the St. AIar}''s ^-ame
handicai)ped it is true, l)nt withal a f^'ood chance to win. Xe.xt year we ho])e for
better things. A Freshman team that showed to good advantage toward the end
of the season is reason for hope.
Of course the absence of Joe lloland is a loss and a great one. With a cai)able man
in his place the cciming football season has possibilities.
Backfield : B.^Rsi, Terremere, Mili.er, Ha.4kinson
Line : Roller, .\hart, Schenone, Sidexer, Caresse, O'Daniels, \'aline
h9A
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Frank Schuppert
Asst. Yell Leader
California Qame
"TAKEX all in all the
scDre does nut fairly rep-
resent the relative strength
of the two teams as they
])layed yesterday. The
Bears got the breaks and
cashed in on them, Init for
sustained play, what there
was of it, the Santa Clarans
were the equal, if not the
better of the Bears."
— Franklin B. Morse,
San Francisco Chronicle.
IJILLY JJURKE
Trainer
Stanley Quinn
Football Manager
% ^ 'The REDWOOD ^
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Phil Kerchoff—End
"The same little old 1
Broncs off the field of
22-0 defeat, which was
Templeton, San Franci
"California was alert.
But the Broncos gained iS^re yardage i\
runs round the flanks guaroPTt by
Merrick, San Francisccl Dll
"A little more fines
contest. The Bears got\hc dociaiiMU t"i..ir 'one^
to take advantagfe of the l^Veaks."—"Pat"WW
I
GUIDO SiMOM— hull
tbal^ team sent the battling
oiWpwteW bewildered by the
despite the score."—"Dink"
aJ^jt^ran up a score against Santa Clara.
lis yardage came from
Russ Avery."—Owen
cos might have won the
tue. and that was their ability
e, San Francisco Call.
^
Haakinson to Tcrrriarrc in the California Oatne
^e REDWOOD #
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(^/"^^ 1 1'- ainl)itious a
"test" against Santa
test."
—
James K. McG
"In the second half
for any man's team b
Francisco Examiner.
St. Ignatius Qame
of St . Ignatius to claim the little college
nents tt)clay after their
h have been an even con-
ley will l)e plenty tt)ngh
ver."
—
\\'illiam Leiser, San
Herb Haakinsox—Quarter Ty SlDENER--Cf«fe> Anthony Valine—End
% -The REDWOOD ^
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Joe Schenoxk—dunrd Wally Q/t)ANiELS
—
1 ackle
(A
STUBBORN Wolf
Clara football tean
home, witnessed b
"The final gun halted
Clara made twenty first
free of fum])ling and per
be Udiver^y of Nevada held the Santa
^6 scor^^^^ie Bronco's first game at
San Francisco Examiner,
ta ClarTiiMTN'e td^a touchdown. .Santa
s tn^)e. ii^ game was unusually
le.
Warren Ahart— Tackle
''^J-'
C.>l>Ai
I'lijciiuh .flapped after a Uii yard gnni lliiuugh the Saints' line
^ : 'The REDWOOD #
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•YT was a stul)I)Orn d
I that ke])t the Broncos"^So^m running aw
/ come of the game was iiWtiubtts^jfeit) th
Francisco Chronicle.
"Tlie Broncos were
the right and left of the
ful right u]) to the last
ense\|id a^lever passing attack on the Army's part
contest. The final out-
minutes of play."—San
rmy team shot ])asses to
Ike the Bronco victory doubt-
l e gu n."—-^S^^Francisco Examiner.
Ch.-^s, Falk—End Quarter \^'alt Koller—End
%. 'The REDWOOD ^
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The Little Big Game
Adam Walsli, Jr., coming Bronco Yell Leader. The Santa Clara stiDits in the annual game wen
admitted the best ever. The Olympic Band on the lo'^'cr right
^ "The REDWOOD ^
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jMyles Regan—Er.d
I^~>^HEIR vai
^(r) Broncs, th
^-^ feat Santa
.aunted r.mni
e Olyi ipic
ta Clara
of unbroken victories
gridiron anywhere this
to convert after any o
Olympia's triumph."
—
"Coach Adam Walsh
:old by a fighting launch of
imen swmf^d down from the air to de-
l< ezar_ Stadium and preserve their record
r battles waged on a
i
—Santa Clara's failure
narrow margin of
isco Chronicle.
pTe and Caresse, regular line-
Barsi off St. Ignatius' tackle for a iouclidowji
^ "The REDWOOD #
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IMarty Miller—Half Al RuFro
—
Guard
% "the REDWOOD ^
|20ll
Ed Moran—End
ORGETTING forupition, and sticking religiously
(
—V
^^T? to formation 'A' thr(r{t^'1i()Ut*^lic frri}-, tlTe Cardinals started slowly, but
^-^ the gathering ni omentum df tlieir running and ])assing attack told on
the tiring Broncs and \^ lat aV firs^prom ivsed to be a close battle was event-
ually turned into a rout."-NPrescott Sulliva^^:Si Fs^cisco Chronicle.
"Had it not been for the fait th^^^Niia CM^i \^Jp badly fooled, we could
use a lot of space telling nojB^mcrdv and tough tl^^e bovs were. But with a
score like that, no one
Examiner.
Templeton, San Francisco
The Safety nailed by the Pacific ends
^ ^e REDWOOD #
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"As htng as the Santa Clar^Brdiicos first strpg held together yesterday, the
Red Horde from Stanfc rd \\Ps|helcMn c\meJi^>A\'hvu it became necessary for
Coach Adam Walsh to Jn^e sif^|titu^s. the Stanford machine became effective
and rom])ed to a 31 to vihiory over the Br^teo(WtTtj|ers. The Santa Clarans
jjlayed great football in the firSTI qua^^^^d tli^?egii^ing of the second frame
against Stanford. The turn i^nKwhen Ruffo had^^^ leg broken, and Coach
Adam ^\'alsh was force Jose, Mercury Herald.
Etchebarren—Guard Hank 'Lijvm.v- -Tackle HKK^rAN ^Ietler—Full
\ 'Tht REDWOOD #
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Frankian formed the ( dge
Francisco Examiner.
"An example of the
score is shown by a c
while their defeated ri
at the start of the gan
which was ptished o
Associated Press.
lerits of the two teams,
than tne fignres indicate. Just
those two men, Stennett and
Harry M. Hayward, San
one-sided aspect of the
Saints had exactly 12
the jump on the Broncs
e story of the initial score
ottld get their bearings."
—
^
Ti iiy liitclis one over agauut Ncrada
nht REDWOOD
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Standing: Stockton, Capt., Soldate, 1,ehr, Ethan, Thomas, Murilw, McCaffery,
LiNDSEY, Hamman, Owens, Morey, Flohr, Pecharich, Spotswood,
Clark, Schelcher
Kneeling: Cole, Willlvims, Smith, Sheridan, Flynn, Wilkinson,
Parsons, L. Sullivan
^rosh football
/^y<SUE Santa Clara
^1 (^ least one satisfc
^-^ would have ace
P'reshman football team turned in their suits with at
faction in place of which probably no man on the squad
epted a victory over every other opponent—The Bron-
coites beat the Baby Gaels. The score was
13 to 12, a narrow margin of victory. The
victory was a sensational one brought about
by a Morey to Chisholm pass and the only
conversion of the game by Captain Bob
\ Stockton.
i*' According to reports of those who saw
the game, the Santa Clara Varsity of 1929
will get about the best supj^ly of material
that ever came up from a Frosh squad.
The St. Rlary's-Santa Clara Frosh line-up
:
i
%
illH^ Santa Clara St. Mary'sm/SMm Lindsey REL Pendleton
mnW^mr Flohr RTL Krum
\/ Clark RGL k'igeac
Cole C Steponovich
Smith LGR Carrere
'5^,.. Murray LTR Pollard
Spotswood LER Preston
Hamann Q (C) Wiggins
Thomas RHL Matzka
Ethan LHR Baird
Stockton (C) F Brown
John Con NOLLY'
Freshman Coach
'The REDWOOD ^
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Of course the season could not have l)een called a
huge success, that is, nut a complete one. The \-oung
Broncs would certainly ha\e desired to duplicate the
feat of tlieir ])re(kcessors in taking ddwn .Stanford and
going into the St. Mary's Frosh contest with hut one
defeat to mar an otherwise perfect rectjrd. But—then
their i)redecessors did not beat the St. Mary's Frosh.
The Santa Clara Colts started the season well by
holding the California Frosh to a 12 to victory. Then
came the disastrous fracas down in the Stanford IjowI,
42 to with the Broncs on the short end of the score.
They fell, a couple of weeks later, victims to the boys
from San Mateo Junior College ; the score 19 to 12.
Menlo Park Junior College met the Frosh and took
a fair beating, score L3 to 0.
The fact the Frosh felt that they could win a game
after all and not forgetting that they were going into
the St. Mary's game the proverbial underdogs doubtlessly made them the
victors that they proved to be at the end of the sixty minutes of play up in the
Saint's backyard at ^loraga. Bob Stockton with his (hH)])-kick that won the
game, Sheridan with his sensational interception of a St. Mary's pass, Chis-
holm, Morey, Spotswood, all of whom played magnificent ball in this game
go down in the annals as the reasons for the victory over St. Mary's.
The summary of games won and lost by the Frosh will be of interest. Three
defeats and two victories might not be a successful season for some teams,
but for the Santa Clara Frosh it was success with a ca])ital S.
Freshmen, 12—San Mateo Junior, 19; Freshmen, —California Frosh, 12;
Freshmen, —Stanford Frosh, 42; Freshmen, 13—Menlo Park Junior 0;
Freshmen, 13—St. Marv's Frosh, 12.
Bob Stockton
Captain
^
Frcshiiicii versus I'arsity in a prc-scason scrivniiagc
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"{Harlan ^. "Vykes,
Qoach, basketball
#
George Barsi
Captain
~:'*^,g>MAtcMk^h.%^^
Gerald Harrington
Manager
basketball
Back row : Flohr, Sherman, Gough, Leahy, Connolly, INIettler
Front row : Harrington, Manager, Tollini, Berg, Murray, Schuppert, Stenger
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ScHUPPEKT
—
Guard
After completing' the
Harlan Dykes" hoopsters'
straig'ht victories. These
a
MuRKAY
—
Fori^'iinl
^tory of Santa Clara, Coach
idays with a string of six
with the vic^^jP'y over the San Jose Hank of Italy
jfore the Christmas recess
began gave the \'arsity seven decisive
wins to start the 192') haskethall season.
The scores : Santa Clara 52, Hank of Italy
6; Santa Clara 56, Ukiah 13: Santa
Clara 68, W illits 13 : Santa Clara 42, Napa
Alnnmi 12; Santa Clara 48, S])artans 26.
In a return game the Spartans took an-
other licking to the tune of 37 to 17. The
Broncos ran up 303 points in these games,
averaging over 50 a game. At no time
were the opponents ever within danger-
ous scoring distance of the \'arsit\-.
V
-J
Leahy—Guard Regan—Guard
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rMettler—Guard GOUGH
—
Forivard
llronco cage squad, ruled big"
Sted In' one point in a frantic last
In their first intercollegia^gairf^ ("if Tll5 ses
favorites, met the Stanford fiv-
-i--- ,, ,,
minute rally. The opinions of leadmg sports writers were
:
"Adding another to its series of sensational comebacks the Stanford varsity
basketball team defeated the Santa Clara five by a 28 to 27 score, coming from the
short end of a 22> to 9 count in the last ten minutes of play, Stanford was outplayed
throughout the first half which ended with Santa Clara on the long end of a 13 to 8
score."
—
San Francisco Chronicle.
"Santa Clara out-classed the Cardinals in the first half, leading 13 to 8 at the
intermission. Immediately after the second half started they rang up five more
field goals in as many minutes, to assume a 15-point lead. Stanford then crept up
slowly to win out in the closing minutes."
—
San Francisco Examiner.
"Even the most biased of Stanford rooters cannot help but admit that the Cardi-
nals were outplayed throughout the greater portion of the game. Although the
Broncs took the decisions without Cjuestion, those well acquainted with the game
know it is not in the cards for one team to make one foul and the opposing team 11
of them."
—
San Jose Mercnr\ Herald.
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Flohr—Center
1 suffering from the effects
the Y. M.I. The opinions of
In the first St. Ignatiu^
of the "flu" that played a
leading sports writers were :
"Putting on a stirring finish ffff^f^F^^^^ University of Santa Clara Broncs
managed to give some four thousand fans a thrill, but fell short of achieving their
hearts desire—a victory over St. Ignatius. The Ignatians weathered the Broncs
last minutes challenge to pull a 24 to 21 victory out of the fire."—Prescott Sullivan,
San Francisco Chronicle.
In the second game the Broncs showed their best, which was the greatest form
displayed anywhere during the season.
"Leaving the greatest basketball crowd in San Francisco history stunned by the
sheer perfection of their work, five court marksmen from the University of Santa
Clara shot a gaping hole into the Pacific Coast's most sensational hoop record last
night when they conquered the hitherto unconquered Gray Fog quintet of St.
Ignatius College, 26 to 13. Even at their best the Ignatians were never any better
than the Broncs were last night. Fans will wait a long while before thev see the
equal of the defense put up by Messrs. Leahy, Barsi, Connolly, Sherman, and
Cough."—Prescott Sullivan, San Francisco Chronicle.
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"Duplicatiiii^- their siirpf
Broncos shot their way to a*^3to26
varsity basketball team in a gam^
Connolly, rangy center
attack."
—
San Francisco ChronicU
iversity of Santa Clara
niversity of California
ll ci ^diiic prav^rxi iiT iiarmon Gym, Berkeley. With Tim
and Jack Cough, smooth moving forward, s ' ' 'tarring" in the
"The lironcos outplayed and outfought the Coast Conference leaders during the
entire contest, and on only one occasion trailed the Golden Bears. Speed was the
essence of the Santa Clara attack, and the winners kept up their fast pace through-
out the game, giving California no chance to stage a second half rally, as is the
usual custom in Golden Bear basketball."—Wright Morton, Sau Francisco F.v-
a miner.
"The Santa Clara five outsped California and outbroke them on offense to de-
fense to come through with one of the hardest earned victories of the season. The
Santa Clara Broncos slow forming but fast breaking offense had the Ciolden Bears
baffled and California's defense could not cope with their sudden flashes under the
basket. The slow-gathering and sharp-breaking offense of the Broncs just proved
to much for the California Bears."
—
lames K. McGee, San Francisco Call.
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TOLLINI
—
Guard
111 the first game of t
rivals.
^
Stenger—Fonvard
s easily took their ancient
'With Gough carr_\'ing c^\^\U^Q^i^&^^^^^^t\\e Broncs also oft'ered a defense
which proved far to nnich for tlie fiest Ciael weapons."—I'rescott Sullivan, Sail
Francisco Chronicle.
"The five unerring marksmen and an added personnel were more than ample for
the type of opposition ofifered by the (jallopers."
—
San Francisco Call.
The second game proved to be a startling upset the Uroncs being' defeated.
However they still had the chance of winning the last game and the series.
"The most startling upheaval of the casaba season of 1929, the defeat of Santa
Clara, victors over St. Ignatius and California, by a band of lowly but stubborn
Gaels, knots the annual series between the duo."
—
James K. McGee, .S"((;/ Fran-
cisco Call.
Due to the fact that the management of the University of Santa Clara and St.
Mary's College could not come to an agreement on officials the third and deciding
game of the series was not played. This left the IJroncs and the Saints tied for the
first time in many years.
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Top : Lanza, Soldate, INIurr.'Vy
Middle : H. Noonan, Lagan, Nelson, Spotswood, Lindsey, Pegg
Lower: \'asconcellos, Lemoge, Concannon, Ethan, Captain; Niles, Carlston, Hamman
freshman basketball
For tlic first time in many years, if not in tlie iiistory of Santa Clara basketlmll,
the Santa Clara Freshman casaba artists finished an undefeated season. A group
of young enthusiasts who in the first stages of practice gave evidence of being a
mediocre team developed to be one of the sensations of the coast. Their wins in-
cluded victories over Stanford, California and two straight over the St. Mary's
College Freshmen.
Captain Joe Ethan, running guard, Bill Niles forward, Soldate. forward, and
Lanza, standing guard, all developed into excellent shots as did Spotswood, center.
Niles pulled the Stanford game out of the fire in the last few moments of play
with three sensational baskets. In this game two buckets from the center of the
court by Lanza helped to narrow the margin by which the Stanford Frosh were
leading at the end of the first half. In the California game Niles again was out-
standing with his floor work and some uncanny basket tossing. Santa Clara is
mighty proud of the Frosh basketball team of 1932. Some of the season's scores
are
:
Frosh 39. Menlo. 17: Frosh 31. Stanford Frosh 29; Frosh 34. California Frosh
28 : Frosh 28, St. Mary's 16 : Frosh 26. St. Mary's 21.
^ 'The REDWOOD
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Undefeated Frosh
Top row: Capt. Ethan, Guard, Hamann, Cumil, Soldaik, Fon^'aid. Middk- row: Lax/a, (iuard,
Murray, Forward. Bottom row: Lindsey, Center, Concanxon, Forward, Niles, Foricard,
Spotswood, Center
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Justin Fitzgerald, (^oach
'baseball
99
^<
6^
^'^,^,,,rSi^mk^^t.J£-
John Morey
Captain
Robert Danielson
Manager
baseball
Coach Justin Fitzgerald's fighting' lironco willow artists deserve the congratula-
tions and confidence of every true Santa Clara supporter. The season so far has
been a success with every reason for it continuing to be so. Three straight victories
over Stanford showed that the Broncs meant business. Every member of the squad
is to be congratulated.
Top : H, O'Daniels, Sidener, Fatjo, Farrell, Tassi, Gaddy, Jaqua,
Lawrence, Belloli, Regan
Lower: Danielson, Manager, Quinn, Owen, Morey, Harper, Rowland, Falk, C.\sanova,
AxT, SiMONi, Jltstin Fitzgerald (Coach)
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Outncld
©fie Varsity
S the present volume of the Redwood goes to press the sport staff is gratified
to be able to announce that Coach Justin Fitzgerald has developed a baseball
team worthy of the traditions of Santa Clara's past—and then some. Prob-
ably it is Coach Fitzgerald's interest in Santa Clara. Fitz was raised on "horse-hide
and willow" while a student here, and baseball at Santa Clara has ever since held
a warm spot in his heart.
To date the Varsity is proud of a record of sixteen games won and two lost.
These games, of course, include pre-season and club games. Of the two losses one
was administered by the University of California and one by the University of
Southern California ; one tie game was played with California. To date the Broncos
are leading the Inter-Collegiate League with six wins and two losses.
Fitz was not blessed this year with more than two twirlers. Myles Regan, who
was the third pitcher up to the second Stanford Game, was forced from baseball
due to a back injury. This left the burden on the shoulders of two men Casanova
and Simoni. They have given a good account of themselves as the scores indicate.
Meantime the team was not weak with the willow. During the greater part of the
season all but two men batted over three hundred. Marv Owen, Milt Axt, John
Morey and Falk performed sensationally at the plate.
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5CORING seven ru
them through the
in the season's opei
"Playing tight baseba'
ford Cardinals in their
c\\v\ struck out ten men
"By virtue of a hom
by a score of 3 to 2 in tl;
The three straight \v
the Collece Leasue.
Harold Harper
Second
foiplPwhainglpr a fuDstantial lead that carried
^t le S pta C/ara ^oncs defeated Stanford 11 to 9
^n Pmn cisco'^Wr&nidc
.
"3" '-"'"£" hits Santa Clara defeated the Stan-
rarne bv a sco^f)^6 tt^J^ Simoni Int two for two
Ml
iwens tne :5anta CLl^^varsity defeated Stanford
^^^mm>
'''' ^^^^^''^ Exam ill rr.
tanfortirgavfl^^e Broncos a substantial lead in
^
Just looking over the situation
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^Califprnid a
OAXTA CLARA'S winiihi.^ ^t''#k of It^lt^j^^^^ straight baseliall victories was
\ l)roken yesterday iK- th^Oalifopiia Bears when the latter won 7 to 3 at the
f_y Bronc diamond. Tli^ame was teature"N; L\' lieavy hitting, the Bears obtaining
tln-ee home runs off CasaiTcWa. the Broncs on.^,, froiu,,.! lorner."
—
San Francisco
Examiner.
"With the entire teanS ItincTmn^iits when occasu^^emanded the U. S. C. Tro-
fdians defeated Santa Clara 5 to 2 in a
great ball striking out ten\«en. i4arper of t
four trips to the plate."
—
LoS^,
ayed ball game. Simoni hurled
'rones starred with three hits for
P^' ,#««^
GuiDo Simoni
Pitcher
Milt Axt
Catcher
RIyles Rec.ax
Pitcher
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"S
hit a home run in the eighth
"The University of
L. A. on their home pastv
Morey, Santa Clara cap^^ii
game. Casanova struck out
'"^*^K>.^^^
Bud Rowland
Outfield
HE University of S]
P3 ruins at Los AngCies m
airtight ball allowing; o^ily five scattered
Al Tassi
Catelier
ed up a 4 to 2 win over the
ner of a two-game series. Simoni pitched
•in Morey of the Broncs
ispatch.
two straight over U. C.
score of 23 to 1. Johnny
the only circuit drive of the
men."
—
Lo^^^fiselcs Evcnitis: Herald.
Marv Owen takes a lead off first base
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Jiisti)i "Fitz" shoii'fig
^
n E Santa Clara \'arsi:y de,
in the first game of the riva
inning's and scored fi
Broncos. Tliis win puts th^MiJronc
Baseball League. i\Iarv. Ower
a double. Gaddy polled ou^
hit a triple in the third,
lead."
—
Sail Francisco Ch
aseball team 7 to 6 at ]\Ioraga
els threatened in the closing
ie seventh but fell short of catching- the
the leS^of
lirst baser^iil hit
\rarii' two nten m
ieved Simoni injjf^^seventh to hold Simoni's
lifornia Intercollegiate
ree for four including
first inning. Rowland
jMarv Owen
First base
John Cas,^nova
Pitcher
Chas. Falk
Third base
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Qoaching Staff
Top: Justin' Fitzger.ald, baseball Top: Haklax H. Dykes, basketball
Lower: William Burke, boxing Lower: Joseph Boland, Asst. football
Adam Walsh
Head Football Coach
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MINOR SPORTS
William Burke
Coach
v*«*».«*^%^ ^^^^-^
Boxing
The Gym, where the boxers work out
Thomas O'Hara
Captain
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Toivr Farrell
ly^ lbs.
Don Davis
175 lbs.
foxing
Boxing entered upon the second season of its enthusiastically revived life this
year with the support of an interested student body and a large turn-out of hard-
working candidates eager for places on the team.
Billy Burke with his veteran experience again coached the men, and under his
direction the team was selected. Early in the season Tommy O'Hara was elected
to captain the boxers for their year's work.
This year there was but one meet. It was February 14th, with the Alission
Athletic Club of San Jose.
"Silly "Surke
Billy Burke who for the past few seasons has been Santa Clara's athletic trainer
during the winter months when he is not needed to keep the Oakland Oaks in con-
dition, and who revived boxing here last year with phenomenal success, again was
the leader of the lironco ring enthusiasts.
Billy was here from early in the football season until the middle of February, and
although he sufifered from a severe illness during his stay, spared no pains for the
work of instructing the aspiring boxers, and working for a schedule of inter-
collegiate bouts.
"^
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t M
Bud Rowland
14s lbs.
Tom O'Hara
118 lbs.
Al Ruffo
1/5 lbs.
The one match of the year was held with the jNIission Athletic Club of San Jose.
Out of the ten bouts in this performance, four were won by each side ; one was a
draw : and the other an exhibition.
Coach Burke developed a speedy, hard-hitting outfit that would undoubtedly
have gained laurels had not lack of time and the interference of other activities
broken up their schedule. Following are the men who made up the team.
In the 118-pound division was Tommy O'Hara. captain and a fast, tough little
customer.
Bud Raley, who boxes in the 130-pound class, and the Petaluma Slugger, George
Reed, entered in the 140, are both new comers to fistiania, who showed plenty of
speed and power.
Bud Rowland and Frank Ruettgers were the entrants in the 145-i)ound division.
Rowland retained all the speed and endurance that made him a sensation last year.
This was Ruettgers first year. lie developed a long reach and lots of drive.
The two 160-pounders were Norman Fawley. one of Adam Walsh's star half-
backs, and Pete Lehr, a freshman. Both are new material, and were declared to
be two of the finds of the season.
Don Davis, Mickey Farrcll and Al Ruffo were the men in the 175-pound class.
All were outstanding performers last season. They showed good form, and im-
proved to the benefit of the team during the season's work.
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The basketball court -where the boxers exhibit their skill
Intra-Mural Sports
Intra-Mural athletics took in football, basketball, tennis, handball and swimming.
The only worthy Intra-Rhiral football game was the traditional inter-class struggle
between the Juniors and Seniors. The game was played on Mission Field, Armistice
Day, and the Seniors won by a 15-8 score. The other four sports enjoyed the
hearty support of the student l^ody. under the direction of Coach Harlan Dykes,
basketball coach and director of physical education. Coach Dykes introduced the
basketball series early in the fall to aid in bringing out latent talent for the Fresh-
men and A'arsity scjuads. Tennis, handball, and swimmin.g took the form of spring
sports.
basketball
The basketball tournaments were played late in October and early in Xovember.
There were three series: Inter-College l^nlimited, Inter-College 145"s, and Inter-
Class. There was also an Inter-Class tournament in the College of Engineering.
INTER-COLLEGE UNLIMITED
Engineers 25-Business 17; Arts 43-Lawyers 22; Final: Arts 35-Engineers 5.
INTER-COLLEGE 145's
Lawyers 13-Pre-]\Iedics 16; Business 14-Engineers 13; Finals: Business 20-
Pre-Medics 10.
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Wm. Danielson Bob Fatjo Bert Graham
INTER-CLASS
Seniors 9-Sophomores 36 ; Juniors 30-Frosh 12 ; Final : Sophs 27-Juniors 18.
ENGINEERS' TOURNEY
Sophs 18-Seniors 7; Frosh 12-Juniors 6; Final: Sophs 12-Frosh 8.
tennis
Due to unfavorable weather and the fact that several entrants in the tournaments
were out for baseball, tennis tournaments were not played until after the Redv/ood
went to press. In the singles Bert Graham, Billy Danielson, Barrett McMahon, Bob
Fatjo are the favorites, although there are several dark horses in the Freshman
class who have not had a chance to display their best work. No double teams had
paired of¥ up to press time.
handball and 5^^^iT^i^^
The annua! Engineering Handball Tournament was scheduled to start shortly
after going to press. Swimming is the last sport of the College year.
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Chronicle
THE YEAR 1928-1929 FROM THE HEADLINES
Week ov August 12
Non-resident students register; Resident Frosh arrive; New upper classmen
drift in ; Old boarders return. Total registration more than four hundred.
Coaches from Loyola, St. Mary"s and St. Ignatius hold conference here with
Coach Walsh.
Week of August 19
Father Woods celel)rates Golden Jubilee. Word received of death of Bill
Durgin, student in Class of '31. F^irst issue of Santa Clara appears; weekly
staff meets. Mass of Holy Ghost in Mission Chapel; sermon by Father Hugh
Donovan. S. C. Law F^aculty hold bancjuet. Engineering society organizes
for year. Feather Collins taken ill. F^irst general assemlily of year. Business
Administration Association organizes.
Week of Augu.st 26
Engineers initiate Freshmen of College of Engineering. Juniors meet ; elect
Le Roy Lounibos, president. Father James Lyons, S. J., returns from Louvain
University, Belgium, to teach here. Mendel Club organizes. Seniors elect Tom
Ryan, president. First Chapel lecture. Bud Cummings re-elected captain of
football varsity. Frosh basketball lectures begin. Father Mariano Cuevas,
S. J., historian from Mexico, visits campus. Coach Adam Walsh attends meet-
ing of Pacific Coast Conference football coaches.
Week of September 2
House holds organization meeting. Retreat under Feather John McCummis-
key, S. J., Coach Joe Boland arrives. Work begins on pit for new seismograph
station. Pre-Meds initiated at bancjuet of Mendel Clul) at Hotel Italia, San
Jose. Italian Catholic Federation delegates visit campus. New pedestals
donated for statues in Chapel. Engineering Society holds first regular meeting.
Kenna Hall classrooms rearranged. Father John Lennon, S. J., Dean of Studies
here for three years, sails for China Missions. Juniors begin work of selecting
rings. English A. examinations. Sanctuary Society elects Maurice Hoffman,
president. Announce examination schedule. Managers reorganize. Block
S. C. men meet. Frosh football squad turns out. Sodality organizes; elects
Gerald Harrington, prefect. Members of faculty attend funeral of Bishoj) Keane
at Sacramento.
Week of September 9
New credit system announ.ced. Monday—a holiday. House meets and de-
bates. Student Body elects Berch. Bannon new president of Student Congress.
Father Joseph Sasia, S. J., returns from hospital. Engineering Society holds
meeting. Announcement of Kodak Day contest. Y. M. I. oratorical contest
announced. Football team turns out for first practice with coaches. Stanley
b33}
yuinn appointed footl)all manager. Hold Rally to welcome Joe Boland. In-
stall new gym lockers. Professor E. P. Murphy named moderator of Legal
Fraternity at first meeting. Stations of Cross in Chapel blessed. Business Ad-
ministration meets.
Week of Septemuer 17
Senate meets to reorganize ; elects Tom Ryan, Vice-President. Examina-
tions Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Staff of 1929 Redwood appointed.
Frosh elect Joe Morey, Class president. Journalism class organizes. Student
Congress installs new president at first meeting. Father President speaks to
Engineers. Uncover old river bed in excavations for seismograph station.
Legal Frat elects A. Richards, president. Stephen ]\L White debate society
meets ; elects Joe Martin, recording secretary. Father President celebrates
feast. Father Cornelius Deeney, S. J., \isits campus. Rally band organized.
Frosh football team loses to San ^lateo J. C. 12-19. Sophomores elect Al
Tassi, president. Hottest September weather since 1902. Lil^rary receives
more rare volumes. House elects James O'Keefe, clerk.
Week of September 23
California game rally. Varsity loses California game 22-0. Frosh lose to
Cal. Frosh 12-0. Billy Burke returns. Coaches A\'alsh and Boland attend
coaches banquet at Olymjiic Club. Joe O'Connor, editor of San Clara, leaves
for Creighton
; James Barr. new editor. Senate holds second meeting. En-
gineers discuss year's plans. Allen McAuley succeeds Joe O'Connor as presi-
dent of the Mendel Club. University receives new astronomical ecjuipment.
Several grads pass bar examination. Santa Clara comes out with new mast-
head. Bob Stockton, fullliack, elected Frosh Captain. Chaj)el lecture on religi-
ous customs and practices at Santa Clara. Collection of coins given by Mrs.
Lina McCuen to University. Feast of Jesuit martyrs of North America cel-
ebrated. Father James Duff'y, S. J., named new moderator of the Santa Clara.
Week of Septemiser 30
Anonymous $25,000 donation received by Father Woods for library. New
publicity bureau organized. ^Mission field renovated for home games. House
debates presidential platform. Work started on photos for Redwood. Stephen
M. White debate. Senate debates protection of United States to foreign in-
vestors. Mendel Club discusses dance plans. Business men start raffle. Light
donated for chapel by unknown benefactress. Radio-gram of Father Lennon's
arrival in China received. Rules announced for Kodak Day. Bill Gallagher
succeeds Dan Bardin as chief yell leader. Seniors order new Stetsons. Phil-
osophy orals held for make-up work. Frosh eleven loses to Stanford Frosh 42-0.
Stephen M. A\'hite debates j^rize fight law.
Week of October 7
Tryouts for Dramatic Art contest. Broncs beat St. Ignatius eleven 33-Ol
Fathei Sasia dies; buried from chapel. Legal Frat accepts new members.
Sodality names new meml^ers. Engineers install new turbines in Montgomery
(Continued on page 241 )
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ALUMNI NOTES—Continued
George Andre, Henry Baker, Angelo Bes-
solo. Dr. Francis E. Browne, James V. Car-
roll, H. J. Cashin, C. M. Castruccio, Samuel
Dagley, Senator R. F. del Valle, George
Donahue, Thomas Donlon, Dr. John Fahey,
Alfred Ferrario, George Fosdyke, Herbert
Ganahl, J. Franklin Hadley, Joseph J. Herli-
hy, Thomas Higgins, Clinton E. Hurd, Por-
ter Kerckhoff, Charles Kuster, Austin Mc-
Fadden, Jay Montgomery, Jack Nolan, John
O'Neil, Joseph Rank, Otto Weid and How-
ard Ziemann.
N. KoRTE AT RANDOM
ja
R. SCHOLZ
Dr. Edward Amaral was attending ])hysician of the University during- the
six months' a1)sence of Dr. Fred C. Gerlach in Europe.
Thomas J. Riordan is earning quite a reputation for himself as a successful
young attorney in San Francisco.
Frank Lawler of San Francisco is one of the most faithful of our ahmmi in
attending all our games. He was frequent visitor to the campus during football
season coming down for practically all of our home games.
(Continued on page 242)
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CHRONICLE—Continued
Lalioratury. Senate del)ates stand of Mallei Willelirandt on iiresidential cam-
paign. Mendel Club dance in San Jose. Engineers sponsor raffle. House
debates State constitution amendment. Stephen M. White delsates presidential
candidates. Seismographs leave Esthonia. First home game in two years
—
varsity eleven defeats Nevada 19-6. Economics class gives specimen at gen-
eral assembly. Dick Doyle wins honors in San Jose Radio audition. Basket-
l)all practice starts. Honorable Arthur M. Free, congressman from this dis-
trict, visits Santa Clara. Juniors select rings. Engineers receive books from
]\Irs. Edward C. Lyden.
Week of October 16
Change of Dramatic Art contest ; announce one-act-plays. Sodality meets
House debates advisability of allowing communities to incorporate for protec-
tion against public utilities. Senate debates Big Business. Father Hul)bard
lectures before Le Conte Club at Berkeley. Chapel lecture on world wide inter-
ests of Church. Alumni hold luncheon in San Francisco. Mr. and Mrs. V.
Morabito donate new missals. Sophomores win Basketball tournament in
College of Engineering. Bronco Frosh beat Menlo J. C. 13-0. Varsity defeats
Army on Mission field 7-6. Press box added to bleachers. Exchange Club
banquets stage crew.
Week of October 21
Lawyers initiate new members. Kodak Day contest opens. Examinations
for second period commence. One-act-plays named. House debates on foot-
ball topic. Ed Steffani wins Business Administration Association raffle.
Chapel lecture on remembrance of Saints of Church. Move seismographs to
new vault. Letters received from Father Lennon. Senate debates Republican
water power policy. Old seismograph and observatory buildings of Father
Ricard destroyed. Engineers visit manufacturing plant. Stephen M. White
debates presidential qualification. Intra-mural basketball tournaments played.
Arts win Inter-College unlimited. Engineers take Inter-College 145's. Sophs
win Inter-Class.
Week of October 28
Business Administration Association changes plans for dance. Alumni As-
sociation names committees. Law Frat accepts more new members. Stephen
M. White argues prohibition question. Contracts for 1929 Redwood covers let.
Sanctuary Society holds special meeting. Casts for one-act-plays announced.
Senate argues appointment of judges for California Supreme Court. Varsity
holds Olympic Club eleven 20-18. Juniors beat seniors in inter-class football.
Annual Memorial Mass in Chapel ; Father C. J. McCoy, S. J., celebrant; Father
Dionysius Mahoney, S. J., preaches sermon.
Week of November 4
Business Administration Association plans for dance. Y. M. I. trials held.
Tom Ryan named Santa Clara's speaker. Charlie Murray, screen comedian,
visits Father Ricard. Senior hats arrive. House debates football subject.
Alumni hold banquet in San Francisco for footljall varsity. Rally for Stanford
game. Santa Clara loses to Cardinals 31-0. Applications for St. Mary's game
tickets mailed.
(Continued on page 248)
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I
Compliments of |
''The Casa Grande" Theatre
I Sa7ita Clara, Califor?iia |
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ALUMNI NOTES—Continued
John B. Hudner lK)lds a responsil)le positi(.)n t\)r many years with a London
Assnrance Comijany in San Francisco.
James E. Walsh 76 is greatly interested in the activities of his Ahna Alater.
Felix Galtes of Bakersfield has demonstrated his loyality to Santa Clara by
his generosity towards the restored Mission.
Mr. H. A. Fitzpatrick is connected with the Morse Seed Company of San
Francisco.
We are indebted to Otto Weid of Los Angeles for information regarding the
whereabouts of some "Oldtimers" of Santa Clara residing in the South.
Space prevents our giving details of the splendid local organizations of
Ahnnni re-estaldished in various centers of the State.
Oakland has John J. Montgomery Unit, meeting monthly under the leader-
ship of Ray Hall ably assisted by R. Ferrario, Wm. Knightly, L. Trabucco, H.
Durney, Frank Dunne and others.
Active in the San Jose reorganized Council have been V. A. Chargin, L. Nor-
mandin, P. Morettini, J. Burnett, R. Bressani and a host of others.
As we go to press Sacramento is planning a monster meeting under the lead-
ership of A. Diepenbrock. San Francisco has held several well attended meet-
ings at the Elks' Club, a football dinner dance and its annua! Alumni Banquet.
Charles Boden has taken Michael Brown's
jxjsition as Assistant Public Defender in San
Francisco.
Williem Lange is with Blake, Moifltt &
Towne in Los Angeles.
\\'e are glad to hear occasionally from W.
V. Regan of Boise, Idaho.
Frank Farry of Sunnyvale and Joe his
brother of San Francisco are among our
most actively loyal alumni. Joe is distingu-
ished of the Law Faculty of St. Ignatius Col-
lege. "Always at your service" is the motto
of Robert A. Fatjo, manager of the Santa
Clara Branch of Bank of Italy.
69i
^
>\'
T. MULDOOX C. I\I.\xf:LLi
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^nnouncing^^
Our 1930
On-To-Europe Club
^ A new and ingenious travel plan devised
by this bank whereby you can take a
wonderful trip to Europe and enjoy a con-
ducted tour of the Continent at remark-
ably low cost - - and perhaps, entirely free!
% You will want to know more about this
wonderful plan - - the itineraries - - the
ship--the tour--the rules and the cost--
and, of course, all about the free trips.
^ Write for our explanatory booklet, or
ask the manager ot this branch to tell you
about this remarkable club.
SANTA CLARA BRANCH
American Trust Company
SINCE 1854
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
HEAD OFFICE 'SAN FRANCISCO
r.iiiiiiiiiiniiiirniiiMHiiiiiiiMiuiuiiiiihjiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiuiiiiuiliiMiiiiMUiiiuiiiiinniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiinuiiiiininiiiiiiiniiiiiuMiiiiiiiuiiiinitiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiii^
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I Marshall-Newell Supply Company |
I Spear and Mission Streets, San Francisco |
I Engineers and Machinists Supplies |
I and General Hardware |
I Lunkenheimer . . Valves and Engine Trimmings |
I Metropolitan Injectors and Ejectors |
I Penberthy Injectors and Ejectors |
I Yale & Towne . . . Chain Blocks and Hardware I
I Ashcroft Steam Gauges |
I Foster . Reducing Sz Pressure Regulating Valves |
I Jenkins Valves and Discs |
I Firma & Durabla High Pressure Gauge Glasses |
I Heller Bros Crucible Files |
I Stickle Steam Traps |
I Chicago Leather Belt and Sundries |
lllllllllirilllinilllllllMnilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMinilllinillllllMIIMiniMinillllllllllllllMiniMIIMIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMMIIIIMIMIIIIIIIli:
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SAN JOSE CREAMERY
"-The Home of the Milk Shake''''
HIGHEST QUALITY CANDY
AND ICE CREAM
Delicious Fruit Punch
149 South First St. San Jose, Calif.
HiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiuiriiiimiiiiiiMiMiMiiniiiiniiHiiiiMiuiiinMiiniiiitiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiinMiMiiiiiinMiiiiiMiiiiiMniiiiiiniiiiniiniiiiMiiniiiiiiiinriiiM
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He united the country with nails
EN IRAXKMX made- the horseshoe
nail a symbol of the importance
of little things. "The kingdom
was lost and all for the want of
a horseshoe nail", goes one of his wise
sayings. So when he became Postmaster
General, he knew full well the need for
proper horseshoemg as one step in
punctual mail schedules.
The care given to details can still
make or break a great plan. In the
telephone industry, for example, the
tievelopment of compact paper insula-
tion helped to make possible the small
diameter cable and therefore the vast
untlerground plant necessary to serve
large cities.
A multiplicity of details, from the test-
ing of long (tbre cotton to the "voice
with the smile", offer a continual chal-
lenge to the Bell System men who unite
the nation with telephones.
The Pacific Telephone And Telegraph Company
BELL system
One Policy - One System - Universal Service
7il)lllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllillMllllllllIIIIIIIIII iMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitriiiiiiiiiMiiiiiijiuiiiiiiiiiiitii iniMiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiii tiiniliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiililliiilli.'
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"Varsity -Lounge
Clothes
A new idea in University
type clothes.
You'll be interested in the
low spaced pockets, the
loose draping back, the
roomy trousers.
Exclusively at this store.
$39
J. S. WILLIAMS
22^-2T)T, S. First St.
Home Furnishings
RUGS
CARPETS
FURNITURE
DRAPERIES
LINOLEUMS
WALL PAPERS
SHADES
W. ^ J. Sloane
SUTTER ST. near GRANT AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiininniiiiiiiiiiiMiMMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiMiiiMMiiiiiir ^inniniiMiiniiMiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniMinMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiir
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ey7 c^knowledgem ent
BECK-GERLACH
PRINTING CO., Inc.
San Francisco, Ca lifornia
Cxy E WISH to express our sincere
appreciation to A. M. Casey, S. }.
and the Editorial StafF and Man-
agement lor the splendid coop-
eration extended us during the
production of the ig2g Redwood
E. J. GERLACH
H. A. WALLS
7iniiniiinniiiNiiiiiiniiiinuiMiiiniiiiMiiiiiiniiiiinniiiiiniiiinniiiniiiiMiniii:tHiiMniiinNMiiiniiiniiiMrHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiniiiiiMiiiMiiiiiMiiM
ijiiiniiiiiittiiiiiitt III tilt iiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtMiiintiiiiniiiiKj i.iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinjiii(iiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL:
The Farmers Union
The Family Store
Since 18/4
I 151 W. SANTA CLARA STREET |
I SAN JOSE I
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinr
^iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiitiiiiiitni^
Decorative
Jurnishers
of
Distinctive
Homes
UNIVERSITY
ELECTRIC CO.
Fixtures < Appliances
Radios
J. E. Heintz '23 11 76 Franklin St.
Santa Clara
^
Robinson's
First at San Carlos St.
San Jose
-.iiliiliiinniriiiiniiiiiititiriiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiniiiiiiriifiiirriiiiiiriiiiiir .'iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiuiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiniiiliiilllllllM
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Strictly Selected Eastern, Corn Fed Pork
Cured and Smoked in the West under
U. S. Government Inspection
CAMP
FIRE
BRAND
HAMS and
BACON
I All "Camp Fire" branded products are guaranteed |
I to be the best that packing science and diligent care \
I can produce. A trial will convince you that this is |
I one product that you can safely recommend to your |
I friends and acquaintances. |
I
VIRDEN PACKING CO. |
I
SAX FRANCISCO, CALIP\ |
rMiiiMuiMiriiiiMMniiiMMiiiiMiiiiiiiiuMiiniMiiiiMiMiiiiiiMiiMiiiiMiiniHuiiiiiiMiMiiiniMiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiMiriiiiirnniniiHiniiiiiniMininitiiiMiMiiMMiM
CHRONICLE—Continued
Week of Xovemiier 11
Armistice Day. Fourth annual religious survey starts. Father Edward C.
Menager, S. J., speaks at Italian-American Society's bancjuet in San Francisco.
House debates Water Control. Broncs defeat College of Pacific 12-7. Dr.
Gerlach, University physician, returns from trip and work abroad. Journalism
class visits Mercury-Herald photo engravers. Senate plans public debate.
Bronco Frosh eleven defeats St. Mary's Frosh LV12 at St. Mary's. Frosh turn
out for ]^asketball. Sodality meets.
Week oe Xovemher 18
One-act-plays presented in aucHtorium : "The Flash." "Copy," "The Valiant."
Mrs. Lina McCuen donates more curios to Santa Clara. Chapel lecture on
results of religious survey. Engineers receive new projector from Mr. Louis
Sipley. New Holy Water fonts given to Chapel by Mr. H. C. INIiller. Stephen
M. White dehates government control of coal mines.
Week ok Xovemher 25
Santa Clara comes out with special St. Mary's edition, 1928. Redwood an-
nounced a winner in National Year Book contest. Sanctuary society hold ban-
quet in refectory. Y. M. I. contest in San Francisco ; St. Ignatius wins. Junior
(Continued on page 249)
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Hotel Federal Hotel Keystone
\'ernox Huff, Managrr Joseph Huff, Manager
1087 Market Street 54 - 4th Street
MArket 8026 SUtter 5186
Weeklv and Monthly Rates to Permanent Guests
I
TRANSIENT RATES |
I Rooms with detached baths $i--5 and $1.50 f
I Rooms with private baths $2.00 and $2.50 |
^MUllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiliMiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiintiiini niii iiiiiii iiiii MiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiitniitiiiiiiiniii^
CHRONICLE—Continued
rings arrive. St. Mary's game rally. Mendel Club meets. Arts' Society or-
ganizes. Engineers sponsor rally dance. Alumni hold dinner dance eve of St.
Mary's game. Lose St. Mary's game 20-7.
\\'i;1';k of Decemuer 2
Father lulmond Ryan dies; is buried from Mission Church. Andrew Bren-
nan wins annual Dramatic Art prize. John L. Quinn wins Kodak Day contest.
House debates Junior College advantages. Stage Crew aids in Santa Clara
Exchange Club's charity show. Italian Catholic Federation renews annual
prize for best Italian student, heather Hubbard continues lectures on Alaska.
Santa Clara stafif meets to discuss changes. Arts' Society meets for first time.
Dates of mid-year tests announced. Billy Burke returns to campus after flu
attack. Physical Education men organize new club ; elect Frank Schuppert,
president. Arts' Society elects Frank Good for its head. Student Congress
meets.
Week of December 9 to End of Semester
Last issue of Santa Clara for 1928. Engineers meet; hear Mr. Lowe speak
on transits and level. Criminal Law class holds moot court. Mid-vear exams
begin Friday. Decemher 14, end Wednesday, Decemlier 19. Semester closes.
Christmas Holidays.
Week of Jaxuarv 1, 1929
Annual edition of the Spiritual Survey. Students return after Christmas
holidays.
(Continued on page 251)
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Exclusive
Distributors
of
Thos. Heath
Clothes
"For Particuhir Men'
Campus Representative
MIKE PONTONI
9-Store Buying Power
First St. at Santa Clara
Compliments
of
LION'S
Established iS§6
San Jose's Oldest
and Largest
Furniture Store
Credit without Interest
'MiiiiMiiiiiiMiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiifiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiNiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiitiiir. :iitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiMiMiMiMjiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii[jiiiMiiir
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HENRY WONG HIM
M. D.
San Francisco, California
'jiriiniinNiiiiiMiMiiiiniinMiiNiiiiNiiniMiMiNiiniMiMMiiNiiniJiiMiMMiiininMiiiiMiMiMiiiniMiiHiMiiiiniiiiinininiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMMininiiiiii^
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I
Compliments of-^-^^ \
I
Justinian Caire, Jr. |
TiinMiininniiMiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiniiiiiiiriiNitniiiiniuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiijiiMiiMiMMiiJTiin<ininiHiMiiMniiMiuiiMiniPiii^
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I
PARISIAN BAKERY |
I
L. CHABRE, Proprietor |
I For the benefit of your children's health add a loaf of our |
I
"AUNT BETTY'S BREAD" I
I at your table |
I IQO per cent nutritious |
I San Fernando at A'ine San Jose |
^IIIIIIUIIIIinHIIMIMMItllllllinMIIMIMIIIMIIIIIlMllllllMMiniMMHHMinMIIMtMnilMIMlMlllllMlinniinnilllllHIinMllinillllMMIIIMMIinilllMIIIIIIItltll^
CHRONICLE—Continued
Week of January 14
Micliael Williams cancels engagement to speak at Santa Clara. Arts' Society
arranges for Dickinian {jrogram. Rev. H. Welch, S. J., buried in Santa Clara.
Father Provincial conducts services. Engineers to receive prizes donated by
Col. Donovan. Leo Quinn wins prize for Christmas lighting feature in Wat-
sonville. Rev. Patrick O'Reilly, S. J., Alaskan Missionary, speaks at Faculty
gathering. Dean Sullivan appointed City Engineer.
Week of J.vNa'ARV 21
Frank Thompson entertains in University Theatre with Dickinian program.
Ryland Debate set for April 18. Legal men prepare novel program for dance.
Week of January 28
Spanish Monarch presents hell to Mission Santa Clara. Col. Donovan lec-
tures to Senior Engineers. College Library presented valuable books. Herman
Budde contributes prize for students essay. Dean announces changes for Law
Schotjl. 1929 Redwood displayed in San Jose. Doctor Lovely conducts
Anatomy class. Geo. Gabel appointed to position with General Electric.
(Continued on page 257)
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I ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT |
I
Standard zvitli those z^'lio kiwn' |
i Prices No Greater Than Inferior Kinds |
I ELLERY ARMS CO. |
I 48-52 Geary Street i
I San Francisco, Cal. |
I U'licrc Price and Quality Meet I
~iiiiiii]iiNiMii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriinniill)iiiiitiii^
:;iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiillininilililiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllllluiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirliiiiiiiiiiiiiMninM-
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltllllliiiiiiitiiilljlllliiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiilllliiiiiiiiiiriiliiiiriiiiiiiiiirniriiiiiiiiir.
I This book is cased in an S. K. SMITH I
I COVER— a cover that is guaranteed to |
I be satisfactory and is created and i
I SMITHCRAFTED by an organiza- I
I tion of craftsmen specializing in the |
I creation and production of good covers. |
I Whatever your cover requirements may I
I be, this organization can satisfy them. |
= Send for inJo7-mation and prices to =
I THE S. K. SMITH COMPANY I
= Smithcrafters 0/ good covers i
I 448 North Wells St., Chicago |
Tiiliiiiiriiriitiiiniiiiiiiiiij'iiiNiMiiiiiriiMiiMiiiiiiiiMiiliiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii'iiiittiiiiiiiitiiirii?.
^iiiiiiiriiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiillllililiilliiriiiiiiilllllllllllillliliiiiliiiiiiiiiMillliiiiiiiiiirintiiiiii'.
Phone UXderhill n^o6
PAGE'S XEW GARAGE
HANNI AND GIRERD
Auto Repairs
650 \'.\i.ExciA Street
San Franxisco
1765 CALIFORNIA STREET
Phone GR aystone 0012
-ii""i MiMuiiiii jiiiiiM iMiiiM iiMiiij riir r i iiiii- -iij jiiiilijiiiiiijirj miminii iiiiiii j i iiinriiill i^
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Hotel
I
Normandie
6th at Normandie Ave. |
in I
LOS ANGELES |
Wilshire T)i5trict's |
lovliat residefitial hotel f
d>iJ its most inviting i
cuisine |
RATES I
Singles from I3.oo |
Doubles from $3.00 |
Garage Adjacent |
ItllllJIIIIMIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIllllMllMlinilllinillllllllMIIIIIIMIIMIIIMIIIll?
jiiiMniiiiMnitiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMniiiiiiiniiiuiuiiinniiiMiiiiiMiii.MiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiMiiiiiitniiiriiMuiMiiiniiiiiniiiiHiiiiMiiiriiiiiniiirniiiMMni
dt.2
PHELPS
TERkEL
I "The Shop O' New Ideas"
I 538 RAMONA ST.
I PALO ALTO
~.IIIIIIIIItlllllllllllIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIMllllllllMllllllllllllIllllllllinMllltlMII]||||||IMI11ltllllUllllllMllllt
^MiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiMtiiiiitMiiiiiiiMMiiiiitni^'
I
HART'S
f You ng M en's Sh op i
I (iiul I
I Student's Section f
I is hcddquarters for |
I
^^The New''
I
i in
I
I Suits I
I Overcoats |
I Sweaters |
I Corduroys |
I and Furnishings |
Distinctly a
college mans
shop...
. . . because here is to be found
what is new and original, yet
uncjuestionably correct.
. . . and because here he may
purchase the very finest of
quality wearables at an un-
usually reasonable outlay.
. . . just why exacting college
men travel miles to select their
apparel here.
~"lllllinilll IIIIMJIIIMII Ill IIIIIIMIII II I II IIIMIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIII
III iMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiillliiiiiiMiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiMiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji;
^llllll MIMIIIMIIIIII Illlllllll Illlllll IllllUlllllllllllilllllllllllirUIIIIIIIII^
= Phone DOuglas 56 =
I
D.V.JORDAN
I
I
Real Estate |
I
JOHN W. BYRNES I
I 105 jMonti^'omery St. |
I San Francisco |
riniiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiriiiiiriiiniiiiiiiiniiitniiiuiiiiiniiiiniMiliiiiiniiiiiiii.^
^iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiilillliliiiiiiiiiNiiiiiliiirilMiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiin^
I Keeping pace iL-ith tlie vfoiL't/i of l/ie Utiii'eisity |
I SANTA CLARA |
I
JOURNAL
I
I Published Tuesdays and Fridays I
I
Commerciid Printing |
I
F J. Blake'll and L.J. Blakeex-'l7P/.i/Vs/;,7i |
^iiiiiiinniiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiitiMNiiiiMiiMiiiiirifjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?
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£iiiMiMiMMiniiiiiiiiMiiMiMiMiniMiniMiuiinMiiuiitiiMiuitiiniuiiuiuiuw'jiiiiniuiMiiHiiiiiniiiiMiMiiuiuiiiiiniiiiMiiuiniiii[niiMnwuiinHiiiTTim[:[^
I S, E. JOHNSON WM. H. PABST |
I President Vice-Pres.-Cashier |
I
GROWERS BANK
I An Independent Home Owned Bank |
I Member Federal Reserve System |
I
San Jose California I
riiMiiiinMiiiiitiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiininiiiiMiiiiMirHiMiMiMiininiMiiniiiiiriMiMiMiiiiiNiininiMiMitiiiMitiiriiiMiiiitiiirin
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Enjoy
Established iS6S |
CANDIES
I
FANCY PASTRIES I
FRENCH ICE CREAM I
DINING ROOM I
ban lose
^^^^ iJ AND 5
I The Finest Place in America SODA FOUNTAIN |
H'iiiMiiiMiiniiiiinMiMiniinMiinininiiiitiiMiiniiiiniNiNiniMiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiinMniiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiMiiniiiiinMiHiiMiiiiNi^
^•iiiiiininniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'. iiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiriiriiiuftiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiriitiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitii^
I I i R. L. TIBBETTS A. S. DUTRO =
I
SAN JOSE I I SANTA CLARA |
I FINANCE CO. 1 I DRUG CO. |
Finance and General Insurance
GEO. A. PRINDEVILLE
325 N. ist St. Ballard 807
Exclusive Agents
Owl Drug Co. Products
Johnstons Chocolates
Franklin at Main Santa Clara
Telephone Santa Clara g02
'-iillllliriniiiMiiMii I I I II iMMiiMii liiMlMlMnilinillMli. rn r nn i i i n MMiiniiliinMiiiiliir r iilh::
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I
GOLDEN WEST | | CompUments of |
I SODA WORKS I I Louis O. Normandin |
I ^ ,, • , 11 NORMANDIN-CAMPEN CO. I
= tor over thirty years a | = i
1 Standard of Quality i I ^,
, ^ tt , •, , =
i
J
^ .
-
I Hudson-hssex Distributors =
446 DELMAS AVE. | |
SAN JOSE I 1 San Jose, Calif.
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Qompliments of
BANK OF ITALY
NATIONAL TRUST 6^
SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
-:illillllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiilillllliillllllliili[iiiiiiiiii Miirtiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiMiJi
1^551
iniMinMMniiiiiiiiiMiiitMiMiMtiitiMMiniiiitiiiMitniiiMiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiuiiiirMiiiiiMiriininiiMiiirMiiiinniinitMiiiitiMiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMi^
i I
I
A IVord to "buyers and \
I
Users ofyithletic Goods |
I You don't "pay for the name" when |
I you buy something "Spalding." |
I You pay for <r^ and ^^l-^ satisfactio?i. \
I The name is a guarantee that you get |
I That you pay for, as evidenced in |
I the Spalding Trade Mark. i
I A. G. Spalding & Bros. !
I 1^6 Geary Street San Francisco \
rHUIUIIIIIIIIIIMIMIUIIIinilllllMIIIIIMMIinilllllinillllllMltllllltllllllilMIUIlllllllllllllllllMlliniMIUIllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIMinillMM
^UriltMrilltl11IIIMtllM[ltlltMtl|[IUiniMIMIIIIIMIMninilltlltlltllllllll1IIMIltl1MMMIIIIMIMMinilMMIMIIIIirillIIMlnlltlltMIMrMIIIMIItl!tinilMltMrMn
I
Granat Brothej^s |
I
Manufacturing Jewelers I
I Class Rings of the better kind \
i Kmblems for Clubs and Fraternities \
I Write for designs and prices \
I 2390 Mission Street |
I San Francisco, California |
^iMiiiiniitiniitiiiinMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMininiMiniMiniiitiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMMiiiiiMiiiji:nMuiiinniuniiiiiiiiiMJMniiiiniiiiiiiiii^
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CHRONICLE—Continued
Week of Feiuuiarv 4
Rev. James Henry, S. J., takes l.ast Vows in Mission Church. Holy Com-
munion ])ami)hlet issued 1:)y Father Mootz. Business Achninistration men close
prelenten activities with dance in San Jose.
Week of Feuruarv 11
Santa Clara alumnus, John Mott, on Hoover trip. Fitzgerald selected by
Westinghouse Electrical Company for position in East. Rev. J. W. Galvin,
A. B. '98 pastor of newly dedicated Church in Mountain View. Joe Boland
resigns as Coach at Santa Clara. New Seismographs arrive from l^^sthonia.
Lent begins. Anniversary Mass said for Andrew Mullen in Mission Church.
Billy Burke leaves for Oaks Camp.
Week of Fehru.xrv 18
St. Ignatius defeated in basketball, 26-13. Alameda Alumni hold gathering
at Athens Club. Mr. D. W. Evans talks to Legal men on sea law. Educators
from ^Munich are visitors at University. Last rites for Father Chiapi)a. S. J.,
held in Mission Church. Roy Waterman has new position in Cuba.
Week of February 25
Cast announced by Prof. Alurphy for Shakespearean IJrama. Specimen in
philosophy presented by Junior class at Assembly. Storm Ijlocks Father Hul)-
bard party from reaching top of Shasta. Reception of new sodalists.
Week of ^Iarch 4
Elimination for Constitutional Meet. House argues Mexican cpiestion at
weekly meeting.
George Ross visits University. College Library receives gift of electrical
books. Engineers see movie on tunnel work. Arts' Society discusses Literary
Guild. Property Class holds discussion in Moot Court. Varsity Baseball Team
journeys to Los Angeles to play U. S. C. and U. C. L. A. Southern Alumni
meet at Hotel Kormandie, Los Angeles.
Week of March 11
Alumni of South hold meeting to reorganize. C. P. A. award received by
Prof. Kelly. Senior Redwood staff members named for pins. Changes an-
nounced in cast of Spring Play. Joe Boland present at smoker in Seifert Gym.
Mendel Society hear Doctor Chas. A. Kofoid of University of California.
Week of March 18
Director Murphy announces iMinor Roles and Ensemble for Henry IV.
Senate names men for Ryland Debate. Father Hubbard gives lecture to Holy
Name Society at Sacramento. J. B. McMahon named valedictorian for class of
'29. Leo Quinn selected for position with the Bell Telephone Co. Students
honor patronage of St. Joseph. Father E. C. Menager, S. J., confined to hos-
pital.
(Continued on page 264)
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ARTHUR A. GOEPP, Inc.
GLass
32 Page Street San Francisco
'.iinirniiiMiiMiiiiHiruniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiunniin.iiiMiMiiiiitiMiMiiMiiMiiiiniitMiiiiiniiiMiMiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiniiMiniiiiMnininiiriMiMMiMMiiiiMiMiiii^
I'lriitiiiniMiMiiiiiiiiMitiMirntMinMiiMMiiMiiiinifiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiuiniriiiiiniiuiniriiMiiuitMHitiiiMiturtMiiintiiriiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiniiiiini^
Eberhard Tanning Co.
Tanners & Curriers
S A N T A C L A R A
CALIFORNIA
Harness Latigo and Lace Leather ' Sole
and L^pper Leather < Calf, Kij) and
Sheepskins < Eberhard's Skirting
Leather and Bark Woolskin
^iiiiMiinuiiiitniiiintiiiiiinillliiiiiFiiniiiiiMuiininiiiiininiinniiilNiiiiiniuiiiMiiiMiinniiiMniMiMiuiniiiiiNiMniiiiiiMMiiNiiniNlnliMiiiilllililininiMiiniiirniniuiiniMiuiiiiiHiNiinii^
^(iiiiiniuitiirniiiiiiMiinrniiiininuiniinniiiiMiitniiiiiiiiMMiiiiMrnnrfturiii[MiiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiiriiiniiiinniiiiiiiiiriiMiNiiiiiiMriiitiiMiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMitniMiriiiMiMiuiiutMitM[iiiiM
I
PEERLESS STAGES, Inc.
|
I We transport the Football, Basketball and Baseball teams |
I also I
I Any Special Parties or Excursions |
I Anywhere—Anytime |
I 25 S. Market St. I
I iiooClaySt. SAN JOSE I
I OAKLAND Ballard 4730 |
TiiMiniiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiniiMiriiriiiiiNitntniniiiiiiiinuiNiMMNiiniiiMiiuiiiiiiiMiMiMiiiiiniMiiiiininiiiiniiiiMiiMiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii^
ijiriiriiMiitiiiiiiiiMiiMiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiriiriiiriiriiiinMiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMitiMiiiiiiiii:: ^iiiiiniiriiiiirittMiiiiriiiiiiritiiiiiiMiiiiiMiriiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniitiiiiiniiriiMMiiiiniMiii^
McELROY-CHEIM
LUMBER COMPANY
Telephone Santa Chira 714
FOOT OF FRANKLIN STREET
Santa Clara
CANDY STORE
"Across from Science Hall"
TRY OUR MILK SHAKES
773 Franklin St. Santa Clara
riniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiilriiiiNniiiiiiiniiiiiiMiininiiMiiiiiitiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiir riiniiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniilllliiiiiiiiiiMilllliiiiiiiilirilliliiiiiti'
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Pratt-Low Preserving Company
Packers of
High Grade Canned Fruits and Vegetables
SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA
^nnnin)iiiiiiniiiiiiNiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiui:jiiiiiiiin]iiiiiiiiiiittNiuiniiinnMiiniiiiiuniiiMiiiiiniiiiNiiiiMiiMiniiniiiiMuiiiiniiMuiiiu
-jiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiniitiiiiiittniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiii': jiiiiiiiriiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniiriniiriiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiij:
WESTERN GRANITE
& MARBLE CO.
Manufacturers and Dealers of
MONUMENTS'MAUSOLEUMS
BUILDING STONE WORK
254-256 W. Santa Clara St.
Phone Ballard 2856W
San Jose, California
James L. Bradley Co.
p. F. CORRIN, Service Rep.
Builders' Hankvare Specialists
Phone KEarny 2155
2 1 Sutter St. San Francisco
'•iiiiiinillliliiiiiriiiiiirniililniiiiriiiiiirritiiiiniiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiini~ -iiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiriiiuiiiiiliiiin.-
^iilrirMiiiiinilMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiniliiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiillliriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiriiiiiiMliiriii.1 Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiililiniiiiiiiMriniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii'|
Home Union
Quality Meat & Groceries
W. A. McDonald, Manager
S. W. Corner Market & Post
San Jose
COIT'S
PHARMACY
// it sells we have it
10 So. Market St.jw ^u x.xaii^i.L ^i San Jose
Ballard 661
'Oiiiii iijiiiiriniiiiiiiiirnjjiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii iniiiiujiiiiijiiiir iijiijiniiiiiiniMiMih: =:ii 1 iiiiimiiimiiiii i i imiimiiiiiij iiiniiiininiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiii.
ciiiinrtllllitMiiiiiriiilllllllil[lliiii[iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiirililliriiiiiiiiniiitii)ittiiiiiiiiiiiliniliii[n>:: ::MiiiitiiiiiiiNiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiriiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiittiiitii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin::
Vargas Bros.
COMPANY
Santa Clara's Leading Store
Cor. Franklin and La Fayette Sts.
Phone 3000 Santa Clara
Philip G. Sheehy
ATTORNEY
Specializing in Federal Taxes
and Accounting
1213-16 BANK OF ITALY BLDG.
San Jose, Calif.
-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiniiiiiniiiirtiiiiiiiniiiiriniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitr ::niiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiiitiiriiMiiiitiniiiii-
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CHAS. C. NAVLET
COMPANY
Nurserymen » Seedsmen ' Florists
20-22 East San Fernando St.
San Jose, Calif.
OAKLAND
Si8-izth St.
SAN FRANCISCO
423-27 Market St.
'IIIIIUI'MIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi'
^Ulllllllillllliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir-.
I HERBERTS |
I
BACHELOR HOTEL & GRILL |
I Rooms $1.50 to $2 per day |
I 151-158 Powell Street i
I
San Francisco i
7iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllilllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
UNIVERSITY
COFFEE SHOP
Eat with the gang at your
"CAMPUS HOME"
Harry and James Zones, Props.
D O N O H O E
^CARROLL
Monuments and Vaults
Phone RAndolph 5251
Holv Cross Cemetery, Colma, Cal.
:>IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIinillllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllli|..- -llllllllllllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinillllllllllllllllllltllllMMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIh,-
L*llllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII)llltllllllllllltllllllllll1L: '-'NIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllMIII'J
A. ARZINO
Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in
FRESH FISH c^ OYSTERS
SHELL FISH c^ POULTRY
Colu)i:bia 75
49 N. Market St.
Ballard 4JQ
San Jose
-|illlllllIlllllllMlllllltlMlllli::illllMlllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNir
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIM^
I Oberdeener's |
I
Pharmacy |
I The Rexall Store |
I
The Kodak Store I
I "// it sells we have it" |
I 1038 Franklin St. Santa Clara |
"CHARTER HOUSE
CLOTHES"
THE WARDROBE
^^ Exclusive Agefits''''
I Santa Clara at Second |
^luiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiinirniriirintntntniiiiiiniiinriiir.
UiiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriininiiiiiitiiiiiitiiriiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiriiiiiiiiu
I TheDurfee Studio |
I Fr.xnk J. Steiner, Mgr. \
1 58 So. First St. Columbia 817 |
I San Jose, Calif. |
I Wc Will Take Redwood Photos \
I Next Year i
T^iiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMliMiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiitiiiiir MiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili iiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiNii;
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Comp/ime?its of
^ ^an Francisco
Firm
=^iiiiniiii]iiMiiiiiiiiniiMnniMniiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriniiiiiHninniMiniiitniiMniiiiiiiiinniiitiniiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniinniiMniiMiiiiiMniriiii^
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THE "REDWOOD"
Annual Publication of the
University ot Santa Clara
Natio7ial Prize Wi7iner ig28
PRICE// $4.0 O
Ufiiversity of Santa Clara Phone Santa Clara 2
~inilllllMlllinillllMlllMnilllllMIIMMniMIIMMMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMINIllinilII[UIUI[IJIIIHinjlll:JlMillJllllIIIIII|]|lllllUIIHIUiilnllllllllllUIIIIIlllMlMillll^
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(Subscribe to
"THE SANTA CLARA"
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA
STUDENT WEEKLY
$2.00 a Tear
Phone Santa Clara 2
JAMES BARR THOMAS RYAN
Editor Bus. Alanagcr
=rMuiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiriiniiMMiitiiiintiiiii:iiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiintuMiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiH
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The Choice of Champions
SPEED MODEES
The victorious American men's swimming team
chose the glove silk model at Amsterdam. Also in
lustrous Sea-Isle lisle that shines like silk and fits
like a glove, and in pure worsteds and zephvrs
that offer champion's choice to every swimmer.
Ask your dealer or write to
Manufacturers - San Francisco
7iniMiinniiinuiiiiiiinnniiiiniiiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiMiniiiiniiiiinuiiiiniMiiniiMiiiiiiiiniiMiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirniiiiniiiniiMMiiiiiMiiMuiiinniiiiniiMMiMi
£jnil1IIIMnillllHllliniMliniMllinillllllllllMIIIIIIIM[llMMIllMlllllinitMIJnMMIiniMHIMIMtMllllltintlHIIIIIIIIlIIMIinlin[MIIIMMM[II1IIMMIMMnMM
I QompXiinenis e
I
"/ ^ CANELO MOTOR I
LINCOLN
FORD
FORDSON
COMPANY, Inc.
Harry F. Canelo^'og
San Jose, California
r.MiiMiiiirniiiiMiiiMHiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiMMMiiiiiiiMiMiiiMiMiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiitMiniMMiiiiMijniiJiiHHiitnnniiMniiiiiMiiiiiiiHnHiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiii^
.NIII[IMIIIItlMltllin[M!MIMIIIIM1ll[[MlltlinillllIlllKIMMIinMliriMIII|[illllH1IIIIIMIIIIMHII[Mlllli:illllllllllUIIIMiniUIIII[IMII[inilMllllin;i[|lllllMI^
Conipliniefits of
Lamar Photo Engraving Service
HEINIE HIRCH [Dz>vf/or]
SAN JOSE < CALIFORNIA
TniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiJMiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiinu
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Shermanliiay 6c Go.
STEINWAY AND OTHER PIANOS
DUO ART PIANOS
PLAYERS AND PLAYER ROLLS
ORTHOPHONICS AND RECORDS
BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
RADIO
I
ShermanJtelay& Co.
I 141-147 South First Street San Jose, California |
I
Phone Sun Jose 1640 I
fiuiininMiinilluiMlMiiiiilliMiMiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiliniliinillMlMiiliiMiriiMMninMiiMiniMiiiiiiiiniMitiiMililliilMiiilrniiiiiinnrntniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiNiniiiiiittniiirriliiiriii
CHRONICLE—Continued
Week of March 25
Easter Vacation begins. Scenery for Spring- Play painted.
Week of April 1
Stndents return from Easter Vacation. Classes re-open.
Week of April 8
Block S. C. variety show. Staiif of Redwood and Santa Clara banquet in
students' dining hall.
Week of April 15
Contest for Archbishop's ^ledal. Intramural sports begin. Spring Play
produced.
Week of April 22
Repetitions begin.
Week of April 29
Examinations begin for seniors.
Week of May 6
General examinations begin. Baccalaureate Mass and sermon.
A\'eek of ]\Iav 13
Senior Retreat at El Retiro. Commencement Excercises and Summer Vaca-
tion.
1[264|
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Qompliments of
^an Jose ^Professional z^ten
BURNETT & L5URNETT
Attorneys and Counselors at La-n.'
Bank of Italy Bldy'.
C. C. COOLIDGE
Attorney and Counselor
Bank of Italy Bklg.
MORETTIXI & O'NEILL
Attorneys at Laz^'
Garden City Bank Bklg.
O. H. SPECIALE
Attorney at Laze
Bank of San Jose Bklg.
DR. C. SHOTTENHAMER
Dentist
Garden City B.ank Bklg.
EDWARD ^I. FELLOWS
Attoruev at Lazv
Bank of San Jose IMdg.
•7llliniliniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiMiiniiiriiriMMiniiinilMiniMMniiMiiHMiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiMiMiiiiiMiMiiiMinMiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiniiiiiniMtniiniMinnMiiiiiinninii^
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VnuirnNiNiiiMiiiiiMiiiMiuiuiiiiiiiuiniiMiMiiMniiuiuiMiHiniiiiMiiniMiMininiiuiriirtiiMiMruiiiirii-iMPiiiMMiiiiMiriiniiiiiiutniitiuiiMiiiiiiiMiMnt^
"A Friend of the FamiV^
Somewhere, near you, there is a sign like this.
It is a friendly sign—one that promises Quality,
always at a Saving—and back of that promise
stands the honor of a great Company.
To the Man of the House it means sturdier
shoes and clothes at lower-than-usual prices. His
wife knows it as a store where she can find what
she wants at a price she can afford.
The next time you see that sign drop in and
look around. You will find it an honest, depend-
able sign—a real "friend of the family."
^^where savings are greatest**
49-51 South First St
UMIMIlUIHIlllIllllllllMlllllIIUinillllllUIIIUlMillillUllIIMMIIIIIIIiUIUIIIIlMUIUinilHIllinMIIIIMllliinillllMIJHMIinillllUIIIIIIIMMMIIIIIIIIMinril^
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I
THERADIOSTORE |
I
that gives S E R TI CE |
^irt'nts for
FEDERAL
7'hf S/g/i
"BY"
of Service
KOLSTER
RADIOLA
BTINGTON ELECTRIC CO.
"Phone WE ST 0082 1809 FILLMORE STREET {Near Si/tter^
i We make liberal allowance on your old set when you turn it in to us. We have some 3
I REAL USED RADIO BARGAINS! |
=:nillMiiliitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiitiiMiMiiiiMHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirniiniiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiuiiiniiiMHiiiiiniiiuuiiMiiiiniiiiitiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiii^
=i'iiMiiirrii iiiiiitiiiiiiitriiiiiriiiiiirriiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiriiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiitiiiiMri(iiiltii[iiiiitiiiMiiiliiiiiiiriliiiiiiintlrlliliilliiininirnniririiitrnin iriiiiiiniriiiiliiiiiillliinilMiiiiMiiiii:
For the most delicious ham or
bacon, Eastern raised and West-
ern cured and smoked. Ask for
"MAYROSE BRAND"
'•'Mayrose Butter'"
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W. E. FOLEY
Attonicx at Luk
Garden City l^>ank Bids'.
I Goldstein&Co. i |
I Theatrical and Masquerade | |
I Costumers | |
I Official Costumers for | |
I S. C. University Productions | |
I 989 J^Iarket St. GA rfield 5150 I |
I San Francisco | | |
niiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii7 =^iiuiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiijiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuMiiMiiiininiiiiui^
HniiiiiiiniiitniiinniiititniiiiniiiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiKiiiiiMiiitMiiiiMiiiiMriMiiitMMittiinMiMrttMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiii [[iiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiiitiMiiit iMiitiiiiMii'^
I
HOTEL VENDOME |
I San lose, California |
I Comitiercial and Toiwist |
I Ssx fine tennis courts, two large szvimming pools, nine hole putting course in \
I hotel grounds. Golf priviliges of beautiful San Jose Country Club \
I jERRY HARRIS, Manager \
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Wallace Duncan John R. Breen
President Fice-Presidefit
CompIime?its of
The Engineering Society
The Engineering School of the
University of Santa Clara offers
the following courses:
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
For information
Address Registrar University of Santa Clara
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.
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Student "poster
Ahart, Warren Charles Marysville, Calif.
Alcazar, Ramon Jr P. O. Box 37 Celaya, Mexico
Alexander, Benjamin F 1216 Sonth (larfield Avenne. . . .Alhambra, Calif.
.\rancla, Archibald G 107 1 lildagu Street Leon, Mexico
Anglemier, Vernon F 482 Atlanta Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Abate, Leo Joseph 650 Lincoln Avenue San Jose, Calif.
.\iello, Valentine 998 Moorpark Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Allegrini, Igino 214 Devine Street San Jose, Calif.
Altenback, Edward J 416 South 6th Street San Jose, Calif.
Arnold, Shirley T 16 South 10th Street San Jose, Calif.
Ascension, Ruperto P Talibon, Pohol, P. L
Axt, Milton 623 Baker Street San Mateo, Calif.
Ackel, Lionel Rosilio 94 E. Monta Vista Street Phoenix, Ariz.
Ambrosini, Wesley C Ferndale, Calif.
Bagley, Philip M Palm Court Apts Palo Alto, Calif.
Bannan, Berchmans A 1150 Cabrillo Street San Francisco, Calif.
Bardin, Don Gordon 414 Church Street Salinas, Calif.
Barr, James H. Jr 126 Se'cond Street Yuba City, Calif.
Barsi, George A 940 North Center Street Stockton, Calif.
Berg, Robert R 420 C. Street Marysville, Calif.
Betkouski, Marcellian Richard. .1840 Canyon Drive Hollywood, Calif.
Bigler, John S 123 East Cook Street Santa Maria, Calif.
Blackinger, John Regan 1402 Franklin Street Boise, Idaho
Bradley, John J 221 A'irginia Street Vallejo, Calif.
Breen, John R 542 12th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Butler, John K. Jr 2625 Kuahine Drive .Honolulu
Butler, William Howard Calistoga, Calif.
Belloli, William J 80 South 4th Street San Jose, Calif.
Bigongiari, Romeo. J 259 Dupont Street San Jose, Calif.
Blethen, Howard T. Jr El Quito Road Los Gatos, Calif.
Boi-ser, Maximino C Lyndon Hotel Los Gatos, Calif.
Borchers, Charles L Box 271, Route A San Jose, Calif.
Bonacina. Joseph A Santa Clara, Calif.
Boyd, John Adams 530 Chestnut Street San Carlos, Calif.
Burszan, John Jr 106 B. Street San Mateo, Calif.
Bonetti, Edward R 1440 The Alameda San Jose, Calif.
Boomer, Allen T 1347 The Alameda San Jose, Calif.
Bouret, Emile J Box 226 Branham Road Los Gatos, Calif.
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Brennan. Andrew J 298 North 10th Street San Jose, CaHf.
Bryner, Cyril Box 507 Menlo Park, Calif.
Berg. William G 420 C. Street IMarysville. Calif.
Bartlett, Charles L 311 Polk Street Port Townsend, Wash.
Berens, Norbert H Snmmerfield, Kansas
Boucher, Ernest J 904 Garden Avenue Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Bills, Joseph Paul 1171 E. Broadway Long Beach, Calif.
Bisordi, Charles D Box 7 Groveland, Calif.
Bode, William James 321 Capitol Street Salinas, Calif.
Campodonico, Angelo J. Jr 1830 Taylor Street San Francisco, Calif.
Carrese, Vincente 479 6th Street San Pedro, Calif.
Casanova, John E Ferndale, Calif.
Ceccarelli, Dino Dos Palos, Calif.
Cipolla, Remo N 1046 Benton Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Connolly, John L Sheldon Bldg San Francisco, Calif-
Connolly, Timothy Patrick Box 112 Jerome, Arizona
Croal, Thomas B. Jr 500 South 3rd Street Las \'egas, Nevada
Cummings, Edward H 1757 North Normandie Ave.. . .Hollywood, Calif.
Cummings, John E Tehachapi, Calif.
Cunningham, Frank A Bank of Bisbee Bisbee, Arizona
Campbell. William Robert 627 South 9th Street San Jose, Calif.
Cerruti, Elmo A 155 Martin Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Chandler, Harold M 710 Dana Street Mountain A'iew, Calif.
Chargin, Ernest R 749 State Street San Jose. Calif.
Cicoletti, Theodore 133 Delmas Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Col, Eugene E 85 Martin Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Corsiglia, William L 806 Almaden Road San Jose, Calif.
Conners, James J Box 1056 Juneau. Alaska
Callaghan, Leo R Livermore, Calif.
Clark, Edward J 1801 Hyde St., Apt. No. 3 . . . San Francisco, Calif.
Cole. Millard C 519 Main Street Roseville. Calif.
Carlston. Ellsworth A 2095 Poli Street Ventura, Calif.
Carr, Francis Joseph Redding, Calif.
Carlstroem, Charles Hotel Ramona Palo Alto, Calif.
Castro, Clarence A 966 Sherman Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Covell, Eldon J 106 Maple Avenue Watsonville. Calif.
Cassin, Robert E 646 South 5th Street San Jose, Calif.
Caputo, Gregory J 685 North 15th Street San Jose, Calif.
Concannon, Patrick T 553 \'ine Street San Jose, Calif.
Corboline, Emile J Box 222 Sunnyvale, Calif.
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Coit, Leonard C 55 South 11th Street San Jose. Calif.
Castro, Robert A 966 Sherman .Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Daly, Thomas E Box 1364 Jerome, Ariz.
Danielson, Roliert J 235 El Camino Real ISurlingame, Calif.
Danielson, William C 235 El Camino Real lUirlingame, Calif.
Davis, Donald C 636 North Michigan Avenue. . . . I^asadena, Calif.
Deasy, Jack G 955 Ashbury Street San Erancisco. Calif.
Day, Eugene Albert 1175 Madison Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Damico, Chester E Box 251-A Cupertino, Calif.
Delwig, Donald L 148 Delmas Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Dent, Albert San Jose, Costa Rica
Dias, Paul Joseph 266 S. 7th Street San Jose, Calif.
Doetsch, Joseph Jr Box 127 , Route 1 Los Gatos, Calif.
Donnelly, James B Anderson, Calif.
Dulfer, Elbert A 711 Eunston Avenue San Erancisco. Calif.
Duncan, Wallace B> 2425 P Street Sacramento. Calif.
Dunlea, John J 79 Lapidge Street San Erancisco, Calif.
Duque, Bertrand E 346 Ralston Street Reno, Nevada
Driscoil, Jerry A 47 Sudden Street Watsonville, Calif.
Devine, Vincent J Maccosin, Calif.
Doyle, Richard E 2025 Jackson Street San Erancisco, Calif.
Duque, Andrew P 346 Ralston Street Reno, Nevada
Eames, James Patrick 2236 P\ilton Street San Erancisco, Calif.
Ethan, Joseph Louis 940 Cowper Street Palo Alto, Calif.
Eberhard, Thomas E 525 Grant Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Ehlert, Stanley C 623 P>aker Street San Erancisco, Calif.
Etchebarren, John H 458 Court Street Reno, Nevada
Etchebarren, Peter J 458 Court Street Reno, Nevada
Eaton, Jolm 551 Addison Avenue Palo Alto, Calif.
Eberhard, Jacob J 525 Grant Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Eord, Edward Thomas Box 1264 Bisbee, Ariz.
Elohr, Melvin E HOG. Street Petaluma. Calif.
I'lynn, Martin J Redwood City, Calif.
Fontes, Joseph Albert P. O. Box 191 1 Irvington, Calif.
Eoley, Dan S 500 JelTerson Avenue Redwood City, Calif.
Eaherty, John M P. O. Box 1448, Station C. . .Los Angeles, Calif.
Ealk, Charles R 409 West 101st Street Los Angeles, Calif.
Earrell, Thomas E 375 9th Avenue San Erancisco, Calif.
Eawley, Norman D 437>^ Victor Street Los Angeles, Calif.
Eatjo, Robert A 616 Washington Street Santa Clara, Calif.
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Fitzgerald, Ralph G Box 145 Route A Los Gatos, Calif.
Foley, John D 50 South 9th Street San Jose, Calif.
Foley, Philip F 209 South 14th Street San Jose, Calif.
Gabel, George G P. O. Box 842 Chico, Calif.
Gaddy, Robert J Kelseyville, Calif.
Gallagher, James Jr 1009 S Street Fresno, Calif.
Gallagher, William J 824 Grove Street San Francisco, Calif.
Gallo, Fred J 334 X'allejo Street San Francisco, Calif.
Gillis, John D 475 Eureka Street San Francisco, Calif.
Giron, Antonio 13 Calle Oriente 26 Gautemala, Guatemala
Gough, John A 538 6th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Graham, Robert Malcolm 1140 Hollywood Avenue Oakland, Calif.
Granucci, Ernest J Colma, Calif.
Griffith, Edward J 602 Patterson r)ldg Fresno, Calif.
Griffith, W'ray Holman 125 Cerritos Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Giannini, Peter 971 Grant Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Greco, Edward \Vm 480 North 1st Street San Jose, Calif.
Grossman, Russell M 202 Xorth 17th Street San Jose, Calif.
Good, J. Francis 1408 Pomona Avenue Oroville, Calif.
Gamma, John Antone Patterson, Calif.
Green, Joseph M 12 West Portland Place Phoenix, Ariz.
Graham, Charles J 490 Magellan Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Giannini, Dante H 971 Grant Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Gillick, Fred George 1189 Santa Clara Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Hafner, Wallace G 14 Route A Salinas, Calif.
Harrington, Gerald E 716 13th Avenue San Franci.sco, Calif.
Hazlewood, John R 41 16 Lawton Street San Francisco, Calif.
Heagerty, Francis J Maricopa, Calif.
Heagerty. Thomas J ]\Iaricopa, Calif.
Healy, John T 940 Glorietta lioulevard Coronado, Calif.
Haas, Thomas Route A, Box 433, Alviso Road. .San Jose, Calif.
Hall, Donald G 842 Bellomy Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Halstead, John 185 Martin Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Harper, Harold P 7Z2 Taylor Street San Jose, Calif.
Harvey. Charles H 514 East Reed Street San Jose, Calif.
Herman, William 1026 Bird Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Helfter, Francis J 1093 Lincoln Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Hillebrand, Francis D 345 Fulton Street Palo Alto, Calif.
Howell, Frank Alore Jr Los Altos, Calif.
Haakinson, William H. Jr Shandin Hills San Bernardino, Calif.
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Hoffman, Maurice J 21 10 Mea<Iow Valley Ter Los Angeles, Calif.
Huerta, Manuel H36 Independencia. . . .Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mex.
Hazel, Harry C 2417 E. Leo Street Seattle, Wash.
1 larrington, [olin .M 801 West Galena Street ISutte, .Montana
Haniann, Anthony V Box 276, W. Collins Avenue Orange, Calif.
Hulihan, John \' 1248 West 5th Street Los Angeles, Calif.
Hudner, loseph 1 l'>ox 156 San Jaun Bautista, Calif.
ipina, Octavio 5a iturbide No. 20 San Luis Potosi, Mexico
Jaqua, Norwood K 116 North Craig Avenue Pasadena, Calif.
Jauregui, John A 330 Ridge Street Reno, Nevada
Jauregui, Edward (i 330 Ridge Street Reno, Nevada
Jennings, James J. Jr 4243 Stockton Boulevard Sacramento, Calif.
Keller, Winston A 1 152 Green Street Martinez, Calif.
Kilkenny, Thomas E , Dixon, Calif.
Klatt, Frank W R. D. No. 1 Box 15 Santa Ana, Calif.
Karam, Nasib N Nogales, Ariz.
Klaus, Jack Anthony 2415 Durant Street I'erkeley, Calif.
Kenefick, Francis O Gait, Calif.
Kenny, Arthur H Calistoga Hotel Calistoga, Calif.
Kerckhoff, Anton P Covina, Calif.
Knotts, George R Nipomo, Calif.
Roller, Walter 411 East 25th Street Los Angeles, Calif.
Kirby, D. Carroll 448 North 5th Street San Jose, Calif.
Ledden, Charles T ^Mountain \'iew, Calif.
Long, George L. P 104 Hollywood Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Luoma, Henry L 1832 Addison Street Berkeley, Calif.
Lemoge, Fay Joseph 330 22nd Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Lydon, Robert E Beresford Country Club San Alateo, Calif.
Lindsey, Bernard M 1056 19th Street Merced, Calif.
Lanza, Joseph J 917 South M Street Tacoma, Wash.
Lagan, Edward J 560 Page Street San Francisco, Calif.
Leonard, William P 685 Santa Rosa Street. . . .San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Lee, Martin M 639 24th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Lehr, Peter John 313 West Elm Street Anaheim, Calif.
Leahy, Marshall E 1326 15th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Leahy, Sherman 1326 15th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Linares, Francis J P. O. Box 540 Panama, Rep. of Panama
Lonergan, F*ierce T 1839 Alameda Avenue Alameda, Calif.
Lounibos, LeRoy 519 LTpham Street Petaluma, Calif.
Lucas, Thomas Santa Clara, Calif.
Larrouy, George P 235 Bradford Street Redwood City, Calif.
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Mailhebau, Marcel E 726 10th Avenue San I'Vancisco, Calif.
Alahoney, John D 763 16th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Malley, Edward S 210 Mountain Avenue Carson City, Nevada
Manwell, Malcolm T 801 11th Street Marysville, Cahf.
Malovos, Andrew J 224 South Uth Street San Jose, Calif.
Manusco. Peter J 227 Route C San Jose, Calif.
Marks, David J Box 1981 Bisbee. Ariz.
Martin, John A Box 173, Route C San Jose, Calif.
Martin, William S 1137 Palos A'erdes Street San Pedro, Calif.
Martinelli, Savino V 3342 Jefiferies Avenue Los An^"eles, Calif.
Mathews, Thomas E Alarysville, Calif.
Mattos, George 563 North 16th Street San Jose, Calif.
Mattson, Gustave 46 Hester Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Machado, Chris S Box 7Z Salinas, Calif.
Martin, Joseph L 1219 Marin Street \'allejo, Calif.
Martin, Gregory T 1219 Marin Street Vallejo, Calif.
McCafifery, Joseph 9th and Highland Avenue Chester, Penn.
McKeon, Alexander 1010 Tujunga Avenue Burbank, Calif.
McNamee, Charles F Hollister, Calif.
Morey, Joseph P Menlo Park, Calif.
Murphy, Daniel T 526 West Latham Street Phoenix, Ariz.
Murray, Douglas John 614 11th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Mahoney, John C 389 \V. San Carlos Street San Jose, Calif.
Malovos, Kenneth R 224 South 11th Street San Jose, Calif.
Martinelli, George A 583 Franklin Street Santa Clara, Calif.
McCarthy, Alan L Los Gatos, Calif.
McCormick, Graham Pescadero, Calif.
McDonald, Cyril J 12% Virginia Street \'allejo, Calif.
McDonald, George R 696 California Street Mountain \'iew, Calif.
McEnery, John P 277 North 13th Street San Jose, Calif.
Menard, N. J 556 South 2nd Street San Jose, Calif.
Mettler, Carl Menlo Park, Calif.
JMettler, Herman J Menlo Park, Calif.
Mignola, August J 253 \'ine Street San Jose, Calif.
Miguel, Howard Half JNIoon Bay, Calif.
Miller, Clarence M 1077 Jackson Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Miller. Paul A 239 East San Luis Street Salinas, Calif.
Morabito, Anthony J 762 Funston Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Morabito, Carl S 62 Divisadero Street San Francisco, Calif.
Moran, Edward A 5316 6th z^venue Los Angeles, Calif.
Morey, John B Menlo Park, Calif.
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Moroney, Harold E 532 Kentucky Street \'allejo, Calif.
Murray, Steven K Esparato, Calif.
jMusso, John J 743 State Street San Jose, Calif.
.McAuley, Allen G 1542 Mroadway Street Oakland, I'alif.
AIcKenna, k'enton J Box 1394 Uisbee, Ariz.
jNIcLaughlin, W. J 2006 K Street Sacramento, Calif.
McMahon, j. Ikirrett 4370 Witherby Street San Diego, Calif.
Nannies, William J 724 Oak Street Hood River, Oregon
Nelson, William A 1104 Palm Street San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Noonan, James Ross 622 Third Street \'allejo, Calif.
Noonan, Henry Louis ()22 Third Street \'allejo, Calif.
Norboe, Paul Henrv 3''20 Second Avenue Sacramento, Calif.
Novacovich, George Watsonville, Calif.
Niles, William E 185 Washington Street San Jose, Calif.
Nichola, Francis J 518 Claremont Street San Mateo, Calif.
Nogues, George B 178 West Taylor Street San Jose, Calif.
Normandin, Irving L 105 Hanchett Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Xarvez, Creeland J 137 Harding Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Naughton, Michael P 700 Cahon Street Redlands, Calif.
O'Brien, Jerry Box 157, Route A San Jose, Calif.
O'Donnell, Thomas P Hollister, Calif.
Ortuno, Thomas Elbert Bank of Costa Rica San Jose, Costa Rica
Owens, \'ernon Herbert 622 Aldama Terrace Los Angeles, Calif.
Oyer, Frank William 220 Harvest Street Salinas, Calif.
O'Daniels, Howard 3462 Walnut Street Seattle, Wash.
O'Hara, Thomas F 1101 Marin Street Vallejo, Calif.
O'Keefe, James Jr Box 516 Menlo Park, Calif.
Owen, Marvin J 362 South 6th Street San Jose, Calif.
Parente, Frank 2205 Powell Street San Francisco, Calif.
Payson, Stephen H Hawthorne Avenue Los Altos, Calif.
Peters, Ronald Danville, Calif.
Pfister, Lawrence J 540 North 54th Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.
Phelan, Donald W Berros, Calif.
Piper, George Paul 1020 South 25th Street Tacoma, Wash.
Pisano, Frank E 176 Moorpark Avenue San Jose, Calif.
F^ontoni, Michael S Areata, Calif.
Prag, Arthur E 861 Northup Street Portland, Oregon
Puccinelli, Hector P 80 Homestead Street San Francisco, Calif.
Pugh, John J 121 Lyon Street San Francisco. Calif.
Parsons, Harry Gonzales, Calif.
Patterson, James H 326 West 59th Place Los Angeles, Calif.
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Peake, Loami i'almer Santa Maria, Calif.
Pecharich, John P Box 447 Jerome, Ariz.
Pereira, Ephrain P Republica y David Pereira, Barranciuilla, Coloml)ia
Porter. Arza Francis Arroyo Grande. Calif.
Pegg, Arthur Richard 1280 W. Ninth Street San Pedro. Calif.
Prindiville, Gerald A 1 102 Lincoln Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Ouement, Arthur 51 Pleasant Street San Jose, Calif.
Ouinn, Thomas D 2923 Jackson Street San Francisco. Calif.
Quinn, John L 101 Palm Avenue Watsonville, Calif.
Quinn, J. Stanley 2860 23rd Street Sacramento, Calif.
Raggio, Albert C 1200 South 2nd Street San Jose, Calif.
Raley, Water Jr 718 South 5th Street San Jose, Calif.
Raven, Water F 60 Avenue Dubail Shanghai, China
Reed, George D 510 East Washington Street Petaluma, Calif.
Regan, Joseph D 515 9th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Regan, Myles F 535 37th Avenue San Pedro, Calif.
Reisner, Henry 5926 6th Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.
Ronstadt, Alfred 104 Route 1 Tucson, Ariz.
Rowland, Alessandro T 6507 Meridan Street Los Angeles, Calif.
Ruettgers, Alphonse G Wasco, Calif.
Ruettgers, Francis H Wasco, Calif.
Ruffo, Albert 1419 South Sheridan Street Tacoma, Wash.
Ruiz, Jose Bias 1046 Benton Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Russell, Donald 2418 Sunset Avenue Bakersfield, Calif.
Ryan, Richard E 2618 East 1st Street Long Beach, Calif.
Ryan, Thomas 219 Clayton Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Rains, Mervin W 564 "D" Street San Rafael, Calif.
Roach, Charles K 1851 Tenth Avenue Oakland, Calif.
Riley, Bernard P. Jr R. F. D. Box 76 Calipatria, Calif.
Risso, Roland R 27 Hoff Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Riely, Frederick H 700 Miller Street San Jose, Calif.
Roll, John Robert 962 S. 9th Street San Jose, Calif.
Rudden, James E Los Gatos, Calif.
Reiter, Joseph E Colombet Apts San Jose, Calif.
Sifferman, Karl 1 2129 N. 51st Street Seattle. Wash.
Schelcher, George J 3452 Third Street Sacramento, Calif.
Staurt, James L 3005 33rd Street San Diego, Calif.
Shepardson, Junior B 487 17th Street San Bernardino. Calif.
Spotswood, Russel E 311 Carmel Avenue Pacific Grove, Calif.
Stockton, Robert 519 A Street Bakersfield, Calif.
Sullivan, Leo S Fcrndale. Calif.
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Soldate, Lauren F 137 Liberty Street Petaluma, Calif.
Steward, Sidney C Elizabeth Street Redlands, Calif.
Sheridan, Ralph J 701 Third Avenue San Francisco, Cahf.
Sulhvan, Harry 1 1500 Howard Avenue liurhngame, Calif.
Susanj, Matt Frank 576 Franklin Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Sullivan, John R 1580 Whitton Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Stohsner, Ernst R 886 Market Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Smith, .Miner \V 1041 The Alameda San Jose, Calif.
Smith, Charles R 355 Martin Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Schimberg, Edgar A 633 S. Eighth Street San Jose, Calif.
Savio, Aldo Philip 44 N. River Street San Jose, Calif.
Sabala, Frank A Elko, Nevada
Sanfilippo, Henry Box 628, Route 1 San Jose, Calif.
Sanfilippo, Salvadore M 1035 Locust Street San Jose, Calif.
Santana, Joseph 71 Estabrook Street San Leandro, Calif.
Santana, Fred 3i3i3 Toyon Avenue San Jose, Calif.
Schenone, Joseph A Livcrmore, Calif.
Schies, Clarence E Motor A, Box 37 San Bernardino, Calif.
Schmidt, Henry 337 North 4th Street San Jose, Calif.
Schnppert, A. Frank 1534 Laguna Street San Francisco, Calif.
Scoppettone, James J 415 Gregory Street San Jose, Calif.
Scurich, Robert 265 East 3rd Street VVatsonville, Calif.
Segretti, Sisti J. Jr 39 Market Street Salinas, Calif.
Selna, Theodore L Box 134 Jerome, Ariz.
Shea, Albert J. Jr 520 B Street Santa Rosa, Calif.
Shea, John F Anaheim, Calif.
Shea, Joseph M Anaheim, Calif.
Sheaff, Joe L 1709 Forrest Street Bakersfield, Calif.
Sheridan, Emmett H 759 South 6th Street San Jose, Calif.
Sheridan, Philip 1 701 3rd Avtnue San Francisco, Calif.
Sherman, George A Livermore, Calif.
Sidener, Tyler Orland, Calif.
SitTerman, Karl I. Jr 2129 North 51st Street Seattle, Wash.
Simoni, Guido J 201 Route B Salinas, Calif.
Singewald, John L 1489 18th Avenue San Francisco, Calif.
Smith, Arthur A 130 Byron Street Palo Alto, Calif.
Smith, Charles K 1335 Cowper Street Palo Alto, Calif.
Somers, Frank J 675 South 6th Street. San Jose, Calif.
Steffani, Edward C 47 Route 1 Saratoga, Calif.
Saba, Joseph P. O. Box 551 Nogales, Ariz.
Santoni, Matthew 1003 North Street Woodland, Calif.
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Smith, Carl William ZZ? 16th Street San Pedro, Calif.
Stenger, George H Cowell, Calif.
Torelli, Paul J 910 LaFayette Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Tassi, Albert Anthony 1533 Ralston Avenue Burlingame, Calif.
Terremere, Albert J 1 14A Woodside Road Redwood City, Calif.
Theller, William W Sunnyvale, Calif.
Thomas J. Weldon 540 Thorn Street San Diego, Calif.
Thrift, Edgar M 2Zi Winchester Road San Jose, Calif.
Tocalino, George L 6794 Mission Street San Francisco, Calif.
Tognazzini, Elmer R 1022 Mill Street San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Tollini, Mario 1245 Vallejo Street San Francisco, Calif.
Tapley, Steart B 321 11th Street Marysville, Calif.
Thomas, Vincent 722 20th Street San Pedro, Calif.
Towne, Robert J 510 Central Avenue Salinas, Calif.
Toohey, Constant C Lindsay, Calif.
Twohy, James F. Jr 635 Tillamook Street Portland, Oregon
Tuite, Thomas J 736 Main Street Redwood City, Calif.
Tagliaferri, Henry A 563 North 1 1th Street San Jose, Calif.
Urueta, Enrique Barransuilla, Colombia
Valine, Anthony M 272 River Street Santa Cruz, Calif.
Vasquez, Manuel A San Jose, Costa Rica
Verzi, John R 1 169 Grant Street Santa Clara, Calif.
\>edenburg, Paul Hotel Federal San Francisco, Calif.
\'ukota, George W Livermore, Calif.
V'olio, Arthur Cartago, Costa Rica
Von Tobel, Jacob E Las Vegas, Nevada
Vasconcellos, John 1365 Franklin Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Wagner, William F 1420 Portola Drive San Francisco, Calif.
Wald, Clifford J 851 Jackson Street Santa Clara, Calif.
Wallace, John A Star Route Box 12 Modesto, Calif.
Wanger, Alfred L 901 Sutter Street Vallejo, Calif.
Walsh, Joseph Roy Gazette Bldg Reno, Nevada
Warren, William J Box 915 Areata, Calif.
Welch, John H 540 S. Rossmore Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.
Wilkinson, Joseph K 403 Kenoak Drive Pomona, Calif.
Williams, John A Arroyo Grande, Calif.
Wirtz, Cable A c/o American Factors, Ltd Honolulu, H. L
Zabala, William E Route B, Box 161 Salinas, Calif.
Zapp, Carl Phillip 6241 Fourth N.W Seattle, Wash.
Zerwekh, Edward S 817 Fifth Street San Pedro, Calif.
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